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I would like to congratulate the people who made this wonderful publication, Hà 
Nội Intangible Cultural Heritage in Contemporary Life, possible. It is my honor to write 
the foreword of this new publication as it is the outcome of a two-year collaborative 
project between the International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (ICHCAP) 
and the Center for Research and Promotion of Cultural Heritage (CCH) of Viet Nam. 
Since 2010, ICHCAP has been curating a publication series dubbed as ICH & Society 
to explore the current state of ICH elements in Member States as documented or 
studied by ICH communities and leading experts. From its inception, the series 
has included excellent publications from Bhutan, Mongolia, the Pacific Islands, the 
Philippines, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan. It is my pleasure to say that Hà Nội Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in Contemporary Life is our new title in the series.    

From 2016 to 2017, CCH executed the ICHCAP-funded project “Viet Nam ICH Book 
Publication Project”. The purpose of this project was to support an in-depth research 
on existing ICH elements in Hà Nội and its dissemination. CCH directly conducted an 
onsite research in communities to systematically discover and collate information 
encompassing twenty-two ICH elements in six domains (oral tradition, performing 
arts, social customs and rituals, festivals, traditional craftsmanship, and traditional 
knowledge). This is the first case in our series where the focus was principally on ICH 
safeguarding in the context of rapidly changing urban living conditions. 
 
Viet Nam consists of various ethnic communities which have their own habits, 
cultural identity, and language or dialect. Collecting and elaborating ICH-related 
information of different ethnic groups and publishing the accumulated information 
into a book raise the visibility of ICH and validate the cultural diversity of Viet Nam. 
This publication can be used as an educational material and for the promotion of 
Vietnamese ICH. It also contributes to raising international and national awareness 
of Hà Nội’s ICH thereby increasing the possibility of successful transmission of the 
precious heritage of Viet Nam to the Vietnamese public and future generations. 
With respect to a wide use of ICH knowledge, Hà Nội Intangible Cultural Heritage in 
Contemporary Life may serve as a functional basis for the government of Viet Nam 
to develop safeguarding and promotional measures for ICH. 

Foreword
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The publication of this valuable book was made possible through the work 
and efforts of a number of people in Viet Nam and Korea. I would like to 
extend my deepest gratitude and regard for the dedicated efforts of all those 
at the CCH—in particular, Director Lê Thi Minh Lý, Prof. Dr. Nguyễn Văn Huy, 
Ms. Phạm Kim Ngân, and Ms. Nguyễn Kim Dung—who visited ICH bearers 
in Hà Nội, fulfilled the research objectives, and translated this book from 
Vietnamese to English. 

Intangible cultural heritage is the source of mankind’s identity and creativity 
as well as the driving force for sustainable development, constituting a 
valuable wealth for all of humanity through which generations both present 
and future come together to learn and experience wisdom in the lives 
and thoughts of our ancestors. To recognize the importance of ICH and to 
safeguard it require identifying and documenting heritage assets that each 
community and society recognizes as ICH. This is reason why I hope this and 
upcoming titles in the series would be helpful in enriching and maintaining 
cultural diversities of the peoples. 

Kwon Huh
Director-General

International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of 

UNESCO (ICHCAP) 

HÀ NỘI INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
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For a very long time, the publication of a book on the intangible cultural heritage 
of Hà Nội has been a deeply held wish of all the researchers and staff of the Centre 
for Research and Promotion of Cultural Heritage (CCH), an affiliated organisation of 
the Association of Cultural Heritage of Viet Nam. The aim of this book is to identify 
and introduce the richness and great value of the living cultural heritage of Hà Nội, 
our capital city and a great centre of 1,000 years of civilisation in our country. Our 
volume is thus a means of documenting and memorialising the boundless merits of 
our ancestors, and of the many generations of the communities who have continually 
created and sustained an extraordinarily diverse array of cultural expressions, making 
Hà Nội a precious repository of ancient traditions and living creativity: a land rich in 
cultural values, and a source of pride to all Vietnamese citizens, and especially to all 
the people of Hà Nội.

In addition, our volume is intended as a means of imparting to the younger 
generation and to all generations to come a powerful message about the importance 
of cherishing and safeguarding their precious inheritance of cultural heritage for 
today and all times to come.

This book, the Hà Nội Intangible Cultural Heritage in Contemporary Life, is the first 
ever full length study of cultural heritage to be published in Viet Nam with the close 
cooperation and support of the International Information and Networking Center 
for Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region (ICHCAP) established by 
the Republic of Korea under the auspices of UNESCO. This book is a product of a 
collaborative project between CCH and ICHCAP for the period from 2015 to 2017. We 
express our deep gratitude to the Director - General Kwon Huh, Mr Seong-Yong Park, 
PhD - Assistant Director General, Ms Pilyoung Park and other collegues from ICHCAP 
for this meaningful project and are very pleased that the intangible cultural heritage 
of Hà Nội will be represented and promoted in the Asia-Pacific region and worldwide, 
within the framework of ICHCAP’s operation.

We would like to record our gratitude to Mr. Tô Văn Động, Director of the Department 
of Culture and Sports of Hà Nội and his colleagues for giving us the opportunity 
to participate in the project "Comprehensive inventory and safeguarding of the 
intangible cultural heritage of Hà Nội, period of 2013 - 2015", thereby shaping in us 
a premise, capacity and ambition to compile a book specialized on the intangible 
cultural heritage of Hà Nội.

Acknowledgements
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Our sincere thanks also go to the Viet Nam Cultural Heritage Association and other 
relevant agencies for their important assistance in our research, fieldworks, collection 
and assessment of information about cultural heritage.

We would like to extend our special thanks to the concerned communities, researchers 
and local cultural managers. In the roles of both, as the owners of cultural heritage 
and as its guardians, they have shared their efforts and supported us wholeheartedly. 
Thanks to that, we could obtain invaluable information and beautiful pictures of the 
status and values of the intangible cultural heritage of Hà Nội in contemporary life. 

We truly hope this book will contribute to the sketching and highlighting a number of 
intangible cultural heritage elements of Hà Nội which are considered representatives 
in an overall colourful picture of the Vietnamese intangible cultural heritage.

Due to our limited experience in the course of research, compilation and publication 
of this book, shortcomings cannot be avoided. We hope to receive feedback and 
comments from readers and ask forgiveness.

Director of the Center for Research and
Promotion of Cultural Heritage (CCH)

Lê Thị Minh Lý, Ph.D
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Overview on the intangible 
cultural heritage of Hà Nội

VIET NAM AND THE UNESCO CONVENTION FOR THE SAFEGUARDING OF THE 
INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE

The Convention for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage (ICH) was 
promulgated by UNESCO in 2003. According to the Convention, “Intangible cultural 
heritage” means the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills - as well 
as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith - that 
communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural 
heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is 
constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their 
interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and 
continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. For the 
purposes of this Convention, consideration will be given solely to such intangible cultural 
heritage as is compatible with existing international human rights instruments, as well as 
with the requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and individuals, and 
of sustainable development.” 1

Based on the 2003 Convention, the Law on Cultural Heritage of Viet Nam issued in 
2001 was amended in 2009 with the addition of a new provision covering intangible 
cultural heritage. It reads: “Intangible Cultural Heritage constitutes products of the 
mind and imagination that are closely associated with the communities or individuals, 
related objects and cultural spaces, represents historical, cultural and scientific 
values, reflects the identity of the communities; constantly recreated and transmitted 
from one generation to another by, inter alia, oral, professional instruction and 
demonstration and other forms and means.” In this formulation, intangible cultural 
heritage is identified with more precision than hitherto, specifically as the cultural 
values associated with people and their environments, and as wisdom - an age-
old accumulated value of the communities developed and transmitted from one 

1 Extract from the text of the 2003 Convention 
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generation to the next. The new point of this concept is the heritage being viewed in 
its evolution resulted by the constant recreation of the communities, which is totally 
different from in the past, the concern was with physical structures and artifacts, 
and a key priority was the preservation of whatever could be identified as precious 
because authentic, time-honoured and ‘original’. Originality is now recognised as 
a problematic concept for intangible cultural heritage, because so much of what 
makes its elements valuable are the creative inventions and developments over very 
long periods of time that reflect and sustain their importance to the on-going life 
and spirit of a community or people. This understanding is now central to today’s 
key concern with what we refer to as a sustainable development approach. Another 
new priority is the comprehensiveness of what we seek to identify when we speak of 
intangible cultural heritage. This means recognising in any given element a whole 
range of features and expressions. These may include a variety of tangible artifacts 
or creations that connect with or contextualise its practices, as well as such things 
as practitioners’ interactions with the natural environment and the ways they shape 
and occupy the human-made spaces in which it is produced and experienced. It is 
therefore unsatisfactory to try to study or safeguard an item of intangible cultural 
heritage in isolation from its cultural space and environmental context.

INVENTORY AIMING AT SAFEGUARDING THE INTANGIBLE  
CULTURAL HERITAGE OF HÀ NỘI 

Hà Nội is the national capital and the largest city in Viet Nam, with an area of 3,328.9 
square kilometres following the 2008 amalgamation into the Hà Nội municipality of 
adjacent rural areas. It is the country’s second biggest city in terms of population with 
7.5 million people as of 2015. It is therefore a vast metropolis comprising a total of 
30 individual districts. Thirteen of these are wholly urbanised, and the remaining 17 
are periurban areas where city-style streets and architecture intermingle with the open 
spaces of ancient villages and farmland. The overall trend is one of rapid and socially 
transformative urbanization. 

Having an age-old history, Hà Nội possesses numerous elements of valuable tangible 
and intangible cultural heritage, which have been intensively studied and documented 
by many central and local bodies, research institutes, universities, museums and 
other specialist institutions over many years. 

In December 2013, the Hà Nội People’s Committee issued Decision No.7456/QĐ-
UBND dated 9/12/2013 approving a measure entitled “Project for a comprehensive 
inventory aimed at safeguarding the intangible cultural heritage of Hà Nội”. This 
was conceived as the largest ICH inventory project ever undertaken in Viet Nam. It 
subsequently became a model for nationwide ICH inventory projects of the same 

HÀ NỘI INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
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kind, mandated under a circular issued by the Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism 
in 2010. The capital’s inventory was conducted over a period of two years under the 
close supervision of the Hà Nội Department of Culture and Sport, with the active 
participation of all 30 urban and peri-urban districts and localities of the city and 
supported by the expertise of the many scholars and experts who have shown deep 
dedication to the cause of protecting and sustaining its intangible cultural heritage, 
most notably the Centre for Research and Promotion of Cultural Heritage (Association 
of Cultural Heritage of Viet Nam).

Outcomes: A total of 1,793 of Hà Nội’s ICH elements have been identified and 
inventoried. They have all received initial documentation and classification under six 
major headings: Folk language (14 items); Folk performance art (79 items); Community 
activities, traditions and beliefs of the kind classified as “social practices and rituals” 
by UNESCO (213 items); Traditional festivals (1,206 items); Traditional craftsmanship 
(175 items); Folk knowledge (106 items). Out of these, 270 items were inscribed onto 
a priority safeguarding list. Through the inventory process, a key output of the project 
has been the production of distribution maps covering all 30 districts, with particular 
prominence given to the location of the 270 priority ICH items.
 
As of 2017, four intangible cultural heritage items of Hà Nội have been formally accepted 
for inscription on the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage 
of Humanity, namely: the Gióng festival of Phù Đổng and Sóc temples in Gia Lâm and 
Sóc Sơn; the Kéo co ngồi (Seated tugging ritual and game) at the Trấn Vũ temple festival 
in Long Biên district; Kéo mỏ (tugging ritual and game on hooked bamboo cords) at the 
Vua Bà temple festival in Sóc Sơn district. One ICH item inscribed in the UNESCO List of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding is Ca Trù singing; and six 
other items listed in the National List of the intangible cultural heritage include the Lệ 
Mật village festival in Long Biên district; the Bình Đà festival in Thanh Oai district; the Và 
temple festival in Sơn Tây district, the Hát Môn temple festival in Phúc Thọ district, the 
Chèm festival in Bắc Từ Liêm; the art of Ải Lao songs and dance in Long Biên district. 

Key features of Hà Nội’s intangible cultural heritage:

▪ The cultural heritage of Hà Nội is a flourishing feature of both rural and 
urban areas. There is very little difference in the types of heritage in these 
two areas as most of Hà Nội’s urban areas originated as rural localities;

▪  Many ICH elements that have their roots in the countryside have been 
gradually transformed and adapted to the conditions of city life in the course 
of the urbanization process. For example, many handicrafts have developed 
to serve urban needs; various types of performing arts have emerged and 
gained new levels of sophistication more suited to the new demands of 
urban culture, including the tastes and interests of tourists.
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▪  Most of Hà Nội’s ICH elements are closely associated with indigenous and 
local beliefs. Some incorporate new elements from Buddhism or Taoism.

▪  A significant number of ICH items have come close to extinction or have 
disappeared altogether in recent decades in consequence of the many 
rapid changes in our social and cultural life. These include a number of 
traditional love-duet folksong genres, as well as some local handicrafts and 
folk knowledge traditions.

▪  There are distinctive forms of slang and dialect used by certain Hà Nội 
communities and craft specialists.

It was discovered during the process of inventorying the intangible cultural heritage 
in Hà Nội that many ICH items are at risk of decline or complete disappearance, partly 
as a result of changing environmental and social conditions, and partly because of the 
limited awareness and resources of culture bearers, managers and researchers. For 
the viability of all cultural heritage, a host of essential factors are required: provision 
of the help communities may require to identify and represent themselves and their 
cultural heritage; the fostering of opportunities for the public to experience cultural 
heritage while facilitating economic and tourism development with the potential to 
benefit the communities’ own lives, and a general enhancement of local economic 
growth. All these have a crucial role to play. And it is precisely this methodology that 
Hà Nội city has recently applied in inventorying its intangible cultural heritage.

THE BOOK “HÀ NỘI INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE”

Through twenty two research articles introducing that number of ICH items selected 
from the Hà Nội’s ICH list of safeguarding priority, our volume offers readers a 
comprehensive overview of all domains of its intangible cultural heritage. This is a 
notable outcome of recent research and on-site fieldwork achieved through close 
and sympathetic collaboration with the concerned communities and are taking 
careful note of their actual lives and experiences. The ICH items documented in this 
volume are all still active features of regular community practice. The categories they 
comprise include: 

Folk language 
Đa Chất slang, which is closely attached to the craftsmanship of building bamboo 
rice-mill is identified as intangible cultural heritage and registered in the oral language 
domain of the Hà Nội ICH list. This is a distinctive type of language derived from the 
life and work contexts of the rice-mill builders in Đa Chất village, Đại Xuyên commune, 
Phú Xuyên district. Many generations of rice-mill builders have unceasingly developed 
this creative language for use within their professional community. The slang is a 
useful tool for them to survive in a new community and strange environments, protect 

HÀ NỘI INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
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one another from unfavorable positions, and above all, it is a unique form of cultural 
behavior to change a disadvantageous position into a better one and a creative way 
of teaching professional knowledge and culture. This is truly a spiritual-cultural value 
rarely found in other social communities.

Performing arts
Ca Trù as a form of folk music is a long-standing art product rooted from the common 
people while having been constantly improved and enriched by intellectuals of many 
times. Ca trù had been once considered a type of unhealthy art activity for a long time. 
Until the late 1980s, several Ca trù clubs were reestablished by individuals, families 
and villages. Afterwards, Ca Trù in Hà Nội has been gradually revitalized, but is now 
still very picky in its types of audience and most of practices are linked to tourist 
services, aiming at representing widely this distinctive art form of the country. 

Trống quân singing is a distinctive genre of Vietnamese folk songs. By applying different 
rules, a number of verses have been reformed into various songs accompanied 
by a rhythmic music of a typical instrument called trống quân (small drum). The 
application of verses, the styles of playing the drum and the forming of regulations 
for performance process in the art of Trống quân vary from place to place. However, at 
present, the genre is facing the risks of coming close to extinction due to the dramatic 
changes of social life and human tastes. Formerly, Trống quân song had been known 
as a periodical social practice, but today it no longer appears as a need for artistic and 
emotional exchanges among boys and girls. 

Water puppetry is also a special genre of folk arts, having developed in almost every 
village around the old Thăng Long citadel. This is the art form of a village’s festive 
events, a cultural activity full of community sense and an esoteric creation of each 
guild, society and individual artisan. Over a thousand of years, this folk-show has 
become a very popular art form, attracting a great deal of public attention. 

Social customs
The tugging ritual and game (kéo co) reflects the wishes of the communities for good 
weather, bumper harvest, peacefulness and prosperity for the whole village. Titles 
of the tradition vary from place to place, depending on the materials used and how 
it is practiced. Each village has different rules and principles to apply in the process 
of organization and implementation, both creating the diversity and constituting the 
identity of each locality’s heritage. 

Ải Lao songs and dance is both a social custom and an ancient form of performing 
art. Legend has it that the art of Ải Lao appeared since the 11th century. That means 
ten centuries has passed. In the same way with many other folk songs, poems are 
converted into lyrics, but the different feature is in Ải Lao songs, some verses applied 
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for the adaptation are the four-word line, the oldest form of Vietnamese poetry. 
The dance movements have more spiritual meaning than an art expression and are 
considered by researchers as one of the oldest forms of dances in Viet Nam. 

Traditional festivals
A village festival is often associated with the local people’s beliefs in the worship of 
their village’s deities who symbolize the identities of traditional villages. Legends 
about the village deities are usually also stories about the origin of the village. The 
villagers accept the accounts of merits of their celestial deities or human people who 
helped the country, protecting the nation out of foreign aggression or to overcome 
natural disasters as a part of their homeland’s history. And, at the same time, the 
position and reputation of a village is also strengthened by the stories of its gods. 

The festival of Và temple is held annually in commemoration of the Tản Viên Sơn Thánh 
(the Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain), an important celestial deity revered as a hero with 
the power to control inundations. Bình Đà village festival is associated with the myth of 
formation of the nation. Lệ Mật village festival links with the legends of the reclamation 
and expansion of Hà Nội city. The festivals of Chèm and Lưu Xá village communal houses, 
of Hát Môn temple and Gióng festival are all related to the veneration of the national 
heroes and heroines as the village gods and goddesses who can protect the village and 
the whole residential community. The legendization and sanctification of the history 
can help preserving and developing sustainably the intangible cultural heritage. The 
belief in the continuous protection of the divinities toward communities is truly a firm 
bond between the past, present and future of the heritage. 

Craftsmanship
Many handicrafts in Hà Nội are still developing on the basis of hundreds year old trade 
mark of the village, counting from the craft of daily utensils production to serve the 
needs of community life (Đa Sỹ forging), the calling to serve spiritual life (Sơn Đồng 
wood carvers’ art, Đông Cứu embroidery) to the crafts serving the high demands of 
the urban residents’ life, or of exportation (Hạ Thái lacquerwares, mosaic art in Chuôn 
Ngọ). The nowadays expansion of consumption market and the higher and higher 
requirements of quality and designs are not only the development opportunities but 
also challenges for handicraft villages in the contemporary contexts that traditional 
techniques are gradually replaced.

Folk knowledge
The production of foodstuffs including soybean sauce (tương), sticky rice (cốm), “cakes” 
(bánh cốm) made from sticky rice, and various other products made from sticky 
(glutinous) rice, is another form of cultural heritage of the Red river delta residents 
who have an ancient history of irrigated rice cultivation. These items are much 
more than everyday meal ingredients. Their production is a rich and time-honoured 

HÀ NỘI INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONTEMPORARY LIFE
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embodiment of traditional knowledge, building on extensive interactions with the 
forces of nature, including such key skills as the use of the sun’s heat and light in the 
various preparation processes, as well as the employment of the special earthenware 
containers required for the making of soybean sauce (tương); and the special cooking 
operations required to process the sticky rice grains to make the various items for 
which they are the base. All are distinctive Hanoi specialities and are key features of a 
truly subtle and artful local cuisine. In addition, steamed sticky rice (xôi), round sticky 
rice cakes (bánh giày) and square sticky rice cakes (bánh chưng) are among a range 
of food products made for devotional purposes, so this is an area of heritage with 
special significance for the spiritual and devotional lives of the people of both urban 
and rural areas.

Since time immemorial, the use of plants in healing has been a key feature of medicinal 
knowledge in every part of the world, not only in Viet Nam or Hà Nội. But there are 
many special characteristics of this key feature of Hà Nội’s intangible cultural heritage, 
including the fact that it is a form of expertise in which women have traditionally 
specialised. For generations, the Yao women of the Ba Vì locality of greater Hà Nội have 
consistently sought to preserve and promote their community’s precious knowledge 
of natural healing substances. To adapt their life harmoniously to the forests and 
natural world, they still explore their local environments, making skilled use of herbal 
plants as healing agents and health supplements. Despite all the rapid social changes 
in the world around them, their distinctive knowledge is still a flourishing feature of 
the city’s cultural heritage, existing in fruitful harmony with the skills and treatments 
of modern medicine. The bearers of this knowledge make every effort to deploy it for 
the benefit of all their fellow citizens.

This then is a key instance of the ways in which intangible cultural heritage serves 
as a vital living force in today’s dynamic social world, never existing in isolation but 
always in active interpenetration with the values and cultural traditions of the holders 
and the wider society in which they live and act. Yet in the contexts of globalization, 
modernization and the mechanisms of today’s market economy, the viability of 
intangible cultural heritage is challenged by many pressures and there are serious 
risks of its loss or distortion, especially the danger of the younger generation losing 
their sense of its enduring values and beauties. Identifying accurately the values and 
concerned communities of the intangible cultural heritage for Hà Nội as a first step 
toward ensuring its better protection and promotion is the crucial message that the 
book seeks to convey to all its readers.
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Distribution of the Hà Nội's 22 ICH 
items introduced in the book

VÀ TEMPLE
FESTIVALS 

MEDICINE OF THE 
YAO PEOPLE

TƯƠNG MAKING 
IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM

WATER PUPPET 
IN RA VILLAGES

GIÁ FESTIVAL

SƠN ĐỒNG 
CARVER’S ART

ĐA SỸ FORGING 
VILLAGE

TRỐNG QUÂN 
SONGS

HẠ THÁI 
LACQUER WARES

ĐÔNG CỨU EMBROIDERY
CRAFT VILLAGE

MOSAIC IN 
CHUÔN NGỌ

SLANG OF 
ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE

CHÈM FESTIVAL

YOUNG RICE 
OF VÒNG VILLAGE GIÓNG FESTIVAL 

AT PHÙ ĐỔNG 
TEMPLE

ẢI LAO SONGS 
AND DANCE

SEATED TUGGING 
RITUAL AND GAME

TUGGING ON 
A HOOKED 

BAMBOO CORD

LƯU XÁ 
VILLAGE FESTIVAL

BÌNH ĐÀ 
VILLAGE FESTIVAL

HÁT MÔN TEMPLE
FESTIVALS 

GIÓNG FESTIVAL 
AT SÓC TEMPLE

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE 
FESTIVAL

FOLK LANGUAGE

PERFORMING ARTS

SOCIAL CUSTOMS

TRADITIONAL FESTIVALS

CRAFTSMANSHIP

FOLK KNOWLEDGE

CA TRÙ SINGING

GLUTINOUS 
YOUNG RICE CAKES

TRỐNG QUÂN 
SONGS

TRỐNG QUÂN 
SONGS

MỸ ĐỨC
ỨNG HÒA

PHÚ XUYÊN

THƯỜNG TÍN
THANH OAI

CHƯƠNG MỸ

QUỐC OAI

HOÀI ĐỨC

ĐAN PHƯỢNG

THẠCH THẤT

SƠN TÂY

PHÚC THỌ

MÊ LINH

SÓC SƠN

BA VÌ

HÀ ĐÔNG

THANH TRÌ

HOÀNG MAI

GIA LÂM

ĐÔNG ANH
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The people of Đa Chất village in the Greater Hà Nội region known as Phú Xuyên are 
famous in Viet Nam for their remarkable local slang, a body of words and expressions 
so rich and distinctive as to be almost a full-fledged patois or dialect. Đa Chất slang is 
a unique feature of the locality’s intangible cultural heritage, and it is worth asking: 
what is this special way of communicating, and how did it come into being as a creative 
mode of word play lovingly preserved over the generations? 

WHAT IS THE SLANG OF ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE? 

The people of Đa Chất call their slang “tõi sưỡn” (“tõi”: speaking; “sưỡn”: twisting, 
teasing). What they mean is a language full of word-play and special terms that no 
outsider can understand, i.e. speaking in cant or argot: “nói lái”. The main occupational 
speciality in Đa Chất is the production of northern Viet Nam's traditional bamboo rice-
mills, and the village's slang language is the special preserve of those who follow 
this trade. According to Mr. Nguyễn Văn Phường, age 56, Chairman of the Farmers’ 
Society of Đại Xuyên commune, Đa Chất people use their slang “to confuse outsiders 
by using strange words and sentences that only our community can understand”. “Even 
when we speak ordinary Vietnamese, we add some slang words so that other people 

 The Distinctive Local 
Slang of Đa Chất Village

 THE DISTINCTIVE LOCAL SLANG OF ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE

When a rice-mill builder says: "Xảo sởn quần ớt", 
that means: Let’s go cutting bamboo. 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân

FOLK LANGUAGE
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can't understand", added Mr. Nguyễn Xuân Mai, age 
65, an assistant to the master rice-mill producer. 
And according to this leading village notable, the 
production master Mr. Nguyễn Văn Kên (age 87), 
“Our slang is a special language that only the rice-mill 
builders can understand. In the past, we used it to talk 
to each other whenever we didn’t want the bosses [big 
men, landlords] to know our business”. 

The Đa Chất people use rare and special words 
to replace ordinary ones: “bệt” for home, house; 
“mỗ” for people, person; “đạng” for poultry; “nhào” 
for meat; “sưỡn” for machine; “thít” for eating and 
drinking; “sấn” for work, do; “sở” for go; “xảo” 
for male; “nhát” for female. Many are ancient 
Vietnamese words no longer used in everyday 
speech, or used only as an element of a two-
part verbal composite. The Đa Chất people take a 
single word from such pairings to form their slang 
words. For example, the word they use for "buy" 
is “chác”. It is derived from the two composite 
words “đổi chác” (exchange) and “bán chác” (to sell 
out). And for something of dazzling or amazing 
beauty, they use “choáng” which is taken from 
the composite word “choáng váng”. “Nhẹn” is their 
word for fast or quick, taken from the normal 
Vietnamese term for “being fast” (nhanh nhẹn). 
“Chập” in local slang means darkness or “in the 
evening”, derived from word “Chập choạng” (at 
dusk, not bright enough to see). 

Đa Chất slang also contains a number of Sino-
Vietnamese words used as alternatives to the 
ordinary vernacular terms employed in everyday 
speech: “trì” for pond (instead of ao); “nhất” for 
the number one or first (instead of một); “lái” for 
number two (instead of hai); “đô” for strong or 
healthy (instead of “to” and “khỏe”); “hào quang” for 
halo, light, eyes, fire (instead of “ánh sáng”, “mắt, 
lửa”); “ký” for storage, sending, keeping (instead 
of “cất”, “gửi”); “ngoại” for outside (instead of “bên 
ngoài”); “hồng” for red or pink (instead of “đỏ”); “xí” 

 THE DISTINCTIVE LOCAL SLANG OF ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE

Mr. Nguyễn Văn Ảnh (b.1950), assistant to the chief 
rice-mill builder (phó hai) recalled: "We traveled 
everywhere to make rice-mills. When meeting the 
others, we cried: “Xảo vụ sởn sấn vụ đây” meaning:  
we are rice-mill builders and ready to serve”, 2015. 

© Phạm Kim Ngân

Mr. Nguyễn Ngọc Đoán (b.1940), the oldest chief  
rice-mill builder, who is the most knowledgeable  
in Đa Chất slang, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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for ugly, fat (instead of “xấu”, “béo”). And there are other words replacing a normal 
Vietnamese term with a kind of pictographic metaphor. Thus locals use “chèo” for 
a pair of chopsticks, instead of “đôi đũa”: their slang word conveys 'looks like a pair 
of paddles. And they use “đảo” for both drunken and reluctant (instead of “say”, 
“lảo đảo”); “vẫy” for a bamboo fan (instead of quạt nan – the action of fanning); 
“vai trên” for elder or higher position (instead of “anh chị”), “vai dưới” for younger 
brother or sister (“em”), etc. 

Cutting bamboo, cleaving strings and shavings are the foremost stage of the rice-mill building process. 

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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The mode of forming composite slang words is basically the same 
as in normal Vietnamese, e.g. “bệt cốn” is local slang for a rich 
family (“bệt”: family, instead of “nhà”; “cốn”: rich instead of giầu). 
“Tõi sưỡn” is used for speaking differently/speaking in slang (nói 
lái/nói lóng); “sưỡn tõi” means radio (cái đài) - (from “tõi”: speaking; 
and “sưỡn” meaning machine/radio). “Sởn sưỡn” means riding a 
bicycle, or travelling by motorcycle or car (instead of đi xe) (“sởn”: 
riding, “sưỡn”: xe/máy). “Tới quẩn” means catfish (instead of cá trê), 
from “tới”: fish; and “quẩn”: an ideogram, meaning “in a muddle”). 
“Tới xuất” is local slang for carp (cá chép), from “tới: fish”; and “xuất”: 
an ideogram, meaning “rushing”). “Xấn tới” is the local term for 
fishing (đánh cá), from “xấn”: to do, to work; and “tới” instead of 

“cá”); “tớp tới”: to go fishing (đi câu cá) 
(“tớp”: taking (lấy); “tới”: fish); etc. 

Slang is a type of ideographic 
language, so the user needs to speak 
rapidly and succinctly, so the listener 
can grasp what is being conveyed. 
When a local says: “xảo tớp hách” 
meaning “here's a thief!” (có thằng 
ăn trộm đấy), those in the know will 
understand that a thief is in the area, 
and people must look after their 
cash and valuables. When eating, 
if someone says: “trẩm, chổi thít”, 
others know this means “don’t eat 
it”, there's something wrong with it". 
That is how the Đa Chất villagers talk 
to each other so that outsiders never 
understand what they are talking 
about. Their slang has never been 
recorded in written form, nor used in 
a sustained way on its own, so as not 
to attract the attention of outsiders. 
Đa Chất slang is mostly used by 
local people for short sentences in 
imperative or exclamatory mode, or 
in simple admonitory statements and 
assertions. 

 THE DISTINCTIVE LOCAL SLANG OF ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE

Joining “họng” (the throat, through which, rice falls down when grinding) 
and binding “cốn trong” (the inside bamboo layer) of a rice-mill, 2015. 

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Nêm (fixing) the first time, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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WHY THE SLANG WAS FORMED

Đa Chất village is an old locality situated on the bank of the Nhuệ river in the 
southern part of Greater Hà Nội. As in other rural communities in the northern 
plains of Viet Nam, rice growing is the village's main source of livelihood. 

In the past, the difficult conditions of climate and environment severely limited 
the region's fertility; crop yields were low, and the villagers lived in severe 
poverty. To improve their lot in life, the Đa Chất people used their ingenuity 
and creative powers to develop the distinctive form of by-employment which 
greatly improved their circumstances. This is the building of bamboo rice-
mills, which is still an active craft tradition in the locality. Only male villagers 
pursue this trade, learning the skills involved from their fathers, grandfathers 
and other elders, beginning in their early teenage years. 

 THE DISTINCTIVE LOCAL SLANG OF ĐA CHẤT VILLAGE

Smoothening the inside part of a rice-mill, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Bamboo rice-mills are widely used in 
the plains as well as the mountainous 
regions of northern Viet Nam. One 
of the characteristics of the craft is 
that the rice-mill builders must travel 
widely and remain far from home 
for long periods of time. This means 
that they have to stay at the home 
of the host family who hires them to 
build one or sometimes more than 
one rice-mill for them. During these 
sojourns the villagers regard it as 
very important for their standing as 
honourable craftsmen and guests 
of good repute in the eyes of these 
patrons to have a private language 
so they can remind each other how 
to behave appropriately to the host 
family and to adapt themselves to 
the contexts and customs of the 
locality where they are working. 
To avoid unforeseen difficulties on 
these journeys, the story is that they 
devised their own special set of words 
and expressions for use among 
themselves in case of need, and allowing them to evade the attention of outsiders. 
Speaking in slang then proved useful in other contexts: reminding one another 
of the professional techniques, imparting knowledge of correct social conduct, 
discussing fees and payments: very important as a means of minimizing conflict 
over remuneration paid to those they recruit as subsidiary labour. 

Thus, the environment where Đa Chất slang developed was the full range of the mill-
builders' working contexts: at the homes of their host families, on the roads or at 
train or bus stations, and in other places far from their natal village. Their slang was 
a means of communication by which they could remind one another how to adapt 
and behave wherever they went. After having been back to their home village, they 
would seat together to tell stories about their jobs of bamboo rice-mill production. 
That was also the time for them to discuss and agree on how to name certain 
objects, matters, events, etc., in a new language they have recently invented – 
their slang. This unique language has been continued to be developed, passed on 
from generation to generation until present days.

Fixing the second time. Mr. Nguyễn Văn Luận, (b.1969), the foreman 
said: "this time we must do thoroughly. My teacher has always taught 
me: “phải dấn dỉa, vụ êm”, meaning to fix things thoroughly so that the 
new rice-mill will be durable", 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Đa Chất slang Vietnamese Đa Chất slang Vietnamese

1 Đồi ỏn Bé (Small, little, pretty) 17 Vụ Cối (mill)

2 Thít Ăn (eat) 18 Sủa Sớm (early, soon)

3 Đệp Bàn tay (hand) 19 Xấn Làm (work, do)

4 Đệp thượng Cánh tay (arm) 20 Nhẹm Nhanh (fast, quick)

5 Đệp hạ Chân (foot) 21 Thuôn Tốt (good, fine, well)

6 Hào quang Mắt (eye) 22 Tớp Lấy (take)

7 Nhào dừa Nội tạng (internal organs) 23 Ủng Cơm (rice)

8 Đìa Ruộng (field, rice field) 24 Cắng Rượu (wine, alcohol)

9 Dơi Mời (invite) 25 Quẫn Chó (dog)

10 Choáng Đẹp (beautiful, fine, splendent, splendid) 26 Đạng Gà (rooster, hen, chicken)

11 Cốn Giàu có (rich, wealthy) 27 Bệt Nhà (house, home, family)

12 Xảo Người (people, person) 28 Dạc Nghèo (poor)

13 Bệt cốn Nhà giàu (rich family) 29 Đạng đìa Con ếch (a frog)

14 Bệt dạc Nhà nghèo (poor family) 30 Đạng xì thiên Con chim (a bird)

15 Bệt thuôn Nhà ấy tốt (that family is good) 31 Xấn nhẹm Làm nhanh (do/work fast)

16 Xấn trầm Làm chậm (do/work slowly) 32 Nhát choáng Cô gái đẹp (a beautiful girl)

Context Slang Vietnamese (English)

On the roads
Sởn sưỡn có xảo bờm hách đấy Trên xe có thằng ăn trộm đấy (Here’s a thief on the bus)

Xảo bờm đấy, ngáo móm Có trộm đấy, trông cái túi (Here’s a thief, look after the bag)

At the host family

Thít nhẹn lên Ăn nhanh lên (eat faster)

Còn sởn trược, không có dẹo Còn đi xa, không có đói đấy (The destination is still far, we might be 
hungry) 

Ở sởn không có báu đâu Ở đường đi không có hàng quán đâu  
(there is none of a restaurent on the way)

Xấn táo rồi, bệt nó ngáo tới kìa Làm sai rồi, nhà chủ nó trông thấy kia kìa  
(You’ve made mistake. The host knows that)

Cái bệt này nó êm thít,  
ở đây khênh thít

Cái nhà này cho ăn ngon lắm, ở đây ăn ngủ qua đêm nhé  
(This family treats good foods, let’s stay overnight here)

Chổi thít, xấn chẩm Cho ăn không ngon, làm dối thôi  
(They feed badly, no need to do it carefully)

Exchanges on journeys
Nhát choáng quá. Cô gái xinh quá (The girl is so beautiful)

Xảo quẫn đang khênh tớp dùm, 
vót bệt

Có công an đứng kia lấy tiền đấy, quay về đi  
(Policemen are over there to collect money, let’s go back)

Communication  
at the market

Tớp cong quá Lấy đắt quá (too expensive)

Hớ quá không chát Rẻ quá đừng bán (too cheap, don’t sell out)

Reception of guests  
at home 

Đồi ỏn tớp dùm sở du Con đi chợ mua thức ăn (I go to the market to buy foods)

Tớp một gành thuôn cho sảo Lấy thêm một đĩa xào nữa cho khách (Bring one more plate of fried 
food for the guests!)

Dồ đồi mồi, quất cho sảo đi. Nhiều đồ ăn ngon, tiếp cho khách đi (There’s plenty of good foods, 
feed the guests!)

Xì nhát tớp một cái gành thuôn Bà đi lấy một đĩa xào nữa (You go to take one more fried dish of fried food)

Dơi sảo nhát thít mận Mời ông bà uống nước (Please, have a drink!)

SOME SLANG VOCABULARIES AND MODES OF COMBINING WORDS

SOME CONTEXTS OF SLANG USAGE 
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WHY THE ĐA CHẤT SLANG  
IS CONSIDERED AN INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE ELEMENT? 

The slang of the bamboo rice-mill builders of Đa Chất village is, first of all, a cultural 
creation by many generations. To establish a system of vocabularies that can form 
a type of language to be used in various contexts, being able to feature many 
phenomena and events, an individual or a generation can never do. It is truly 
a long process of creation in combining different single words into a system of 
language, to constitute consistent messages of the system of words and transmit 
the usage rules of them within a community, from generation to generation. 

In addition, the establishment of the slang has partly improved the roles of the 
bamboo rice-mill builders, equilibrating their social positions in comparison with 
other sorts of people in the society. The mill-builders use their slang to protect 
each others, helping one another to evade unfavorable situations and build good 
images of their own. Thanks to that, they can get out of a disadvantage position 
in a new community and strange environment. Đa Chất slang can help making 
their communication easy anywhere and at anytime for messages exchange and 
for mutual understanding. Furthermore, the slang also helps strengthen their 
solidarity and keep secretes for each other. The outsiders of the slang speaking 
community can never understand them and thus, asserting their social position. 

Under the contexts of a specific occupation and constant changes of social life, the 
mill-builders always have to face with difficulties, the creation of the slang and its 
development over a long period of time have helped these artisans to solve partly 
their hardship. It is not merely a meaningful invention in various aspects, but also 
a form of cultural behavior to change a disadvantageous position into a better 
one. The slang, together with its creators has passed through the most difficult 
time of life. Through time, this unique language has become their moral support, 
associated to them and constituted a unique feature of the Đa Chất mill-builders. 
It deserves a valuable intangible cultural heritage of the Đa Chất village, Đại Xuyên 
commune, Phú Xuyên district, Hà Nội.
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The remarkable Vietnamese folk music genre known as Ca Trù was honoured 
in 2009 with listing by UNESCO on its register of Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity in Need of Urgent Safeguarding. This important mark of international 
recognition inspired Hà Nội’s ca trù guild to make vigorous and sustained efforts to 
preserve and transmit their traditional skills and knowledge within and beyond their 
communities. One guild in particular, the Nguyễn lineage's Thái Hà Ca Trù guild, 
has been especially active in maintaining the quintessence of the art of Ca Trù, as 
inherited from the historic past of Thăng Long, with seven generations of unbroken 
commitment to the practise and teaching of Ca Trù. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CA TRÙ SINGING 

Ca Trù singing, a traditional art of Viet Nam, has undergone a long process of 
development, dating back to at least the fifteenth century CE, and still actively 
growing in strength and creativity today. This art form is unique because of its 
wonderful blend of lyrical vocal elements and musical accompaniment provided by 
the genre's traditional instruments: the three-stringed lute (đàn đáy), clappers (phách) 

The Thái Hà Ca Trù Music Guild: 
Seven Generation of Practice 

and Transmission

Artist Nguyễn Phú Đẹ (b.1923), the number one Ca trù 
instrumentalist, co-founder of the Thăng Long Ca trù group in 2016.

© Nguyễn Á

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD

PERFORMING ARTS
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and 'praise drum' (trống chầu). Ca Trù singing is performed in village communal 
houses, temples, and family ancestral shrines, as well as in the homes of leading 
community members and in the little establishments known as 'singing bars': 
"ca quán". The singers are women known as “đào nương” or “ca nương”, and men 
referred to as “kép”. The accompanists who keep time by beating the rhythmic 
praise drums are the “quan viên đánh trống chầu”. The groups practise Ca Trù in 
a variety of forms including worship singing (hát thờ); competitive singing (hát 
thi); veneration in honour of a patron (hát tế tiên sư); and festive singing (hát hội). 
Ca Trù is a rich and creative folk genre, deeply imbued with a sense of enduring 
identity and vitality, devotedly transmitted from generation to generation by the 
keenly dedicated regional Ca Trù guilds. It is the guilds that have sustained the 
close relationships within the communities where the tradition has its roots, and 
it is this which has given Ca Trù its enduring strength and vitality, and formed its 
distinctive characteristics. 

Father and children of a Ca trù family: Artist Nguyễn Văn Mùi (praise drummer), Artist Nguyễn 
Văn Khuê (đáy musical instrumentalist), and artist Nguyễn Thúy Hòa (Ca trù singer), 2005.

© Đặng Hoành Loan

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD
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The principal beauty of the traditional art of Ca Trù lies 
in its sophisticated and wide-ranging combination of 
poetry and music. Ca Trù requires only a few people 
to perform together, but with those few practitioners 
its performances are of striking effectiveness and 
artistry. A traditional performance of Ca Trù needs 
only two key people: a female singer and a male 
instrumentalist who plays the three-stringed lute 
(đàn đáy). One notable feature of Ca Trù is that the 
third person, in the role of the praise drummer for 
the performance, may be taken by any man from the 
audience who has knowledge of the art. Nowadays, 
there are very few people among the audiences who 
can both understand Ca Trù and can play praise drum. 
That is why today, each Ca Trù guild or club has a 
member whose role is to play the praise drum. 

The three performers are grouped so that the female 
singer (ca nương or đào nương) sits in the middle, 
between the two accompanists. She must have a 
naturally beautiful, strong, deep and resonant voice. To 
sing Ca Trù well, she has to undergo a long and demanding process of training 
and practice, not only learning the songs but also how to play the clapper (phách) 
as she sings. The clappers are made of bamboo or wood. They are struck with 
two hard wooden beaters, one of which is split into two so it creates a slightly 
higher pitched sound. The other has one big and one small end, known as the 
mother and baby (or yin and yang) beaters. The “phách” guides the singing voice 
and contributes a special timbre to the music. In Ca Trù, the singers are always 
female, never male. The enduring life of Ca Trù is always attributed to the skill and 
dedication of the singers. According to Professor Trần Văn Khê, a noted folk music 
researcher: "There wouldn’t be Ca Trù without “đào nương”, and when talking about 
Ca Trù, it would be insufficient if “đào nương” is not dealt with". It is truly not easy 
to become a “đào nương” because of the high standards the art requires from the 
female singer, especially the quality of her voice, as well as her musical aptitude in 
such matters as judgment of pitch and rhythm, and also her knowledge of music and 
poetry, and her passion as well as her willingness to work tirelessly at her art. Thus the 
viability of Ca Trù depends very much on the “đào nương” singers themselves. “Đào 
nương” are those who convey and reveal the genre's beauty, preserving its distiction 
and making an indispensable contribution to its survival from ancient times, and its 
flourishing life today.” 

The worship statues of the two profession’s ancestors 
Đinh Dự and Mãn Đường Hoa Tiên Hải who contributed 
greatly to the transmission of .

© Đặng Hoành Loan
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Artist Phó Thị Kim Đức, the last singer of the Khâm Thiên Ca trù guild (old Hà Nội) is renowned for the two singing styles: 
“Hát khuôn” (a standard form of singing, such as in worship singing performed at communal house or in Chúc hỗ - singing 
in royal palaces); and “Hát hàng huê” (a style of singing for entertainment).

© Nguyễn Á

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD
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Excellent Folk Artist Bạch Vân learning Ca Trù from the two renowned artists,  
Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Sinh and Mrs. Đỗ Thị Song.

© Nguyễn Á
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Sitting to the left of the “đào nương” is the instrumentalist (Kép đàn). He does not 
play a fixed piece of music or follow all the notes of the verse, but just taps out the 
first few notes of each song to start the performance. Sometimes he plays the “đàn 
đáy” to match the sound of “phách”, which is known as “đón rước” (welcoming), and 
plays again to terminate the song. The three-stringed instrument used by the “Kép 
đàn” is known as a “đàn đáy”. It is a kind of lute with a rectangular or trapezoidal 
resonator, and a long neck with ten or eleven frets. 

The third person, the “praise drummer” (quan viên đánh trống chầu) sits just to 
the right of the “ca nương” singer, or sometimes on his own in a chair some 
distance away. The praise drummer is always male. The drum used in Ca trù, 

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD

Excellent Folk Artist Phạm Thị Huệ (b.1973) playing the three-stringed lute (đàn đáy) and senior

artist Nguyễn Thị Chúc (b.1930) in a performance at Bích Câu Taoist temple, Hà Nội in 2016.

© Phạm Cao Quý
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the “trống chầu” (praise drum) is 
small and has two striking surfaces 
covered in leather. The drum sticks 
used to play the “trống chầu” are 
known as “roi chầu” (drum-sticks). 
They are longer than ordinary drum 
sticks. When they strike the surface 
of the praise drum, they make a 
distinctive “tom” sound. There is also 
the very different “chát” sound made 
by striking the drum's side. That is 
why performing and listening to Ca 
Trù is also called “tom chát”. 

The praise drummer must know when 
to it is time to beat the drum head, 
and when to strike the side. Today the 
praise drummer plays three roles. He 
punctuates each sentence or phrase 
when the singer completes it. This 
means his second role is to join in 
the actual performance to enhance 
and dramatize it, and he also acts to 
encourage the performers. This is his 
third role. When hearing a beautifully sung passage, he shows his appreciation by 
using a particular drumming sequence performed on the drum’s side, or beats out 
both the “chát” and “tom” sounds in time with the notes. In this way he helps the 
audience to appreciate the beauty of the music and lyrics. 

Today's audiences do not always know when a song is being beautifully 
performed, or when the music is correctly played. Thanks to the sounds added 
to the performance by the praise drummers, audiences can enter more fully 
into the experience and grasp much more of what it is that makes the Ca Trù 
tradition such a rich and vital musical genre. The sounds made by those who have 
deep understanding of the tradition and its performance standards are of great 
importance in conveying the art's meaning and refinement to an ever wider array 
of listeners.2

Ca trù singer Nguyễn Kiều Anh (b. 1994)  
started learning how to sing Ca trù  
when at age of 6, 2005.

© Đặng Hoành Loan

2 After Professor Trần Văn Khê - Some special features of Ca trù in Viet Nam (Vài nét đặc thù của ca trù Việt Nam) 
at website: catruthanglong.com 
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LEARNING AND TEACHING AT THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ GUILD 

The Thái Hà Ca Trù guild has had seven generations of members involved in the practice 
and transmission of Ca Trù, continuously and without interruption. 

Mr. Nguyễn Văn Khuê, (b.1962), a descendant of the 6th generation of Thái Hà Ca Trù 
guild and holder of the title Excellent Folk Artist of Viet Nam recalls: "The ancestral 
founder of our family’s Ca Trù guild was Nguyễn Đức Ý, (b.1820). In 1852, having come 
first in the laureate examinations for the imperial mandarinate, he was appointed to a 
prestigious official post in the regional administration of Gia Lộc district in Hải Dương 
province. He had a great love for the art of Ca Trù, and at a young age began to learn 
to play đàn đáy and sing Ca trù. In later life, when he returned to his home village, he 

Ca trù singer Đinh Thị Vân (b.1990), Lỗ Khê Ca trù club, performing at the 2016 Hà Nội Festival  
of Young Talents for Ca trù, 2016.

© Lê Thị Minh Lý

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD
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taught his children and grandchildren Ca Trù. He was a contemporary of two of the great 
masters of the art, Cao Bá Quát and Nguyễn Công Trứ. He composed many Ca Trù songs, 
twelve of which have recently been discovered by scholars from the national Hán-Nôm 
Institute. In the next generation of the lineage, another notable practitioner Mr. Nguyễn 
Đức Bồi became a specialist in playing đàn đáy and also the songs and dances of the royal 
court. In the 3rd generation, Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Tuyết was assigned the task of overseeing 
the training and performances of Ca Trù at the royal court. She was one of the Ca Trù 
singers whom King Tự Đức honored by having a gold statue of her made for his palace. 
He also made her a grant of land in Thái Hà to build a temple which the family named “Ca 
Công” (the temple of worthy musical service). The youngest members of the Thái Hà Ca Trù 
guild are the 7th generation of practitioners. The Nguyễn line’s descendants continue to 
maintain and transmit the art of Ca Trù today." 

A Ca trù introduction event for the youngs by the Hà Nội Ca trù club in Bích Câu Taoist temple, Hà Nội. 
© Nguyễn Á
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In the past, Ca Trù was taught only to other members of the lineage. Mr. Nguyễn 
Văn Khuê recalls: "My grandfather, Mr. Nguyễn Văn Xuân, a prize-winning player of 
đàn đáy in Bắc Hà, told us that in the past, our forefathers required all descendants 
of the clan to learn Ca Trù. At a fixed time every day, the children had to gather, sitting 
together in the courtyard of the Nguyễn family’s Ca Công temple in Thái Hà village 
to learn Ca Trù under the supervision of the lineage head. Any household with sons 
of age 13 and over would send them to learn to play the đàn đáy. All daughters from 
the age of 6 would be taught to sing Ca Trù. In those days, when all the children had 
gathered in the temple courtyard, their eldest aunt would sit sipping water inside the 
temple, and from behind a curtain she would sing the Ca Trù songs to them, phrase 
by phrase, so they could learn each one from her example. Sometimes, it could take 
weeks to learn a single verse. She always sang to them from inside the temple, and 
the young learners would closely imitate her tone and timbre. Note by note and 

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD

Three generations of a family practicing Ca trù at Thái Hà club, 2005.

© Phạm Cao Quý
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line by line, the children absorbed her 
technique and acquired her skills, in 
the way a steady fall of rain soaks into 
fertile ground. That is why it takes a long 
time to learn a song. After completing 
the learning of lyrics, the children would 
be taught to play the clappers for the 
songs they had learned." 

Another feature of Ca Trù is “phách”[*], 
which involves playing the clapper 
to guide the singing voice and add 
a special timbre to the music by 
the singer. Each “đào nương” was 
considered a good or only modestly 
gifted singer depending on how well 
she could perform “phách”. The Đào 
nương has to learn how to deliver a 
verse by coming in on the right syllable 
so that the beating of “phách” will not 
coincide with any of the words, which 
would spoil both singing and the effect 
of the “phách”. That is why not everyone 
who appreciates Ca Trù and hopes to 
perform it themselves can actually 
do so. Dozens of people may try their 
hand at learning Ca Trù, but only a few 
can progress beyond the basics. Ca Trù 
is very difficult to learn to performance 
standard because of its complex, quasi-
improvisatory qualities. If someone 
has learned the tune of a Ca Trù song, 
it is not correct to say that he or she 
therefore knows how to sing Ca Trù, 
because performing Ca Trù is much 
more than simply reproducing the 
words and melody. A single piece (“hát 
nói”) may have a number of different 
tunes and forms.3

* A “phách” is a clapper made of bamboo; and one “phách” also means a basic timing unit of rhythm, eg. a rhythm 2/4 comprises 2 “phách” 
(translator).

 3 Interview with Ca Trù artist Nguyễn Văn Khuê.

"Kép đàn" Nguyễn Văn Hối at Lỗ Khê club,  district, Hà Nội, 2005.

© Đặng Hoành Loan
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Talking about learning “đàn đáy”, Mr. Khuê said that a learner has to listen to the 
music and songs of Ca Trù first to familiarize themself with it, and grasp the special 
tone of the “đàn đáy”. After that, they must learn to hold the instrument correctly 
and then learn to play the music, section by section. The learner is allowed to 
move on the next section of the piece music only when the previous one has been 
fully carefully mastered. Mr. Khuê has been listening to Ca Trù singing since the 
age of four or five. He said: "In our clan, Mrs. Hồ and Mrs. Huởng Hải were extremely 
good at singing Ca Trù and playing phách. I heard them perform when I was very 
small, but even now, the sounds of their phách seem to be still echoing in my mind. 
And I learned how to play the instruments from Mr. Phó Đình Kỳ - one of my uncles on 
my mother’s side who was also very good at Ca trù. There was a saying that “Mr. Kỳ is 
ranked number one, Mr. Ban number two, Mr. Du number three, and Mr. Đệ is number 
four”. “Mr. Kỳ taught me from 1977 onwards till the 1980s. I was not able to play the 
whole song, but only individual sections. It was a rule that only after mastering at least 
5 musical sections can the “kép” join in with the “đào nương”. 

“Phách” (clapper), a musical instrument used by the singer for marking rhythms in Ca trù. 

© Nguyễn Á

THE THÁI HÀ CA TRÙ MUSIC GUILD
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After the 1945-54 liberation war, Ca Trù gradually fell out of fashion and was at risk 
of disappearing completely. The people who contributed greatly to the restoration 
and maintenance of the Ca Trù tradition of the Nguyễn family in Thái Hà is Excellent 
Folk Artist Nguyễn Văn Mùi4, a descendant of the fifth generation of the Thăng 
Long Ca Trù guild. His daughter, Excellent Folk Artist Nguyễn Thị Hòa, who is also 
a very popular singer, said: "On each occasion of a death anniversary or ancestor-
worshipping day, my father often invited all the artists of the clan as well as many from 
outside to perform Ca Trù and share memories of the family. Thanks to that we became 
deeply imbued with a love for Ca Trù and also great pride in our family. I was given the 
opportunity to learn to sing Ca Trù as a pupil of folk artist Quách Thị Hồ. My brother, 
Mr. Nguyễn Văn Khuê, learned the art from folk artist Phó Đình Kỳ. Beside learning 
directly from the artists, we also spent much time listening to recordings of famous 
Ca Trù singers and đàn đáy players made as far back as the 1930s. This was another 
source of our understanding and self-discipline. My father always said to us: 'Children, 
you must keep it going for my sake. I grew up in the tradition thanks to the playing 
of your grandfather and great-grandfather. That instrument has nourished the whole 
family, so you too have to keep up the tradition." 

Today, the Thái Hà Ca Trù guild is composed of the 7th generation of practitioners 
from the lineage. Artist Nguyễn Văn Khuê is very proud of this. He said: "My 
daughter is a student in her final year at the National University of Culture. She will 
graduate this year. She has been a committed follower of the family’s art from an 
early age. She sings beautifully and is the one who most actively keeps the fire of love 
for the tradition brightly burning in our family, among all the young seeds of the 7th 
generation. My family’s other good fortune is that our son, who is currently in class 
ten at school has mastered the technique of playing the đàn đáy. He too can keep the 
tradition going. Thus, the Thái Hà Ca Trù guild has a promising future". 

4 Mr. Nguyễn Văn Mùi was designated as Excellent Folk Artist in 2015.
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"Thình Thùng Thình"  
Trống Quân Songs of Hà Nội

The distinctive musical form known as Trống quân is one of several Vietnamese 
folk genres featuring lively boy-girl call and response singing. Like the other musical 
duelling modes in the northen plain such as Quan họ and Xoan, Trống quân has a 
diverse repertoire including songs of love and flirtation, and it too requires skill and 
ingenuity in the extemporizing of verses, rhymes and melodies. Trống quân means 
“drum song”: its performers use a special instrument made from wood and rattan 
which is played on top of a hole in the ground. The hole acts as a resonator and gives 
Trống quân its distinctive sound and timbre.

A BRIEF ON THE TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI 

Elderly villagers still recall a time when Trống quân was widely performed in the 
countryside localities of Hà Đông and Sơn Tây (nowadays Hà Nội’s outer suburbs). They 
have fond memories of the young people of the community gathering to practice 
Trống quân singing by the light of the bright autumn harvest moon, demonstrating 
their capacity for witty invention through deft use of the music's forms and rhythms. 
In the days when the tradition was still widely practiced, it was thought a good test of a 
potential spouse's talents and temperament. 

Artist Nguyễn Thị Vẫy (b.1934) from Khánh Hà  
can remember and sing many Trống quân songs. 

© Trương Ngọc Anh

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI

PERFORMING ARTS
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There is no agreed history of Trống quân, though there is 
evidence of its existence as far back as the period of the 
struggle between the Trần lords and the Yuan in the 13th 
century. Others date its emergence to the 18th century, when 
Emperor Nguyễn Huệ led his army from the south to the north 
of Viet Nam to expel the Qing invaders. Some of the oldest 
residents of the Hà Nội suburban districts of Thường Tín, 
Phú Xuyên and Phúc Thọ say that within living memory there 
were annual Trống quân performances on the full moon 
night of the mid-Autumn festival, which is celebrated in Viet 
Nam between the 10th and 16th of the eighth lunar month. 
The singing would begin at the moon's rising and continue 
without pause until its disappearance below the horizon. 
The night of the mid-Autumn full moon has traditionally held 
great importance for the Vietnamese people as a time when 
the harmony of humans and nature can be felt very deeply, 
and the fruitfulness of land and people given full expression 
with a joyful heart. Sadly, knowledge of the old Trống quân 
songs has declined rapidly since the 1960s. At present, 
there is only limited knowledge of this rich tradition with its 
diverse repertoire, and its many charming evocations of the 
innocence of youth in a rustic world of productive work and 
simple pleasures. Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Vẫy (b.1934), Mr. Nguyễn 
Văn Bôn (b.1938) in Khánh Hà commune (Thường Tín district); 
Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Loan (b.1937), Mrs. Lương Thị Yệc (b.1938) 
and Mr. Lương Văn Nền (b.1936) in Hát Môn Commune 
(Phúc Thọ district), and a few other community residents are 
among the surviving community members who can still sing 
the Trống quân songs.

Members of Khánh Hà Trống quân club 
perform at the village festival in 2017.  
© Nguyễn Á

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI
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At present, there is only limited knowledge of this rich 
musical tradition with its diverse repertoire, and its many 
charming evocations of the innocence of youth in a rustic 
world of productive work and simple pleasures. 

In former times, Thường Tín district was one of the areas 
where the Trống quân tradition was very strong. Every year 
in the July-August slack season, both younger and older 
villagers from the Đan Nhiễm in Khánh Hà commune would 
gather to practice Trống quân along the banks of the Nhuệ 
river or in the village’s open spaces and communal house 
(đình). Their sessions would be suspended when the autumn 
crops were ripe, then resume in October after the harvest. 
The district's villagers were famed for their love of Trống quân 
and were said to sing its melodies day and night. Locals like 
to tell the story of the wife whose enraged husband accused 
her of infidelity when she stayed out all night to sing Trống 
quân: despite his jealous wrath her love of the music could 
not be denied and she crept out again the next night to feed 
her passion for its vibrant sounds. Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Vẫy, age 
86, a noted Trống quân artist of Khánh Hà (Thường Tín) recalls: 
"At that time, I had so much love for Trống quân that even if I 
was being beaten to death, I would still carry on singing." To 
this day she is still an energetic participant in her Trống quân 
club’s activities, taking pleasure in performing its repertoire 
on stage as well as tirelessly teaching the words and tunes 
to the younger generation.
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In another village, Phúc Lâm in Phúc Tiến commune (Phú Xuyên 
district) previously, Trống quân singing was usually practiced on 
the occasion of the locality's main lunar August temple festival 
honouring the Nation's Great Mother. In the past, local people 
would attend the festival during the day, and then gather in the 
evening for a lively session of Trống quân. The performances might 
be staged at the end of a lane or in a courtyard, indeed in any open 
space. A hole would be dug to prepare a Trống quân drum and then 
the performance would begin. In Hà Nội, in the three communes of 
Khánh Hà (Thường Tín district), Phúc Tiến (Phú Xuyên district) and Hát 
Môn (Phúc Thọ district) where Trống quân is still performed, people 
recall that the practitioners used to dig the necessary hole and set 
up the simple drum which is the only instrument required for Trống 
quân, again using any open space, such as the courtyard of the 
communal house (đình) or a pagoda gateway, or the village entrance 
area. Sometimes Trống quân was performed along a riverbank, and 
the rhythm beaten out by tapping the sides of a boat.

The Khánh Hà Trống quân club’s  
performance at the village 

 festival in 2017. 

© Nguyễn Á
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THE UNIQUENESS OF TRỐNG QUÂN

The most distinctive feature of Trống quân singing is its musical 
instrument: the drum. To make a Trống quân drum, a round hole is 
dug to create a resonator of about 20cm to 25cm in diameter and 
20cm in depth. The lower part of the hole is pierced to enhance the 
resonance. The top of the hole is tightly covered with a thin disk 
made of wood from a cluster-fig tree. This forms the drum's playing 
surface. In Phúc Lâm (Phú Xuyên commune), it was traditional for 
oyster shells to be placed in the hole to create distinctive sound 
effects. The two ends of a rattan fiber 1.5m to 2m long, cut from 
a mature plant and well dried are tied to bamboo poles which are 
fixed in the ground. The cord is fully stretched above the surface of 
the drum. A bamboo or wooden stick of 15 to 20cm with one point 
placed in the centre of the drum surface is used to maintain tension 
on the cord. The singers use a drumstick to tap on the cord, beating 
the rhythm and producing an accompanying melodious sound. 

There have been many changes in the art of Trống quân over the 
last century. A metal container placed upside-down on the ground 
is now widely used as a resonator, instead of a hole in the ground. 
And the rattan cord is often replaced with metal wire or catgut. 

A Trống quân teaching course  
in Khánh Hà commune, 2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Nowadays, Trống quân is primarily a public performance art, hence the need for 
alternatives to the old hole in the ground method.

Trống quân club members are making determined efforts to sustain the art 
and ensure its survival. Even when they make their drums from recycled metal 
containers, they retain the basic principle of using a cord stretched across a 
resonator fixed to a two metre sounding board. 

DIVERSITY OF TRỐNG QUÂN SINGING AND DRUM PLAYING MODES 

While the Trống quân instruments are all very similar, there is much diversity in 
both singing and playing modes. Each locality has its own style. In the southern 
districts of Hanoi, such as Thường Tín and Phú Xuyên, male and female performers 
sit or stand separately on either side of the drum, with one person tapping the 
cord to keep the beat. Some teams have a prompter, usually an elder with a fine 
voice who knows the old songs and is a skillful improviser. The rhythm of Trống 
quân is two-four: "bang, bang", "bang, bang".

In the northwest districts of Hà Nội, such as Phúc Thọ, Trống quân takes a different 
form, with only three people taking part in a performance. Each male and female 
team has a single soloist for the boy-girl courtship exchanges, which take the form 
of flirtatious couplets or riddle verses. The team that can not solve the riddle is the 
loser and will be replaced by another trio of contenders. The teams agree jointly 
on the selection of the third person who acts as “Kép”, whose role is to beat time 
on the drum and to sing the verses that are recited by each team. The “Kép” should 
be good-looking and have a fine voice; he or she should also be a skilled drummer 
with strong powers of endurance. The “Kép” sits between the soloists, beating the 
drum to keep time for the songs, and taking responsibility for transforming the 
contenders' spoken verses into the melodic musical form of the Trống quân love 
duets. A good “Kép” can play a creative role in the performances, transforming 
poorly phrased or unrhythmic lyrics into a more pleasing form, delighting both 
players and audiences with his or her skill. 

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI
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Mrs. Lương Thị Yệc (b.1938) beating the rhythm with a recycled metal container, 2015. 

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Female singer: 
“If you leave me, who will I give the 
buffalo to care for, 
My palm-leaf hat to wear, and my head-
scarf to look after?” 

Male singer: 
"If you leave, I will follow you with my eyes; 
When I gaze at the water, it flows away; 

when I gaze at the water-fern, away it 
floats". 

The exchanges reach their climax 
with a long sequence of riddles. They 
include puzzles about species of fruits, 
flowers, birds and other living things. 
Each consists of 20 or more verses, 
and the responding side must solve all 
the riddles about the mystery items. 

Khánh Hà Trống quân club, 2017. 

© Nguyễn Á

PERFORMANCE MODE OF  
TRỐNG QUÂN SINGING IN HÀ NỘI 

Each locality has its own characteristics 
in stage order or mode of performing 
Trống quân. In Thường Tín district, the 
first stage of the performance is the 
address or “Hát gọi” - a calling song 
in a mode similar to the Vietnamese 
folk genre known as “lý” melody. The 
second stage is “Hát giao duyên” (boy-
girl courtship exchanges). If the male 
team starts the singing, the female 
team then tries to extemporize as 
wittily and melodically as they can. 
For example: 

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI
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A puzzle: 
"What fruit is it that has five segments 
and seven spaces between them?
What fruit is it that splits open as an 
anvil of the fence-builder? 8 
What fruit is it that people yearn for? 
What fruit is it that twinkles more 
brightly than the stars in the sky? 
What fruit is it that has five flavours 
when eaten? 
What is it that is tiny, but a person can 
fit inside it? 
What is it that has writing and dragon 
designs on its body? 
What fruit is it that has white pulp with 
pure milk inside, my dear?"

Mr. Nguyễn Khắc Bịch (b.1934) from Hát Môn  
remembers many Trống quân songs, but no longer practices.    

© Trương Ngọc Anh

8 The actual meaning is: “ …splits open as an anvil of  
the black-smith”. But, the last words of the verse  
are changed into the fence-builder to be in rhyme  
and make it more difficult to resolve  
(an explanation by a folk artist). 
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Artist Nguyễn Văn Bôn (b.1938) could sing Trống quân songs since at 12.  
He is still actively envolves in teaching it.  

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Response:
"It is the star-fruit that has five segments and  
seven spaces between them. 
The custard-apple splits open with a smashing 
sound, frightening the fence-builder. 
Apricots and plums are the fruits that everyone 
yearns for. 
The green apricot twinkles brighter than the stars 
in the sky. 
A pear has five flavours when eaten.  
Even a tiny cave can shelter a person. 
A bell has writing and dragon designs engraved  
on its body. 
A coconut has white pulp with pure milk inside, 
my dear".

In the case of performances in Khánh Hà 
commune, there is a final stage before everyone 
returns home, when both Trống quân teams 
express their love by singing the song entitled “Cò 
lả”. In this locality, the singers try to sing several 
verses in the mode known as of “sa mạc” (a form 
of folk music frequently used in traditional Chèo 
theatre). However, “sa mạc melody” or “giải đồng” 
(calling songs) used before the love-duet session 
are more commonly performed to express the 
sentiments of the two boy and girl teams. This is a 
feature requiring a high level of competence and 
considerable experience and practice over many 
years, since it involves varying the melodies and 
vocal modes. 

In Phúc Tiến commune, Trống quân is practiced in 
much the same ways as described above. After 
singing the greetings and invitation songs, the 
liveliest segment of the performances is the 
highly entertaining boy-girl courtship exchanges. 
The male and female teams sit opposite one 
another and perform the love duets. If the female 
team sings about flowers, the male side will 
respond with lyrics about fruit, and if the female 
performers sing about sunshine, the male side 
will sing about rain. For instance:

Female side: singing a song of rain  
(mưa, in Vietnamese)

“Mưa từ thời trong quảng mưa ra
Mưa khắp thời thiên hạ mưa ra ngoài đồng
Hạt mưa thời trong thật là trong
Mưa khắp thời ngoài đồng mưa cả mọi nơi”

The above song of rain sung by the female side 
has the following basic meanings:

It rains so much. It rains everywhere and the rain 
water is truly limpid 

Male side: responding a song of shine 
(nắng, in Vietnamese)

“Nắng thì thời nắng núi nắng non
Nắng soi thời mặt đất nắng mòn cõi cây
Nắng đâu thời nắng mãi thế này
Nắng suốt thời cả ngày chả thấy bóng đâu” 9

9 Recorded after the song sung by Mrs. Hoàng Thị Đặt, b. 1935, Phúc Lâm village, Phúc Tiến commune. 
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The lyric means: The sun shines brightly all the 
time and all over the place, on the mountain and 
on the plain as well. Consequently, none of a 
shadow can be found. 

In Hát Môn commune, a full Trống quân 
performance cycle includes three phases: greeting 
songs, friendship-bonding and the famous boy-
girl courtship exchanges, including: “hát ước” 
(wishing songs), “hát tìm” (seeking songs), “hát 
yêu” (love songs), “hát đố” (riddles) and “hát họa” 
(descriptive songs). “In this locality, before starting 
a session officially, the performers sing verses that 
establish the rules of conduct for the performance. 
Examples include no gibes or insults: this is called 
“hát chua” (caustic singing); and no pirating of 
verses from literary sources such as the Story of 
Kiều, Tống Trân, Nhị Độ  Mai, etc.,” said Mrs. Nguyễn 
Thị Loan as she prepared to sing: 

"Thoạt vào em cấm chua hát chua 
Phải đố phải họa được thua tài mới tài 
Thứ nhất cấm nhị mai độ mai 
Cấm Tần Cung oán cấm bài Trân Tống Trân10 
Cấm xa em lại gần cấm gần 
Em cấm tất cả Thúy Vân Kiều Thúy Kiều".11

The main meanings are: 
"To begin, there will be no singing of caustic 
songs; 
Only the posing and solving of puzzles to reveal 
skill and talent; 
There will be no use of the works of Nhị Độ Mai; 
No verses taken from Tần Cung Oán, neither 
from “Trân” Tống “Trân” 
These are banned in any form. 
I eschew them all, including the verse about 
“Thúy Vân and Thúy Kiều" 

10 Tống Trân Cúc Hoa – a Chinese literary works
11 Famous Story of Kiều by welknown poet Nguyễn Du

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI

Hát Môn Trống quân club in a performance at the Museum of Hà Nội, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Young boys and girls in Hát Môn commune as well 
as their singing partners from other localities all 
know the village’s special dos and don'ts, such as 
the ban on the word "Nhị” (Second Sister) which 
be sung as “Nhợi” because it is  the secret name of 
the village’s deity "Trưng Nhị". And the word "Trắc” 
(elder Sister) must be sung as “Chức”. 

The living heart of Trống quân is the famous boy-
girl courtship exchanges. The genre's central 
theme is thus the love of men and women, closely 
entwined with its poetic celebration of nature, 
the living world of our national homeland, and 
the productive labouring life of humankind. 

The lyrics of Trống quân are mainly verses in 
six-eight metre or variants of this form. Its 
performance modes vary from place to place. In 
Khánh Hà and Phúc Tiến, the first easily recognized 
characteristic is that the word “thời”12 is often 
included to punctuate the sentences and provide 
breathing points for the voice, allowing rest 
breaks for the singer. This is a particular feature 
of Trống quân singing in the southern districts of 
Hà Nội. The extract below is an example:

“Sông kia nước chảy đôi dòng 
Đèn khêu đôi ngọn biết trông ngọn nào” 

means: 
"That river runs in two currents; 
An oil lamp with two flames: which is the flame 
to watch?" 

The lyrics are modified by the practitioners by 
including the word “thời”:

“Con sông thời kia nước chảy có đôi dòng 
Chứ đèn khêu đôi ngọn biết trông nào ngọn nào”.

Meanings in English are: 
“That river thời runs in two currents; An oil lamp 
with two flames, which is “the flame” to watch?" 

Apart from the word thời which must be included, 
singers may also insert other words of their choice, 
such as: là (the, is, are), giờ, chừ (now, currently), 
có (there is/are), etc., to connect sentences, add 
rhymes or create spacing intervals. Another 
important feature of Trống quân singing is the use 
of word-emphasizing methods such as: wishing, 
puzzles  and word-removal songs which to create 
lyrics and rhythms by shifting the last word of the 
eight-word sentence to the position before the 

Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Loan (b.1937), who remembers and can 
sing many old Trống quân songs in Hát Môn. She is also  
the most devoted transmitter of her club, 2015.

©  Trương Ngọc Anh

10 Tống Trân Cúc Hoa – a Chinese literary works
11 Famous Story of Kiều by welknown poet Nguyễn Du

12 Vietnamese word “thì” (the, is, are) in this context is an empty word.
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final word of the preceding phrase, in the form of a six-eight word poem. For example, 
a wishing song transcribed by the artist Mr. Nguyễn Văn Bôn (Khánh Hà commune, 
Thường Tín district) reads: 

"Ước gì sông hẹp nay một gang 
Bắc cầu chiếc đũa chàng sang gần cho gần 
Ước gì gần chợ mà chơi 
Gần sông tắm mát gần nơi về đi về 
Thuyền ai đi ngược nay về xuôi 
Có về Đan Nhiễm với em về thì về 
Đan Nhiễm thời có bóng cây đề 
Có sông thời tắm mát có nghề nan chẻ nan 
Chẻ nan thời đan dậm mà cho ngoan 
Mài dao cho sắc vót nan mềm cho mềm".

Khánh Hà Trống Quân club in a perfommance at the Museum of Hà Nội, 2015. 
© Trương Ngọc Anh

"THÌNH THÙNG THÌNH" TRỐNG QUÂN SONGS OF HÀ NỘI
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The meanings in English are: 
“Wishing the river to be narrow just as a span 
To make a chopstick bridge to shorten, shorten the way for your crossing 
Wishing the market to be nearby to enjoy 
The river to be close to bathe and close home to return, to return 
Whose boat is rowing high and then low 
Returning to Đan Nhiễm with me, oh please do. 
Đan Nhiễm is shaded by bodhi trees 
It has a river for bathing and its people are bamboo lath-makers 
Bamboo laths are good for weaving fine fish-traps; 
Sharpening well the knifes to make the laths pliable, pliable”.

In contrast, Hát Môn's "kép" singers never includes the word "thời" in their verses as is 
done in Khánh Hà. Some even consider that to do so is an improper way to perform Trống 
quân. However, the crucial principle of Trống quân with insertion of the last word into 

the position before the preceding phrase's 
final word, as practiced in Khánh Hà, is still 
a living part of local tradition. Before a male 
or female team recite their verses, they will 
often say: "I give you my words, my dear 
partner", and then begin their recitation. 

Female singer: 
"Nhớ chàng lắm lắm chàng ơi 
Nhớ miệng chàng nói nhớ nhời chàng than 
Nhớ chàng như nhớ lạng vàng (a gold bar) 
Say sưa vì nết mơ màng vì duyên 
Bảy nhớ chàng công anh đợi chờ 
Tám nhớ chàng kết tóc se tơ 
Mười nhớ chàng em quyết ngẩn ngơ về tình".

Main meanings in English are: 
"Miss you so much, my dear 
Remember the mouth as you speak and the 
words you say 
Miss you as I miss my dearest ones, 
I have a passion for your virtue and dream 
of your grace 
Seventh, I miss you due to your expectation 
Eighth, I miss you, my spouse 
Tenth, I miss you so much that I am mad 
with love". 
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The male team then recite a verse: 

“In August, he tarries in his youth”, then kép sings “In August, he tarries in youth, in youth”. 
Below is another example: The poem "Remembrance" is sung by kép Nguyễn Thị Loan 
(Hát Môn):
 
Singer:
"Nhớ chàng lắm lắm ơi chàng ơi 
Nhớ miệng chàng nói nhớ nhời than 
chàng than 
Nhớ chàng như nhớ vàng lạng vàng 
Say sưa vì nết mơ màng duyên vì duyên 
Nhớ chàng nhớ bạc tiền nhớ tiền 
Như chim đoan phượng đậu liền tranh 
cành tranh 
Bảy nhớ chàng vì này công anh chờ  
đợi chờ 
Tám nhớ chàng kết tóc tơ se tơ 
Mười nhớ chàng em quyết ngẩn ngơ 
tình về tình". 

Then the male singer (kép) sings:
"Miss you so much, dear, my dear 
Remember the mouth as you speak, the 
words say, you say; 
Miss you as I miss my dearest, dearest ones 
I have a passion for your virtue and dream 
of grace, your grace 
Miss you as I miss silver, money, miss money 
As a phoenix stand on the lemon, lemon tree  
Seventh, I miss you due to your 
expectation 
Eighth, I miss you so, my spouse 
Tenth, I miss you so much that I am mad 
with love, with love"

Hát Môn Trống Quân club in a perfommance at the Museum of Hà Nội, 2015  
© Trương Ngọc Anh
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An other “Wishing song” sung by Kép: 
"Ước gì em lấy chàng được chàng 
Mùa nào thức nấy gửi sang quà  
làm quà 
Tháng Giêng gửi các hoa thứ hoa 
Hoa đào hoa lý hoa na hồi hoa hồi 
Tháng Hai gửi bộ chơi đồ chơi 
Gương Tàu năm chiếc hoa rơi cành  
năm cành".

The meanings in English are:
“I wish I could get married to him to him 
I will send him fruits in season as  
gifts as gifts 
In January, I would send flowers,  
types of flowers 
The blossoms of peach, pergularia, 
custard-apple and anise, star-anise 
In February, I would send toys,  
a set of toys 
Five sets of Chinese mirrors and a 
fallen flowering branch”.

It can be seen that beside their many common features, Trống quân varies in 
performance styles and melodies from place to place in Hà Nội. In general, Trống 
quân singing was of tremendous value to the practitioners of the concerned 
localities in the past. But this important element of regional folk culture is in a 
precarious state. In the villages where Trống quân was once widely performed, 
there are few surviving practitioners and most are very elderly; few are under 80. 
In addition, most of them live very modestly and no longer have the confidence 
or incentive to perform in public or impart their skills to others. There is a danger 
that memories will fade, and this once vibrant tradition will lose its place in Hà 
Nội's vibrant cultural heritage. It is for this reason that Hà Nội city has included 
Trống quân in the intangible cultural heritage list of cultural elements in need of 
urgent safeguarding.
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The Art of Water Puppetry 
in Ra Village

All water puppet artisans in Ra villages are amateurs, with their day jobs as 
farmers, construction workers, carpenters, teachers, etc. They perform the traditional 
profession of water puppetry naturally, enthusiastically to preserve the village’s 
hundred years tradition and reputation. 

THE ORIGINS

Ra village’s official name is Phú Hòa hamlet, Bình Phú Ward, Thạch Thất district, Hà Nội 
city. People here still recite a story about the name “Ra” of their village: Their village’s 
God, Đào Khang, used to be the most experienced general of Hai Bà Trưng in the first 
century CE. Back then, when he fought for Hai Bà Trưng, he often chose this village’s 
location to gather the soldiers before “going out” ("ra") to battle. Therefore the village 
had the folk name “Ra” village. 

Old puppets that have been used since the 1970s.

© Nguyễn Á

THE ART OF WATER PUPPETRY IN RA VILLAGE

PERFORMING ARTS
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Ra village is famous for the art of water puppetry. The Excellence Folk Artist 
Nguyễn Hữu Chính (b.1946), a veteran member of the village’s water puppet guild 
said: “According to the legend that I was told by the elders, the Founder of this art was 
zen master Từ Đạo Hạnh (1072-1116, a famous monk in the Lý dynasty). Legend has 
it, he used to live in Thiên Phúc pagoda (Thầy pagoda nowadays), Quốc Oai district, 
Hà Nội. On his way to propagate buddihsm across Ra village, he realized the beautiful 
scenery and friendly people of this place, and taught them the art of water puppetry. 
Nowadays, he receives worship at Thầy pagoda as the profession’s Founder. Annually 
on the 6th day of the third lunar month, Thầy pagoda holds a festival, and Ra village’s 
water puppet guild always performs to commemorate the forefather of their work. In 
the past, Thầy pagoda gave the village 972 square metters for farming to provide for 
the guild’s activities every year. Currently, Thầy pagoda also pays for all expenses when 
they invite the guild to perform there”.

The guild also performs at Ra village’s annual festival on the 17th of the seventh 
lunar month. There is a difference in Ra village’s water puppet show, that it 
does not have chú Tễu17 in the opening to introduce the characters. Mr. Chính 
explained: “In Ra village’s communal house, they don’t worship the profession’s 

 "Betel invitation",  
a water puppet item 

that approaches 
the closest to the 

audience. 

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm 17 "Tễu" means a laugh. Playing the role of an introducer, a commentator and a narrator as well.
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forefather but the village’s God who was general Đào Khang, therefore two Loa 
generals would open the show and introduce the characters, instead of chú Tễu like 
in other guilds. The faces of Ra village’s puppets are similar to the Buddha’s because 
their forefather was a famous monk.” 

THE UPS AND DOWNS

During the war time (1946-1954), water puppet activities were interrupted, the 
puppets were preserved, just as the people’s keepsakes. In 1960, the guild was 
restored with around 40 members. Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Chính said: “All villagers 
supported us so it was not so hard to revive the art of water puppetry in Ra village. 
Moreover, villagers still had their puppets stored in the village communal house, which 
made it even easier.” However, guild members in Ra village have been reducing 
by the years. From 1995 until now, the guild members has varied from 20 to 22 
people, 14 of which are puppeteers and 8 are musicians.  

Artist Nguyễn Hữu Chính (b.1946) and members of the puppet troupe preserving valuable old puppets, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

17 "Tễu" means a laugh. Playing the role of an introducer, a commentator and a narrator as well.
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All water puppet artists in Ra village are 
amateurs, with their day jobs as farmers, 
construction workers, carpenters, teachers, 
etc. but they all have enthusiasm and desire to 
preserve and pass on the profession to their 
decendants. They all teach and learn how to 
perform water puppet from each other, without 
any official education. The elders teach the 
youngers, seniors teach juniors.

Ra village puppetry is always transmitted between 
villagers only. Especially, they have the rule of 
transmitting the profession only to the sons, not 
the daughters because when their daughters get 
married, their secrets may be disclosed. Women 
in the guild normally just read the dialogues or 
sing, and they do not control the puppets.

In 2016, Ra village water puppet guild had a new 
chief, Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Tuyến, (b.1980), son of Mr. 
Nguyễn Hữu Đoàn, a former veteran chief of the 
guild for over 30 years. At the end of 2015, Mr. 
Đoàn was too sick to continue his work, therefore 
they voted for a new chief. Traditionally, they 
voted for the chief’s son to be his successor. Mr. 
Nguyễn Hữu Tuyến was already the deputy chief 
in charge of technique training. He had learned 
the skills from his father, and had very thorough 
knowledge of water puppetry so he had gained 
the people’s trust. 

Among the guild’s members, Mr. Nguyễn Hữu 
Lương and Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Bình, both born in 
1931, are the most experienced. According to 
Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Lương, he joined the guild at 
the age of 17, as his grandfather was a Trùm. In 
the past, the highest position in a water puppet 
guild was Trùm, held by two people, the second 
highest title was Trưởng, held by four people. The 
Trùm were in charge of general management, 
communication, and making decisions, they 
were assisted by the four Trưởng with: Noting, 
techniques, administration, music. Trùm and 
Trưởng were voted in by skillful elders from 
famlies of the water puppet tradition with no 
recent deaths, and are highly respected. 

Old puppets that have been used since the 1970s.

© Nguyễn Á

General Loa, the character who leads the stories.

© Nguyễn Á

THE ART OF WATER PUPPETRY IN RA VILLAGE
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Mr. Lương used to follow his 
grandfather to his shows, therefore he 
had been involved with water puppets 
since a very young age and observed 
and followed the elders’ work. He 
is still very enthusiastic with this art 
after nearly 70 years in the guild. His 
youngest child, Nguyễn Hữu Được 
(b.1997), is also the youngest member 
of the guild. Mr. Lương said, in the 
past when a new member joined the 
guild, they had to do the presenting 
ceremony at the Trùm’s house. People 
from a families that has nobody 
joining in the guild would never be 
recruited as it was against the rule of 
succeeding from father to son. This 
rule is still applied nowadays. 

WATER PUPPET TECHNIQUES

Water puppetry in Ra village are 
mostly stringed puppets, using small 
ropes, because they are frictional and 
easier to control. In the rope installing 
technique, they must have a pole to be 
the base to tighten the string, which 
is called the target. From the control 
point to the target point, they have 
to create a track for the puppets to 
move on it. There are three tracks 
underwater, including one middle 
track and two side tracks. With the 
middle track (the main track), there 
have to be three to five people to 
control a puppet, one presents and 
mobilizes the puppet, one makes the 
puppet move, and one ballances the 
puppet. The most important skill of the 
water puppet art is how to string the 
puppet to the main track. The string of 
the main ray is called “hundred-of-use 
string”. Each puppet has a different 
string, when they are tied to the main 
track, they also have to be easy to 
loosen and detach. Not everyone can 
do this work. When the scenes are 
switched, they have to change the 
puppets, and the puppeteer has to 
be very quick and skillful to be able 
to do it within seconds. In order to do 
this, the guild chief and deputy chief 
in charge of technique training have 
to arrange the performances and 
the puppets strictly in order, to avoid 

THE ART OF WATER PUPPETRY IN RA VILLAGE

Item "Procession of statutes", the item that 
combines many different techniques.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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mistakes and make it faster to find the right puppets. With the side tracks, one 
person can control two  to three  puppets, because these puppets will go along 
with the puppeteer and they merely have to move or reposition. 

Besides the main technique of string puppet, the guild also perform rod puppets. 
It is called rod puppets but they also have to combine both the rods and the 
strings to move the puppet’s hands and necks, as it will be impossible to do it 
without strings to pull. The most important thing part is to set the rod (combine 
rods and strings to control the puppets). Some story of rod puppets are: Fishing, 
frog hunting, rowling, horse riding, banana tree chopping, fire ring jumping, etc.

In puppet controlling, in the past they just stick to their own performance without 
exchanging skills to each other in order to keep their secrets. Normally, one 
puppet was controlled by one person. That person both controlled the puppet 
and read its lines. They didn’t have music players either, so they used drums and 
gongs. Nowadays they have singers and background music. They can sing chèo, 
or quan họ folk songs. The puppeteers just have to control the puppets, and the 
band off the water will read the lines and perform the music. There are one host, 
one voice actor, and two singers. The band has a drummer, a guitarists, and 
a fluter. This change started in 1994. Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Chính said: “The current 
role assignment has made it much easier than before, since the puppeteers can just 

Ra village’s water temple, the "theater" of water puppet performances. 

© Cao Trung Vinh
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Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Tuyến (b.1980), Chief of a water puppet troupe, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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focus on controlling the puppets, and leave the lines for voice actors off the water. 
Ra village artists can to focus more than before, when they had to both control the 
puppets and read the lines. However, some people could read well, some could not, 
someone even had lisp which made it harder for the audience to follow the story, 
so they just watched the puppets. Currently, every character has appropriate lines 
with their story, so the audience is more attracted, the performers also have more 
inspiration as the music improved". However, artisan Nguyễn Hữu Chính said no 
matter how much improvement the changes have made, it mostly depends on 
the performer’s focus, when with the same character and story, they could be 
good in one day and bad in the next.

Since 2000, the guild members have had waterproof outfits to perform in water, 
while before that, they just wore normal sleeveless clothes to control the puppets 
easier. Mr. Chính said: “It was extremely cold to stay in water during winter. Before 
going in the water, performers had to 
drink fish sauce and scrub their body 
with ginger to warm up and avoid 
catching cold later".

ROLE PLAYING AND TRANSMISION

It is also very important for the 
trainees to practise the roles of the 
puppets to make them more alive. 
For example, they have to be able to 
play a wild horse, how it neighs, how 
to control the bridle while riding the 
horse, etc. They have to portrait the 
dragon’s flexibility, how it flies up and 
down, spits water and fire; similarly, 
with the river monster when catching 
fish; and the impressive and fearless 
Loa general, how he shakes his 
head with heroism, etc. The trainees 
practice directly, they can perform 
after around one month, but it takes 
much longer to be able to potrait 
accurately the personalities of their 
characters. In each show, the guild 
usually mix the new and old members 
to perform together, so they can learn 
and practice more effectively. 

Old puppets that have been used since the 1970s.

© Nguyễn Á
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Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Tuyến shared: “It was quite hard at first, but the elders taught us 
with hands-on instruction, showed us how each puppet worked, and gradually I got 
used to them. It’s differently difficult to control each particular puppet.” He learned 
off the water, in the village communal house yard. The elders set up the stage, 
stringed the puppets just like in water, each part was taught by an expert of that 
part. At first he was taught to string the puppets, then to control them. The first 
lesson he learned was to control the “Loa general” puppet. One elder expert of this 
puppet taught him from how to sit and stand, how to move to be just like the real 
general. Everyone had to learn the same way. After learning off the water, they will 
perform two or three times in the village’s water stage for the villagers, it is also 
the chance for trainees to practice. 

Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Chính said: “Because my father was in the guild so I also joined at 
the age of 25-26. But besides the farming work, I also do carpenting, so I only joined the 
guild officially after my other jobs had been settled. When I first joined, I was assigned 
the hard part, which was controlling the boat with 7 or 8 characters inside, and the fire 
spitting dragon. It was hard to make every character move and swim simultaneously. 
This depends on the technique of stringing the puppets, with multiple strings in the 
kite-style, one main swivel and other supporting swivels to make them move. 

Item "Procession 
of statues", the 

item that combines 
many different 

techniques.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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LEARNING TO MAKE THE PUPPETS

Traditionally, after a show, the puppets are put in the left section of the communal 
house, nobody can take them home. The puppets are never lost, but they are 
broken fast due to being usually soaked in water for a long time. The guild has to 
replace the puppets constantly.

Currently there are two puppet makers, Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Lương and Mr. Nguyễn 
Hữu Chính. The puppets used by the elders are now stored and shown in the 
communal house. The puppets used to be smaller, now they are built from three to 
four times bigger. The average life of a puppet is from three to five years. According 
to Mr. Chính, “this change of size doesn’t affect the performances, and nobody knows 
why they don’t have the same size, it’s probably to make the shows more lively”.

Mr. Chính’s father used to carve puppets in the past, so he watched and learned 
from him. When he started doing the real work, he also created new details based 
on his father’s lessons. Since the puppets are already too farmiliar to him, he 

Artist Nguyễn Hữu Chính (b.1946) and members of the puppet troupe preserving valuable old puppets, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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no longer needs to look at a model 
piece to carve out a puppet. The first 
two puppets he carved were “Loa 
general” and “Chùy general”, both are 
still currently in use. The wood used 
to make the puppets are sung (figs 
- scientific name is Ficus racemosa) 
and vàng tâm (scientific name is 
Brownlowia denysiana Pierre) because 
they are light and easy to float. The 
puppets have to be empty inside to 
be able to float. The fresher the wood 
piece is, the easier it is to carve. He 
said, when carving, the worker has 
to carefully make the shape well-
balanced, with appropriate ratio of the 
body so it can stand. The puppets’ face 
are similar to Buddha’s, as they were 
invented by Master Từ Đạo Hạnh. They 
all have the elegant and virtuous look. 
Carving puppets are less complicated 
than carving statues, they don’t have 
to be too detailed, but have to show 
their typical features, make it easy to 
recognize the character.

It takes quite a long time to finish a 
puppet, so only older people have 
the patience, and young people rarely 
pay attention to it. Mr. Chính said: “It 
could take two to three months to finish 
a puppet, excluding the lacquer work 

General Loa, the character who leads the stories.

© Nguyễn Á
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time. I learned lacquer painting from some painters in the village. They used to use 
traditional paints, now they use industrial paints (PU paints) because the traditional 
paints are now very rare and expensive. It is very important that the surface is smoothen 
and fully-painted to fill tiny holes on the wood, so it won’t absorb water. The workers 
also have to find out how to install the swivels into the puppets to make them move”.

There are now more than 20 artisans aged from twenties to seventies in the water 
puppet guild of Ra village, who is doing their traditional work enthusiastically and 
naturally. Throughout their hundred years tradtion, Ra village water puppetry is 
still being maintained and developed despite a lot of difficulties. Mr. Nguyễn 
Hữu Chính affirmed: “For the village’s tradition, the guild’s reputation, the Ra water 
puppetry is still being maintained and developed, its longevity depends on next 
generations, but as of now people definitely cannot quit it.”
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Ải Lao Songs and Dance

Ải Lao songs and dance troupe is based in Hội Xá village, Phúc Lợi ward, Long Biên 
district, Hà Nội. This is an ancient village located in the south bank of Đuống river, 
opposite Phù Đổng village. Traditionally, every year Ải Lao troupe comes to Phù Đổng 
village to sing and dance for the Gióng festival. The Gióng festival in Phù Đổng village 
is a traditional festival to commemorate Saint Gióng (Thánh Gióng), one of the most 
important saints of the Vietnamese people. During the festival from the fifth to the 
ninth day of the fourth lunar month, Ải Lao troupe performs songs and dances to 
praise their Saint. Rituals in the Gióng festival can not be performed without the  Ải Lao 
troupe’s performances. Ải Lao songs and dance is an essential factor in the intangible 
heritage value of the Gióng festival. In 2010, the Gióng festival was honourably inscribed 
in UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The 
Festival was then included in the National List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Viet Nam by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism in 2016.

Mr. Tiger performing a spiritual dance  
in front of an altar at Phù Đổng temple, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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THE LEGEND OF THE ẢI LAO TROUPE

The legends about Ải Lao troupe have been told among the 
communities for hundreds of years with many different versions. 
The first version recorded by an ethnographer, Prof. Dr. Nguyễn 
Văn Huyên in 1938, showed that the people in Phù Đổng believed 
that Ải Lao songs originated in Laos. Annualy Laos offered the Việt’s 
King a group of singers. To commemorate the favour of Thánh 
Gióng to the nation, after expanding the Thánh Gióng temple, King 
Lý Công Uẩn used the Lao songs as the offerings to the Saint. When 
Laos stopped their offerings, the King ordered Phù Đổng village to 
form their own singing troupe to offer Ải Lao songs to their Saint in 
the annual festival.5

Nowadays the elderly people in Hội Xá village tell a different version 
of the legend of Thánh Gióng with the same beginning as the popular 
version of any other time. He was a boy who still could not walk or 
talk at the age of three. When an ambassador from the King came to 
recruit gifted people to fight the foreign invaders, saving the country, 
he suddenly could talk. The first thing he said was to ask his mother to 
invite the ambassador in, then sent the request to the King to arm him 
with an iron horse, an iron whipping rod and an iron amour to go fight 
the enemy. After being armed, the boy grew miraculously into a giant 
and rode the iron horse, holding the whipping rod to the battlefield. 
On his way, he attracted and inspired participants to join his army, 
from buffalo children to fishermen, even wild animals as tigers. The 
ending of this version of  the story gave a different explanation for the 
Ải Lao troupe origin: After defeating the Ân invaders, the Saint flew to 
the heaven, the Saint’s mother became devastated from his absence, 
and the buffalo children came to sing and dance to cheer her up. The 
songs and dance reenacted the legend of Thánh Gióng with the battle 
against the Tiger, the story of the Fisherman, and the buffalo children 
themselves with joyful songs. Ải Lao songs and dance started from 
then. Whenever Phù Đổng village holds the festival to commemorate 
Thánh Gióng, they have to invite Ải Lao troupe to perform. The troupe 
will perform songs to praise Thánh Gióng, and reenact old legends to 
remind people of their Hero.

5 Nguyễn Văn Huyên, Ải Lao songs and dance in Gióng festival at Phù Đổng temple, Bắc Ninh province  
(Hát múa Ải Lao ở hội Gióng Phù Đổng Bắc Ninh) - Giáo dục publishing house, 2001.

ẢI LAO SONGS AND DANCE
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Mr. Ngô Văn Nhịp (b.1965), who played the role of Mr. Tiger is joining tiger head to the tiger costume, 
preparing for a performance, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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THE ART OF ẢI LAO SONGS AND DANCE

There are 12 songs in total that the Ải Lao troupe performs 
in the Gióng festival, all of which have been transmitted 
orally for a thousand of years. Based on the rituals and 
the locations, they will choose and perform the most 
appropriate songs. 

First of all, they are ritual songs to praise Thánh Gióng: 
Under the reign of the 6th Hùng King, invaders who are 
represented by twenty six truculent female generals, with 
their strong force they occupied Vũ Ninh area. A saint was 
sent down from heaven to save the country. In his third 
year on earth, the Saint, with an iron horse and a golden 
sword defeated the enemy after a short time. This song 
is performed in the temples where he receives worship. 
Other songs describing the festivals, the beautiful nature, 
the people’s everyday lives, etc., are performed during 
procession and on the way back. 

Mr. Câu dancing the item “bending  a branch” 
in the yard of the Hội Xá communal house, 
2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh

Mr. Tiger performing a spiritual dance at Hội Xá yearly festival, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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The Ải Lao troupe sings at the temples, while 
walking to demonstrate the dances. They keep 
up with their rhythms by playing bamboo 
castanets. The particular trait of Ải Lao songs is 
the transformation of poems lines of four, six, 
and eight words into song lyrics by repetition, 
and addition of accompanying words. They add 
empty words in the poem lines to create rhythms 
and maintain the harmony of the songs. These 
accompanying words don’t change the song’s 
meanings. Poems of four, six and eight-word 
lines are Vietnamese’s significant poetry styles. In 
Vietnamese poetry, poem consists of four-word 
lines are the most ancient, and poems consists 
of six and eight-word lines mostly present in folk 
poetry, poetry story or romantic poetry. 

There are two methods to create rhythms for a 
song. The first one is to add accompanying words 
“á”, “mà”, “là là” in the lines to sing. The second 
method is to repeat the first word of the line:

Method of adding empty words, repeating words 
and restructuring sentences in six and eight-
word (lục bát) poems:

An analising of the above six and eight-word lines 
in comparision with the song lyrics shows: Based 
on that six and eight-word lines, by alternating, 
seperating and repeating of the words, or by 

Poem lines Song lyrics

Trèo lên cây gạo cao 
cao (Climb to the pretty 

high cotton tree)

Cây cây gạo là là cao á cao

Trèo á lên là là trèo á lên

Cây cây gạo là là cao á cao

Đồn rằng có hội vui 
sao vui này! (Spread 

the word about a 
cheerful festival!)

Đồn mà rằng là là có mà hội

Vui á sao là là vui á này!

Vui á sao là là vui á này!

Poem line Song lyrics

Ơn đức bề trên ban 
quạt ban tàn (His 

highness did us favours 
with fans and parasols)

Ban ban quạt là là ban á tàn

Ơn ơn đức là là bề á trên

Ban ban quạt là là ban á tàn

Ban về Hội Gióng đã 
toan ngày rầy (Favours 

for us in the Gióng 
festival today)

Ban mà về là là Hội  
mà Gióng

Đã đã toan là là ngày á rầy

Đã đã toan là là ngày á rầy.

adding empty words, 6 new lyric lines are formed, 
each comprises 8 words.  

Beside the main style of lục bát (six and eight-
word lines) verse, they can also create Ải Lao 
songs from poems with a couplet of eight-
word lines, or poems of all eight-word lines. In 
these songs, the lyrics are sung straight without 
reversing positions of the words:

Bamboo castanets.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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Members of Ải Lao troupe performing honouring ritual in front of the Saint’s altar in Phù Đổng temple, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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The four-word line when transformed into lyrics 
still has the same structure, only with extra empty 
words:

Hái xuống cùng đeo (Take down to wear together)

is changed into

“Hái hái xuống mà là cùng á đeo"

In Ải Lao singing, besides bamboo castanets, the 
instruments also include hand drums and small 
gongs. At the beginning of the song, there are 
two measures of drums and gongs, each consists 
of 8 beats (tum tum tum/tum tum tum/tum tum), 
they start singing after the second measure of the 
drums. Song lines are divided into three beats, 
performers must follow the drums and hit the 
castanets at the third, sixth and eighth beat: 

Cây cây gạo/mà là cao/á cao
Trèo á lên/mà là trèo/á lên.

Ải Lao dance is one of the most ancient dance forms in Viet Nam.  It has two main styles, 
the celebration dance and the ritual dance.

The celebration dance is the first dance performed before the ceremony starts, in front 
of the Saint’s altar. This dance actually is the offering to the Saint from the Ải Lao troupe. 

The performer playing the Tiger will open the celebration, he squats wide-legged in the 
middle of the first mat, and steps one step ahead while holding the same position. The 
Tiger then kneels down, releases both arms and bows with his head. Next, the Tiger steps 
down one step with his right leg, and repeats the same action. The action is repeated for 
four times, then the Tiger steps down to stand on the right side of the altar (the left side 
of the Saint). All of those moves have to follow the control signals of the drums.

The rest of the Ải Lao troupe performs the celebration dance in a two-queue formation. 
They keep castanets on their belts, open their palms in front of their chests towards the 
altar with their arms folded, then do the same to the left, then the right, and forward. 
Afterward, they all kneel down, cross their castanets on the mat, next to their feet, 
keep their heads down. They repeat the actions four times on the drums and goings’s 
signals. After finishing, they pick up the castanets and hit four times. Then they line 
them up into two rows on three mats.

A hand drums and a small gong.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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Ritual dances are the dances accompanied by 
songs. The main dance is always the Tiger dance. 
It is a servitude dance. The Tiger performs moves 
and pounces on people. Then another troupe 
member performs the act of capturing and 
tying the Tiger up. The tied Tiger rolls on the 
ground. They release the Tiger and he bows to 
the Saint, then continues dancing to the singing 
accompanied by the castanets. Besides the 
servitude dance, the Tiger also performs dances 
when they worship the Saint, battle scouting 
dance and dances when the troupe sings all the 
songs. The Tiger’s dance moves are not only 
flexible and light but also powerful and tough. 

Another notable dance is the Fisherman’s dance. 
His dances mostly reflect romance, joy and 
gentleness.

Mr. Nguyễn Trọng Khoát (b.1962), in the role of Mr. Câu, performing in front of the Phù Đổng temple  
at the Gióng festival in 2014.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh

Mr. Tiger performing a spiritual dance in front of an altar 
at Phù Đổng temple, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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THE POWER OF ẢI LAO SONGS AND DANCE

Ải Lao singing and dancing is not only a traditional performing art but also a 
custom of a community. The art of Ải Lao singing and dancing is firstly attached 
to the worship of Thánh Gióng - the hero who helped the nation defeat foreign 
invaders. It has always been an indispensable factor of the intangible heritage of 
humanity Gióng festival, a traditional festival of the ancient Phù Đổng community, 
which has been preserved for the past hundreds of years. Even though through 
numerous historical changes, Hội Xá people has always been trying to protect and 
transmit these ancient songs and dances because this is also a traditional custom.  

In the past, Hội Xá village didn’t have a troupe specially for performing at Gióng 
festival because it was the duty of the “giáp” 6. Hội Xá village used to have four 
giáp of Đông, Đoài, Nam, Bắc, when it was a giáp’s turn to participate in the Gióng 
festival, they had to choose young strong males in their giáp to form an Ải Lao 
songs and dance troupe for the festival. 

Ải Lao troupe marching in the van of the procession to Soi Bia site where the last battle of Saint Gióng took place, 2015. 

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh

6 After ethnographer Nguyễn Từ Chi, “Giáp” means a form of grouping people of the old Việt’s rural societies in  
northen part and midlands (Bắc bộ and Trung du). A Giáp was organized by the village after the territory  
(for example hamlets or sections), or after clans or ages. A Giáp comprose only village men.  
Women have never been adopted.
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From 1945 to 1954, the Gióng festival was not held due to the war, so the Ải Lao 
troupe could not take part in it. When the peace was re-established in 1955, Mr. 
Nguyễn Văn Lũy (b. 1922) along with some other young strong males in his village 
who had experienced the Gióng festival and Ải Lao songs and dance restored the Ải 
Lao troupe. However, the war situation forced the Gióng festival to be interrupted 
again, until 1982, when the Gióng festival in Phù Đổng was finally restored, the Ải 
Lao troupe also started operating again.

The restart of Ải Lao songs and dance troupe had a lot of difficulties at first. Mr. 
Nguyễn Xuân Huấn, Deputy Chief of Ải Lao troupe, one of the first people to restore 
the troupe said: "Gióng festival could not be restored without Ải Lao songs and 
dance. Fortunately there were some people in the village, namely Mr. Lũy, now 
already 90 age, who could still remember lyrics of the songs and moves of the 
Tiger and Fisherman dances. We gathered together to reform Ải Lao troupe with a 
different organizing style, with 15, 16 members of Ải Lao songs and dance lovers at 
first. Members in the troupe barely change, only increase temporarily to serve the 
festivals when the time comes. We collected, wrote out the songs, re-practised the 
dances and taught each other. The troupe only has male members."

Currently there are from 25 to 30 members in the Troupe. All members joined 
voluntarily because “it is an honour to serve the Saint”, said Mr. Nguyễn Trọng 
Hinh, Chief of the Troupe. 

The transmission of the art is still 
mostly oral. The members actively 
learn the lyrics by heart then practise 
singing together with other troupe 
members. The Tiger and Fisherman 
dances are transmitted directly. 
According to Mr. Nguyễn Bá Trản, the 
art director and Deputy Chief of the 
troupe, “It is very hard to train the 
Tiger performer. The Tiger must not 
only be able to dance but also big and 
strong enough to run in the battle 
instead of walking leisurely. It requires 
strength to perform for three days of 
the festival under the intense heat on 
a long trip”. Mr. Ngô Văn Nhịp, a Tiger 
performer said: He learned the Tiger 
dance from his uncle who used to take 

Mr. Tiger performing in Đổng Xuyên village, Gia Lâm district, 2015. 

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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this role in previous festivals. In his first five years he only could play an escort, 
which means wearing the tiger costume to follow the procession but not allowed 
to dance. But it was already very hard because the tiger head was made from 
jackfruit wood and weighed about four kilos. The tiger performer had to keep 
the head on by biting the bamboo stick inside the head. The costume of the Tiger 
used to be made from diềm bâu cloth (a thick raw material). They use the dành 
dành fruit and turmeric to dye the costume yellow then draw the tiger patterns 
by Chinese ink on it. However, because the Chinese ink would smear all over after 
sometimes, they changed to paint instead. Because the paint layer is very thick, 
it makes the costume very hot especially when the Gióng festival is held in the 
summer, therefore the Tiger performer has to be strong enough to “be able to 
stand it” 7. The Tiger’s basic moves are only: stepping forward and backward with 
hand gestures but they are also very difficult. Each step of the Tiger has to be firm 
with vigorous hand swing, stern feet, flexible tail swing, etc.

Mr. Nguyễn Bá Trản said: "He witnessed three, four people perform the Tiger dance, 
each one has their own style of dancing based on the same foundation." He noted 
the highlights from each Tiger to save and pass on to the next generation of 
performers. There are always two Tigers and two Fishermen being trained in 
the troupe, to replace each other. The “Tiger” must be strong and vigorous, the 
Fisherman has to be romantic, flexible and gentle.

Nowadays, the Ải Lao troupe is still performing the singing and dance in the Gióng 
festival, as well as in some other festivals of other villages. They have many more 
chances to perform now than in the past. However, only in the Gióng festival will 
the Ải Lao troupe perform all the songs and dances, in other places they only sing 
cheerful festival songs, and mostly attract people with the Tiger’s appearance.

Ải Lao songs and dance is an unique ancient art form in the Vietnamese traditional 
performing arts collection which has been being safeguarded and developed 
positively by the Hội Xá people.

7 After an interview with Mr. Ngô Văn Nhịp on 28/3/2015
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The Art of Tugging 
Performance in Hà Nội

In December 2015, the art of Tugging Rituals and Games was inscribed by UNESCO 
on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, based on 
the multinational nomination submitted by four countries including the Republic of 
Korea, Cambodia, Philippine and Viet Nam. In Hà Nội, Viet Nam, the inscribed element 
of Tugging Rituals and Games is practiced by two communities, each of which has its 
own way of naming and interpreting the historical source of the genre. 

While the Tugging appears to be a sportive game commonly found everywhere, it 
is also a part of spiritual ceremony in some localities. In other words, it is a form of 
folk performing art, a game practiced for reverence of deities in a number of village 
festivals in the northern plains. As a spiritual performance, the Tugging Rituals and 
Games in each locality has its own historical origin that is associated to the character 
revered by the local people as their deity in hope of the deity’s blessing to the whole 
community. Once becoming a ritual of belief, the tugging game has certainly had 
its own conventions and proprieties to be respected in its practices. The game – the 
performance has become a sacred ritual and been orally passed down for generations, 
conveying its distinctive historical value and socio-cultural meanings.

The first two members of each team can sit with their feets strampling  
on the pillar to be firm and to strengthen the force of the whole team,  

but they are not allowed to standing up.  

© Nguyễn Á
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HISTORY OF THE TUGGING RITUALS AND GAMES

Kéo co (Tugging) in Thạch Bàn ward, Long Biên 
district, Hà Nội city is known as Kéo co ngồi 
(Seated Tugging). Kéo co ngồi is a spiritual 
game held in Ngọc Trì village festival, Cự Linh 
commune, Gia Lâm district, Hà Nội, currently at 
Thạch Bàn ward, Long Biên district, Hà Nội city. A 
legend about the origin of Kéo co ngồi accounted 
by the village elders says: “Long time ago, it was 
a severe drought in one year. The village had 12 
water wells, but, of them, 11 were dry, only one in 
the east side of the village still contained water. 
Young boys from Đường (road)13 hamlet and Chợ 
(market) hamlet went to the water well in the east 
side that belonged to Đìa hamlet to get water for 
usage. The young men of the Đìa hamlet tried to 
stop the young men from the neighboring hamlets 
taking their water away by holding firm the quang 
gánh (rattan frames hung on a carrying pole to 
hold water tanks). At that time, water was often 
contained in tanks and carried on shoulder. One 
team of men tried to pull the quang gánh, while 
the other team tried to retain it. The back-and-
forth pulling was sometimes so fiercely that the 
rattan cords were broken. To avoid spilling over the 
rare water, both teams sat down on the ground to 
hold the water tanks. Because of this, the elderly 
villagers created a new form of tugging, known as 
Kéo co ngồi (Seated Tugging Ritual and Game). The 
first is Mạn Đường to hold a performance of the 
tugging. Youths from the Mạn Đường had brought 
flowers and other offerings to revere their Deities 
and that year they won over other teams. The 
victory of Mạn Đường that year brought luck, good 
business and bumper harvest to the whole village. 
Since then, based on that legend, before a tugging 
match, young men from all hamlets usually present 
offerings to their Holy Deities and the villagers 
always wish Mạn Đường to win."

13 After the explanation of the village elders, Mạn Đường comprised Đường hamlet and other hamlets that locate alongside Nhật road  
(the today Thạch Bàn road).

THE ART OF TUGGING PERFORMANCE IN HÀ NỘI
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Young men of the Mạn Đường team carrying their offerings to the temple, 2016. 

© Nguyễn Á
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According to the Cự Linh elders also, the Seated Tugging Ritual 
and Game are performed to venerate Lord Ling Lang, the village’s 
tutelary Deity. When the đình (communal house) of the village still 
existed, the Tugging Ritual and Game had been practiced at the 
communal house’s festival. But, when the đình was destroyed in 
war time, the Deity’s throne and tablet were transferred to Nghè 
Đông (the East shrine), the Tugging was then performed at the Nghè 
Đông. During the patriotic war, village festivals were stopped, the 
Nghè Đông was also ravaged. The Deity’s tablet was finally removed 
to Trấn Vũ temple for reverence. When Trấn Vũ temple festival was 
revived, the Seated Tugging Ritual and Game were also revitalized 
and practiced on occasion of this temple’s festivals. The festival 
revering the Cự Linh village’s Deity has come into being since long 
time ago. Being associated to the temple festival, the genre has 
thus already existed for hundreds of years.

A rattan used for the tugging is 
about 25 to 30 meters long. It must 

be soaked in water for at least a 
month ahead the festival to be 

flexible and strong. 

© Nguyễn Á
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The other form of Kéo co is named Kéo mỏ 
(tugging on a hooked bamboo cord), one of the 
four spiritual games held at the Vua Bà (She-
King) temple festival in Xuân Lai village, Xuân Thu 
commune, Sóc Sơn district, Hà Nội. The Vua Bà 
temple festival on the 4th of the first lunar month 
is one of the most important festive events of 
the village. In the festival, after the principal 
worshipping rituals, four spiritual games are 
always performed. They include: a competition 
of running while taking water for rice cooking; 
running flags; tugging with hooked bamboo 
cords; and, spiritual wrestling.

The game of tugging on a hooked bamboo cord 
made from two concatenated bamboo trees at 
the tops, is named by the elderly villagers here 
as Kéo mỏ. The game of Kéo mỏ appeared long 
time ago, as told by Mr. Nguyễn Văn Khải, age 83, 
from Khởi Đông hamlet: “Kéo mỏ came into being 
at the same time with the Vua Bà temple festival. 
When grown up, I found it existed already. From 
past to present, the festival and the joyful games 
to venerate the Deities take place every year, 
never missing these events”. Also according to 

the elders, Kéo mỏ as well as the Vua Bà temple 
festival have never been interrupted in any 
year, even in war time, when the temple was 
requisitioned as a warehouse, or during the hard 
subsidy period.

A pillar used for the tugging is usually made from 
iron wood and painted in red colour, 2014.

@ Nguyễn Á 

The person who plays the drum to  direct a seated 
tugging game is reffered to as “Tiên thứ chỉ” (the second 
notable of the village), 2016.

© Nguyễn Á
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FORMS OF KÉO CO PERFORMANCE

There are different forms of performing Kéo co, ranging from the tools 
of tugging to the rules of selecting participants as well as the customs 
and prorieties.

Seated Tugging in Thạch Bàn is done on the ground. A rattan rope is 
threaded through an ironwood pillar fixed to the ground. The tugging 
game is played by two teams of young men sitting on the ground. One 
leg is bent, the other is straight, and the heels provide the leverage to 

The tugging men carrying the rattan 
cord to the tugging ground for the 
peformance.

© Nguyễn Á
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pull. This is why the game is named as Kéo co ngồi 
(Seated Tugging). The crucial features of Kéo co 
ngồi is that it must always be organized on the 
field or a ground. The elders explain that a brick 
foundation is slippy and can not provide leverage 
for heels to pull. While, based on the legend of 
Kéo co ngồi others accounted: the pulling to keep 
back and take away the water had happen on the 
field. That is why the Seated Tugging Ritual and 
Game was regulated to take place on the field or 
on the earthen ground since ancient times.

The rattan to be used as tugging cord must be of 
at least 25 to 30 meters in length, 5 centimeters 
in diameter. A good rattan to be selected is the 
one with the root section and the top are similar 

in dimension. The plant that has big root but 
tinny top does not meet the required standards. 
The chosen rattan would be dippen under 
water of a pond or a well for a month before 
using. The mode of tugging is featured by the 
use of a cylinder pillar of iron wood, of 25 to 30 
centimeters in diameter, painted in red. The top 
of the pillar is often in the form of a linga and 
in its root section, there is a round hole for the 
rattan cord to be threaden through. Formally, 
when the festival time began, the pillar would be 
brought to plant in the ground where the tugging 
game took place and be returned to store in the 
temple after the festival finished. From the recent 
years, the pillar was fixed at the tugging ground 
in front of the Trấn Vũ temple. 

Kéo co ngồi (Seated Tugging) is a spiritual game that attracts involvement of numerous villagers, 2016.

© Nguyễn Á
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The ritual of tugging has become a 
custom. Tugging players are called 
trai kéo co (tugging men); each tugging 
team has a commander called Tổng 
cờ (the leader who commands by a 
flag). Formerly, tugging players must 
be young and healthy village men. 
According to the rule, they must be 
sons of village families of at least 5 
generations living in the locality. 
Sons-in-law of families in the village 
would not be allowed to participate. 
The Mạn (sides/hamlets) picks out 
their young men of good dignity then 
divides into two sides to compete. 
One is named as Mạn Đường (Road 
side), the other is called Mạn Chợ 
(Market side). The village has three 
hamlets of Đường, Đìa, Chợ (Road, 
Đìa and Market), and each hamlet 
has one Nghè (shrine). The village 
also has five Phe (factions): Nghè 
Đông (East shrine) belongs to Phe 
Đoài and Phe Đông (Đoài and Đông 
factions); Nghè đằng Đường (Đường 
side shrine) belongs to Phe Đông 
Đường (East Road faction) and Phe Tây 
Đường (West Road faction); and, Nghè 
Đông Thượng (Đông Thượng shrine) 
is of Phe Đông Thượng (Đông Thượng 
faction). When Kéo co is organized, 
four involving teams will be divided 
into two Mạn (sides): Mạn Chợ (Market 
side) includes Phe Đoài and Phe Đông 
Thượng. Mạn Đường (Road side) 
includes Phe Đông Đường and Phe 
Tây Đường. Each Mạn must comprise 
at least 24 players and a Tổng cờ. 

Today, participation in tugging practices are still local young men, age from 18 
to 35, who meet the standard requirements of being healthy and he himself as 
well as his family are respected by the neighborhood. There are currently only 
three Mạn (Mạn Đường, Mạn Đìa and Mạn Chợ) participating in the ritual and 
game. The Mạn are divided by geographical areas: Mạn Đường locates alongside 

THE ART OF TUGGING PERFORMANCE IN HÀ NỘI

The Elderly villagers’ Board (Ban Hương lão) including old people  
of 60 and over having a meeting at the village festival. 

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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the Thạch Bàn Road, spreading to one end of the market. The market is in the 
central village, of which, the nearby areas belong to the Mạn Chợ. And, Mạn Đìa 
is situated at the end of the Thạch Bàn Road.

The unique techniques and skills of tugging have been handed down orally from 
generation to generation. When tugging, the players sit in their faction, on a bias 
of alternate facing to the two sides and along the cord, each with one leg bent, 
the other straight. Their arms are in similar position, each with one stretched, 
one bent; both hands hold firm the tugging cord, which is tightly clamped under 
the armpit of the bent arm. After the 
third signal drum, wedge in the hole 
of the pillar will be removed. The two 
flag commanders would shout "í, a, 
pull!". The flag commander of each 
side would run back and forth while 
waving the commanding flag in front 
of the faces and above the heads of 
his team’s playing men, aiming at 
giving a signal of order to pull or to 
rest, and encouraging, strengthening 
the team members too. If the Mạn 
Đường (the team that tug on the root 
section of the rattan cord) wins, it 
is strongly believed that the village 
would be blessed with felicity.

The community of Xuân Lai village, 
Sóc Sơn district named the two jointed 
bamboo trees for tugging as mỏ (a 
hooked bamboo cord). According 
to custom, the chosen bamboo to 
be used as mỏ shouldn’t be too old 
or too young. It should be in deep 
green, with full top and leaves; the 
bamboo trees have no ants’ nests 
inside their stems, few sections 
but the total length is of from 7 to 
8 meters. Normally, bamboo trees 
are often offered by families in the 
village. The bamboo cutter must 
be song toàn (a happy one, whose 
parents are both still alive). After 
having brought the bamboo home, a 

Participation in tugging practices are still local young men,  
age from 18 to 35, 2014.

©  Phạm Quốc Vinh
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ritual of worshipping must be performed, first, to report and then to ask for 
the Holy Queen’s permission to make a mỏ for tugging.  When processing the 
bamboo tree, the cutter has to reckon the number of its sections, counting 
from the first section with those words of Thịnh (prosperity), Suy (failure), Bựu/
Bĩ (difficulty/hardship), Thái (development/progress) and then repeat. It is 
allowed to stop only at the word Thịnh or Thái to have the number of sections 
as well as the length of a bamboo cord to take. Never take the sections, at 
which the word Bựu or Suy is read. The counting is traditionally started from 
the root section up to the 9th section (at the word Thịnh), and then, take three 
more sections toward the top to make mỏ (a hook) by twisting and folding back 
the additional sections.

The tugging on a hooked bamboo cord (kéo mỏ) is one of the four spiritual activities in the Vua Bà Temple’s festival.  

© Nguyễn Á
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In terms of organization, the inherited 
regulation says: Kéo mỏ players must 
be young male villagers, age from 18-
35. Each year, there are two hamlets 
to engage in the Tugging Ritual and 
Game. The participating principle of 
hamlets is on the basis of one after 
another. This repeats whenever a 
round finishes. Each hamlet would 
select a team of 5, 7 or 9 players, 
depending on conditions of each year. 
The membership must always be an 
odd number, not an even one. Each 
team has a leader and a technical 
instructor. The instructor is usually an 
elderly villager who was experienced 
in previous participation in the Kéo 
mỏ. He would provide instructions and 
exclaim orders to the team members 
to ensure obtaining victory.

In the process of tugging, after some 
rituals of venerating the Holy Queen, 
the two teams stand on the two sides of the bamboo cord (mỏ). The team standing 
in the southern side of the cord is known as Đội đằng trong (the Inner Team) and 
the one standing in the Northern side is called Đội đằng ngoài (the Outside Team). 
On the bamboo tugging cord, three points are always made by the elders: the first 
point is in the center, and two others are the winning point and the loosing point. If 
the central point of the cord removes at least 50 centimeters to the other side that 
means the Team loses. In general, a tugging match comprises three rounds. The 
first round is called “dẹp đám”, two other rounds are to decide winning or losing. 
Actually, the village elders never declare winners or loosers, but co-winners. The 
village residents, through watching the game would understand themselves and 
can predict how the crops would be in the coming year round. In case the Inner 
Team wins, the weather would be fine and there will be bumper crops. On the 
contrary, if the Outside Team wins, only crop of white bean is good while other 
things would be bad or poor.

Right after the referee’s signal of the begin of the match,  
members of the two teams do every effort in the competition. 

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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THE CULTURAL VALUES

The community characteristics embodied in the practice of the ritual folk games 
feature a cultural value of the Kéo co. The spiritual meaning of the genre can be 
clearly seen in the community’s desire for a certain team to win, in hope that 
the villagers will be brought with luck. That means their prayers have reached 
their Holy Deities and the village would be blessed with good things. The seated 
Tugging Ritual and Game (Kéo co ngồi) in the old Cự Linh village festival and the 
today Trấn Vũ temple festival with the meaning of a prayer for good weather and 
having a abundant of water for farming was derived from the ancient belief of 
fecundity. The belief that the win of Mạn Đường (the root side team) would bring 
about great luckiness to the village, is interpreted by local people that the road 
running around the village, like a huge winding snake, is a sacred road, called 
Quan Xà (Holy Snake). It is thought that Đường hamlet, which locates in one end 
of the market is the head section of the Snake. The area starting from the Đường 
hamlet to the market is called Mạn Đường (Road side). The market is in the center. 
The next area is called Mạn Chợ and Mạn Đìa situated in the end of the village is 
considered the tail of the Holy Snake. Because of this, Mạn Đường is thought to be 
the root side. The elders say "the win of Mạn Đường means good luck, because it is 
the head section of the Holy Snake".

Young men of the tugging teams venerating the village Deity before the festival.   

© Nguyễn Á
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Kéo mỏ at the Vua Bà temple festival 
in Xuân Lai village is organized only on 
the occasions of the temple festivals, 
with strict protocols for participating 
practitioners and preparation and 
usage of related tools: from the 
election of young players to the 
choosing of bamboo and making mỏ 
(tugging cord); from the required 
regulations applied to the bamboo 
cutter; the position arrangement of 
bamboo trees at the temple after 
cutting, and the processing of mỏ, etc. 
All activities are of spiritual features, 
with a notion that these practices 
are to revere the Deities on occasion 
of welcoming a Lunar New Year for 
the luckiness to the village. That is why everything should be best done after 
the Deities’ wish. Nothing should be changed even though the spacial and time 
conditions might change. This shows that the deep faith of the community to the 
saints who they worship still remains unchanged. 

Xuân Lai temple festival happens every year, without interruption. Even though 
there has been many difficulties the residents here met, they have still retained 
faithfully the organization rules of the festival and constantly practiced the rituals 
and games. The rules on the selection of participating men, the techniques of 
choosing bamboo or regulations on the procession of the rituals and games, all 
are almost unchanged. Those who are engaged in the practices feel proud of 
and responsible to the jobs they do. They participate in the events voluntarily 
and enthusiastically. The winners and losers are not claimed, leaving people to 
guess how the crops would be in the year, based on the results of the tugging 
matches. Explaining about the impossibility of any change in the regulations and 
the practices of the tugging rituals and performances, old villagers said: “How the 
traditional rituals and games were so far, the Deities have already known, so, we just 
keep on practicing them. How dare we change!".

This belief represents the intangible value of the ritual game. The passion that 
developed from the profound faith in the minds of the community constitutes a 
longstanding and sustainable basis of the heritage’s vitality. This indispensable 
belief has satisfied psychological needs, brought about joy, excitement and new 
vitality to the community so that they can feel secure to live, work and play. That 
also explains why the game always takes place in Spring with fresh weather of the 
beginning of a new year, re-starting a new agricultural production cycle.

Worship statue of the Vua Bà (She King)  
in the rear hall (hậu cung) of the Temple.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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The second cultural value of the ritual game is revealable in its social norms. 
These are the conventions, concepts, participating conditions in the practices of 
the Tugging Rituals and Games that the community have defined and preserved 
from generation to generation. The spiritual value of the genre also shows cultural 
creativity through the way its bearing community materialized their beliefs/desires 
into cultural expressions and objects, such as gifts, ceremonies, representations, 
conducting manners among team members, between participant members with 
the leaders who are Tổng cờ (commanders), Đội trưởng (team leaders), Cờ sai 
(security guards), etc.

The cultural value can   also be found in the adaptation of the humans in every 
circumstance: No matter where and how the conditions are, the practices of Kéo 
co had been well maintained: at the village communal house (đình), in the temple 
or shrine (đền, nghè), and even on the empty lots in front of the temple gates or on 
the game fields. The crucial matter is that the process as well as the values of the 
genre has never been changed so far.

Tugging cord  
made from rattan.   

© Nguyễn Á
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Finally, the cultural value of this intangible cultural heritage item is also found in 
the scenario of the games performance. That can be seen not only through the 
sequence of the rituals, preparation manners of the playing ground, but also in 
the designation and claiming mode of the winning and losing teams. All details 
have already been regulated, but the performances are always happening so fine 
and naturally that the audiences cannot detect scenario factors that had already 
been arranged earlier.

Worshiping village deities is an age-old custom, which is closely associated with 
the history of forming and development of Vietnamese villages. Village festival 
is a form of commemoration to the deities who are worshipped by the farming 
people in the village to pray for a new year of bumper harvests. The folk games 
including Kéo mỏ and Kéo co ngồi are rituals of reverence to the saints of the 
agricultural village residents, which usually reflect men’s outlook on life, nature, 
the universe, humans, living beings and the history of the village. While having 
been impacted by the vicissitudes of life through time and transformation caused 
by orally transmission, but basically, the games in general and Kéo co in particular 
retain the core contents, with all activities associated with water in hope for good 
weather, good harvest and abundance of paddy in the storage, as previously 
reflected by the rice-cultivation population.

Despite all changes over time, with various historical events: wars, changes in 
concepts or of the village tutelary deities-worshipping place, etc. that lead to the 
reform of practicing modes of the ritual game, essentially, Kéo co still retains its 
historical value. The local people still remember how to practice Kéo co and always 
seek for every opportunity to fully revitalize it. It was due to the well maintaining of 
historical and cultural values of the game’s practicing forms and rituals, Kéo co was 
worthy to be inscribed as a distinctive form of folk performing art in the UNESCO’s 
List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
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Bơi Chải - Rowing Ritual  
in the Festival of Lưu Xá Village

The festival of Lưu Xá village in Hòa Chính, Chương Mỹ district, Hà Nội is held yearly 
in the first lunar month, and is associated with bơi chải (rowing), a distinctive ritual 
dedicated to the village Deity.

Lưu Xá village is located on the Ba Thá junction of the Bùi and Tích rivers flowing into 
the Đáy river. The villagers are closely attached to fishing as one of main sources 
of living for generations. The village's Guardian Deity is Linh Lang Đại Vương (Great 
King Linh Lang). According to oral legend, he used to be a water spirit reincarnated 
to help the King of the Lý and his army (11th century) to fight against the Sung 
invaders. Therefore, the village festival includes boat processions and rowing (bơi 
chải) rituals to venerate the village Deity. Mr. Hồ Xuân Đạo, a village elder of Lưu Xá 
(b.1946), said: "Our festival is to wish for the village Deity’s blessing for peace and 
for fishermen to catch plenty of fish and shrimps."

A competition of boat-rowing in the Lưu Xá communal  
house’s festival on the fifteen day of lunar Jannuary. 

© Dương Hải Yến
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Lưu Xá village in Hòa Chính commune, Chương Mỹ district, Hà Nội comprises about 
500 households, with nearly 2,500 people. Currently, about 30 families are still 
fishing (using both, middle and small sized boats). The village has two waterway 
transportation companies (by river and sea), of which, the owners as well as the 
workers are all members of the village families. Although today, many of them 
have given up the fishing occupation, but traditional rituals including bơi chải 
appeared since long time ago still exist today. The organization of processions by 
the river and bơi chải on occasions of the village festivals became a unique identity 
of this Lưu Xá village’s events, constituting the most important features of cultural 
and spiritual life of the local community for a thousand years. The occupation may 
change, but spiritual beliefs with veneration of the Water Deities and Spirits have 
never changed. Mr. Trần Xuân Cựu (b.1934), a village elder said: "In any year that 
bơi chải was not organized, the villagers might meet with difficulties, and their jobs 
would be not easy."

The worship statutes of the Lord Ling Lang (middle) and the two village Deities located in the 
rear hall of the Lưu Xá communal house.

© Nguyễn Á
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To begin a new working year, the villagers have a custom of organizing a ritual 
called “Ướt nghề” (watering the working tools). To prepare for that event, they 
celebrate a ritual of hạ chải (taking down the boats) before the arrival of the Lunar 
New Year (Tết) if the village’s đình possesses a boat. If not, an announcement of 
borrowing private boats of village households will be launched for the owners to 
clean up their boats. Normally they will remove the roofs and other belongings 
of the family to the neighbouring households’ boats. On these days, the elders, 
followed by all the rowing team members, bring flowers and fruits to the đình to 
venerate the Deities. Mr. Trần Xuân Cựa, a village elder added: “In the ritual, when 
the drummer beats “cắc” (a sound of drumming), it is time for the prayers to kneel and 
low down the paddles held in their hands. Then the drummer beats “tùng”, everyone 
stand up. This kind of action is repeated three times in all. The person who is chosen 
to be a drummer is often a member of the village’s music team and his family is not in 
mourning time. Since very early morning, some village elders row a boat to the midway 
of the river where it is strongly believed to be the residence of the Hà bá (Water God), 
the temple keeper, on behalf of all the others, prays the River God to bless for safety 
of their fishing all through the new year and then burns down 300 paper notes of fake 
money, pours away some rice and salt into the river. After that ritual, other members 
of the rowing teams pray for their luckiness, their boats to ride fast and easily. Next, 
the rowing teams ride their boats around and then return to perform a thanksgiving 
ceremony. Nowadays, before leaving for competition anywhere, we did always perform 
veneration for our Deities at the đình”.

Respectfully carrying the Lord onto a boat for procession, 2016.

© Dương Hải Yến
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The male and female teams of boat-rowing accompanying the procession boat of the Lord Linh Lang, 2016.

© Dương Hải Yến
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1. National flag
2. God flag
3. Music team (drums and cymbals)
4. A car installed with a radio for 

propaganda (this appeared since 
2010)

5. A car to carry plates of fruits 
(appeared since 2010)

6. Dragon-dance teams: the village 
has two dragon-dance teams that 
may come ahead or behind the 
procession to amuse the Deities 

7. A red-flag team 
8. A bát bửu14 (8 valuable objects) 

carrying team
9. A festival flag-carrying team
10. A sinh-tiền (musical instruments) 

dancing team
11. Troupes of Buddhist woman 

devotees, each of them holding 
a joss-stick in hand,  marching 
forwards while reciting the 
Buddhist scriptures

12. A palanquin of the quan Bộ Hạ 
(Aide-de-camp): carried by eight  
healthy village young men

13. A palanquin of the Holy Mother’s 
statue and trunks: carried by 16 
women whose fates are believed 
to be mediums. They have to 
practice lên đồng (going into 
trance) and thus are entitled 
thanh đồng (mediums).

14. A palanquin of the Thánh Cả’s (the 
eldest Deity) statue: carried by 16 
village young men

15. A palanquin of the Thánh Hai’s 
(the Second Deity) statue: carried 
by 16 village young men

16. A palanquin of the Thánh Ba’s (the 
Third Deity) statue: carried by 16 
village young men

On the 15th of the first lunar month, 
the Lưu Xá village’s festival begins 
early in the morning with a ritual of 
processing the Holy Mother’s (Đức 
Thánh Mẫu) statue from the temple 
to the communal house (đình) for the 
festival. The officiating priest carries 
the conferring-diploma while other 
members of the officiating team carry 
the statue. After arriving in the đình, 
they do a ritual of khai sắc (opening the 
conferring-diploma). In the afternoon, 
the villagers carry the palanquin in 
procession by road, over a stretch 
of about 800 meters far away from 
the đình to the Thượng shrine. Before 
starting the procession, the elders 
perform worshiping rituals at the đình, 
followed by the palanquin bearers and 
the rowing teams. Then, after a roll of 
drum, the procession removes in the 
form below: 

The ritual 
procession in the 

Bùi river in the 
morning of the 

16th day of lunar 
Jannuary, 2017. 

© Nguyễn Á

14 Bát bửu (8 valuable objects) including images of a book, a scroll of scripts, a wine bottle, a fan, a Chinese 4-cord lute, a basket of flowers 
or a holy stick,  etc., are mostly for decoration at the altars of noble families, pagodas, temples and communal houses to symbolize the 
intelligence, wealth, luckiness, elegant hobbies, fairy-land and miraculous power that are the wishes of the people. (Translator)
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The procession of 
the Lord from Lưu 
Xá communal house 
to the Thượng Taoist 
temple (the upper 
Taoist temple), 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

A troupe of men with “chấp kích”15 (types of ancient weapons) accompany the 
palanquins to protect them. The palanquins are carried through the village’s 
territory then returns and stays in the Thượng shrine. According to Mr. Hồ Quý 
Nam (b.1946), the procession by road is for the Deities to know about the real 
lives as well as the changes of the villagers after a year. The Deities would stay 
overnight at the Thượng shrine. The next day, their palanquins would be removed 
by waterway so that they can enjoy the landscapes of the river and bless the 
fishermen safe and sound.

The procession of Deities by waterway is carried out in the morning of the 16th 
day of the first lunar month in the Bùi river, moving about 1km from the Thượng 
shrine to the đình. The waterway procession comprises of five palanquin boats 
(each boat carries one palanquin of a Deity), moving one after another: First, the 
boat of the Mandarin Bộ Hạ rows ahead to clear the way; followed by the boat of 
the Great Deity Linh Lang, then the boat of the Holy Mother Hạo Nương, next is 
the boat of the Lord Lý Thừa Đại Hành Tôn and finally is the boat of the Lord Tràng 
Đao Bảo Tôn. Each boat is accompanied by about 8 to 16 youths and some elders 
to assist the procession. Rowing in parallel with the five procession boats are two 
boats (chải) of the two, male and female, teams that constitutes spiritual rowing. 
Two rowing teams, 10 people each, row around the procession boats, sometimes 
ahead, sometimes behind. Mr. Hồ Qúy Nam, an elder of the village said: "The 
rowing as clearing the way ahead and protecting behind adds to the beauty of the 
procession and aims at ensuring the safety of the Deities’ return to their altars." For 

15 “Chấp kích” means a set of weapons in former time (including long-handled scoop, knife, broadsword, spear, hammer and scripts of “Tĩnh Túc” 
(quietness) and “Hồi Tị” (elusion), etc., made of bronze or wood, used for ritual processions or decoration at the altars of royal court, pagodas, 
temples, communal houses, etc.
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the Lưu Xá temple festival, the rowing teams play 
very crucial role in the organization of procession 
ritual, an indispensible component of the Lưu Xá 
village festival.

After the procession has arrived at the Lưu 
Xá communal house, a welcoming ritual is 
performed to carry the statue and trunk of 
conferment to the rear hall of the đình. Next is 
the worship ceremony. The worshiping team 
comprises of 15 people who are representatives 
from three villages of Lưu Xá, Phù Yên and Hoàng 
Xá. They join the worship of công đồng (deities 

of all ranks16). The worship is repeated three 
times, starting from the court to the đại bái (front 
worship hall). In the evening of the same day, the 
female worshipping team continues with a night-
time veneration.

In the morning of the 17th of the first lunar month, 
a thanksgiving ceremony is made, followed by a 
farewell ritual toward Thiên Quang and then a 
welcoming ritual toward the Holy Mother’s return 
to the temple. Finally, the old women perform a 
worship of the wandering souls (lễ cúng chúng 
sinh) at the end the festival. 

In the living memory of the village elders, after the 
procession by waterway, there would be rowing 
contests with awards between teams of different 
hamlets in the village. The purpose of rowing 
contest was to keep the Deities amused. It was 
strongly believed that the winning “giáp” (team) 
would be in luck and have prosperous crop of 
sea products in the year. According to customs, 
the selection criteria of rowers for the contest 
included: first, healthiness - the most important 
factor, secondly, keen experiences in waterways 
and rowing, and lastly, gaining confidence of the 
members of the giáp. Previously, each rowing 
team included 10 rowers, a boat driver, a flag 
conductor and one additional person to bail out 
the boat. 

Rowing team members and villagers venerate the Deities' 
blessing for a happy and peaceful new year, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

16 Công đồng altar comprises images of deities of all ranks ranging from the Jade Emperor (Ngọc Hoàng) to Bodhisattva, Holy Mothers (Thánh 
Mẫu) and many other heaven deities and divinized heroes including mandarins, ladies, princes and princesses, etc., who are revered as saints 
in Viet Nam (Translator).
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Mr. Nguyễn Tiến Ngọc (b.1947) performing a light presenting ritual, 2017.  

© Nguyễn Á
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However, rowing competition between hamlets is currently no 
longer held as it was in the past. The traditional rowing ritual in 
the village festival becomes now a sportive rowing competition 
often organized on the day before the village festival in various 
districts by Hà Nội city. The rowing boats of today are professional 
ones that can carry up to 15 participants, each carries 6 rowers, 
one driver, one flagman and a bailer. Thus for now, each team 
comprises about 16 - 20 people. In 1997, a female rowing team 
was established with 16 members led by Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Trại 
(b.1962). The Lưu Xá’s rowing team has always participated 
actively in the city’s as well as the national contests and often 
wins high prizes. However, the Lưu Xá people are eager to revive 
the tradition of rowing in their own village festivals.

Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Trại, the current leader of the female rowing 
team said: "Despite many changes, the techniques of rowing have 
never changed. We learn these knowledge and skills from the 
anticipants and then try to find ways to pass them on to the next 
generations. For boat rowing, the driver plays the most important 
role. He must master professional techniques, such as: to turn 
the boat as narrowly as it can but without rocking; and to use the 
steering paddles skillfully so that the turn of the boat is narrow but 
not upturned because of the long paddle. When first getting onto the 
boat, the driver has to stand firm on his legs on the two sides of the 
boat, with a paddle held tight in his hands. When the boat moves 
straight, his legs must press down firmly on both boat’s sides while 
other team members are rowing. When the boat turns, one of his 
foots must stand steadily on a side of the boat, the other foot steps on 
the opposite side, in a higher position of the first foot, and his body 
inclines toward one of the two sides to drive the boat. He needs to 
change often his legs appropriately. Concurrently, when turning the 
boat, the driver exclaims loudly: "Take a turn!" so that all other team 
members incline toward the correct side to keep the boat balanced; 
so on and so forth.” 

BƠI CHẢI - ROWING RITUAL IN THE FESTIVAL OF LƯU XÁ VILLAGE
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The ritual procession in the Bùi river in the morning of the 16th day of the first lunar month, 2017. 

© Nguyễn Á
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The procession of the Lord from Lưu Xá communal house to the Thượng Taoist temple (the upper Taoist temple), 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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The festival of Lưu Xá village’s communal house is an important 
event of the local fishermen, of which the rowing ritual is truly a 
distinctive tradition of occupation and of the village. In the old 
days, it was partly because of the living in water areas and partly 
because of the lack of land for cultivation, the whole village of 
900-people population owned only 90 acres of land, therefore 
about a half number of villagers have worked as fishermen, boat 
rowers for transportation of goods or steerers of ferry-boats. 
Many of them did not have any plots of land, nor a brick house. 
The only asset of each family was a boat. All their daily activities 
took place on boats, floating in the river. To the Lưu Xá people, 
the river brings about prosperity, but it also hides many dangers. 
Rituals related to the river and water spirits have thus been 
formed and constantly preserved by successive generations for a 
thousand years. This is clearly known in the practices of the rituals 
at the festival. The veneration of the Water Lords, a very ancient 
belief of the Việt has deeply been respected by the people of Lưu 
Xá village. Thus, Bơi chải at the Lưu Xá village festival has not only 
a spiritual meaning, in hope of being blessed with safety and a 
good yield of aquatic products for the villagers, but also provides 
opportunities for young villagers to enjoy and demonstrate their 
excellent rowing skills.

With its quintessence in historical and cultural values, Lưu Xá 
village festival was included in the National List of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage by the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism 
of Viet Nam in November 2016.
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A Wonderful Folk Performance  
of Gióng Festival

Gióng festival had been inscribed in the UNESCO Representative List of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2010. There revealed many cultural values 
and complex meanings in this incomparable re-enactment of the feats of fighting in 
the treasures of traditional festivals in Viet Nam, out of which, the notable feature is 
the wonderful folk performance that has been handed down over generations. 

A REFLECTION OF THE FEATS AGAINST FOREIGN INVADERS OF A MYTH HERO

In the spring, before a new harvest every year, Gióng festival is held at Phù Đổng 
temple, Gia Lâm district and at Sóc temple, Sóc Sơn district, Hà Nội city. The Gióng 
festival is opened from the seventh to the ninth days of the fourth   lunar month at Phù 
Đổng temple - Gióng's place of birth, and from the sixth to the eighth days of the first 
lunar month at Sóc temple - the place where he accended to heaven. The festival is to 
commemorate the mythical hero Thánh Gióng. Thánh Gióng is a legendary character 
who was born as the result of a magical union between a young girl from Gióng 
village and Mr. Đổng, a god in the Việt’s myths. At the age of three, Gióng still could 

A WONDERFUL FOLK PERFORMANCE OF GIÓNG FESTIVAL

"Cô Tướng" (Female General) is the only symbolic human donation offering  
at the Sóc temple’s festival, 2016.

© Nguyễn Á
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not talk or walk, yet he grew miraculously into 
a giant after hearing the King’s appeal to find 
gifted people to save the country and its people. 
After defeating the foreign invaders, he went to 
Sóc mountain and flew into the heaven. This hero 
was deified as an immortal Saint and as one of 
the most powerful gods in the folk beliefs of the 
Việt people. He has since been worshipped for a 
thousand years as the patron god for bumper 
harvests, peace of the country, and prosperity of 
all families.

The Gióng festival is a re-enactment of the 
feats of this legendary hero, reflecting dreams, 
aspirations of the people in the fight against 
the aggressors to protect the independence of 
the country. At the same time, it also expressed 
the desire for peace, prosperous and happy life 
for the people. Previously Phù Đổng comprised 
five villages (eight hamlets nowadays) directly 
related to the organization and practices of 
the Phù Đổng temple’s festival that the elderly 
villagers often named as "năm dân" (five folks). 
The local people consider it their obligation to 
organize the Festival to dedicate to the Saint they 
revered. “Anyone who is inhabitant of the festival 
area must serve the Saint. Only five “folks” involve 
in serving the Festival’s activities. They include: 
Phù Đổng (currently divided into three hamlets), 
Phù Dực, Đổng Viên, Đổng Xuyên and Hội Xá. And 
the five folks’ Council is to contribute how to make 
the Festivals the perfect ones”, stated Mr. Nguyễn 
Trọng Hinh, age 77, Hội Xá village.

A WONDERFUL FOLK PERFORMANCE OF GIÓNG FESTIVAL
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A ceremony of oppening the flag rapper “khai miều khởi chỉ” (unbuttoning and oppening the lucky paper-pieces 
implemented by two elderly villagers with a clean scissors. The unbuttoning of all the three knots of binding 
threads of the flag wrapper usually undergoes nine times of cutting.

© Nguyễn Á
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The scenario of the Gióng festival 
inherited from previous generations 
is considered a wonderful festival 
scenario with much of innovation and 
different symbols, many climax and 
exciting dramas, attracting thousands 
of people participating in numerous 
roles during the festival. They are the 
Generals in the army system of Thánh 
Gióng, including the Masters (Ông Hiệu) 
and their servants - the commander 
system of Sir Gióng; the Escorts (Phù 
giá) as a regular army troop; the Female 
Generals (Cô tướng) who symbolize 
army troupes of the Ân aggressors; 
and the “Ải Lao” singing troupe with 
“Ông Hổ” (Mr. Tiger) as a mixed arm 
troop; “Làng áo đỏ” (Troupe in red) - a 
young advance troupe and “Làng áo 
đen” (Troupe in black) as militia teams, 
etc. The whole Gióng festival is a huge 
folk performance with a hundred 
of roles played following an orally 

transmitted scenario, which had been 
written down in a festival notebook 
(sổ hội) and became standardized 
in 1998. Similarly to its properties 
and costumes, each chapter, section 
and each playing role contains in 
its self various deep meanings. For 
example “Rước khám đường” means 
to go on reconnaissance duty; “Rước 
nước” (water procession) aiming 
at tempering weapons before the 
dispatching of the troupes; “Rước Đống 
Đàm” (Đống Đàm procession) means 
going negotiation to appeal for peace; 
and “Rước Trận Soi Bia” (Soi Bia battle 
procession) is a re-enactment of a 
fierce battle.

Every villager participating in the 
festival would try to fulfill his/her role 
with a deep belief that the Saint would 
know their sincerity and bless them, 
their families and the whole village a 
lucky and peaceful year. "13 thousand 
residents of Phù Đổng commune have 
a common spiritual respect for Thánh 
Gióng. For them, to be engaged in and 
to serve the Saint is a great honor. Once, 
in a year we needed only one people to 
play the role of a Master, but several 
people volunteered to act, regardless of 
the expense of about 70 or 80 millions 
VND needed for the implementation of 
the role that the selected person’s family 
would be responsible for. Therefore, we 
must give priority to the family who hold 
the tradition and have more favorable 
conditions, while encouraged the others 
to take the role in the next year festivals" 
(Mr. Đinh Minh Tỉnh, age 68, deputy 
director of the Management Board of 

Mr. Gong Master 
(Hiệu chiêng) 

and his servants 
preparing for a 

procession in front 
of the Phù Đổng 
temple in 2012.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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Phù Đổng temple monument). "The desire of each family is 
to have their children participating in serving the Saint, first 
in the role of “Hiệu Trống” (Drum Master), followed by “Hiệu 
Chiêng” (Gong Master) and next is “Hiệu Trung quân” (Army 
Master), with wishes of good health for the whole family and 
the children making progress in their studies.” Added Mr. 
Đặng Trần Trượng, age 50, Phù Đổng commune. 

According to the regulations from the past, the training for 
the Flag Master (Hiệu Cờ), the Drum Master (Hiệu Trống), 
the Gong Master (Hiệu Chiêng), the Army Master (Hiệu 
Trung quân) and the Children Master (Hiệu Tiểu cổ) before 
the opening of the Festival is of primary importance. The 
Masters (except the Children Master who is under 16 years 
old), are all young men not over 26, who are registered 
voluntarily by their families. According to customs, those 
selected as Masters must meet certain qualifications such 
as: their families must not be in mourning in the year, have 
proper conduct and have never violated any laws. Being 

Mr. Flag Master (Hiệu cờ) Nguyễn Văn Sơn 
(b.1999), and his servants are ready for the 
the Saint’s veneration.

© Nguyễn Á
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The altar of Saint Gióng  
in the rear hall of the Sóc temple.

© Nguyễn Á

chosen as a Master is a great pride for 
the selected young man’s entire family 
and lineage, because they continue 
to be honored by the community as 
the family of a Master even after the 
Festival ends. The Masters are trained 
by experienced teachers for the whole 
month leading to the Festival. They 
must practice correct movements 
and behaviors appropriate to their 
roles. During this time, they have 
to live and eat in a separate room 
and all of their contacts with other 
people are communicated through 
their escorts and their signals. “The 
Masters must do all the services for the 
Saint, following strictly to the regulated 
process; abstention during the training 
period includes: firstly, being careful in 
eating, secondly, the teachers as well 
as the Masters must conform strictly to 
the ritual and rites inherited by the older 
generations while training” (Mr. Nguyễn 
Văn Huy, teacher of the Gong Master 
in Phù Đổng commune).  

A WONDERFUL FOLK PERFORMANCE OF GIÓNG FESTIVAL
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Besides the roles of Masters, 28 
beautiful, nimble, and healthy girls 
between nine and thirteen years old 
are chosen to play the roles of the 
enemy’s Generals. These girls are 
also trained to perform their roles 
appropriately. The Festival attracts 
numerous other villagers acting 
as escorts whose responsibilities 
include serving the Masters and the 
Female Generals, as well as carrying 
palanquins, drums and gongs, and 
so on. 

Beside the water procession and 
worshipping rituals dedicated to 
the Saint, the festival process also 
include various other processions, 
performances and re-enactment of the 
Saint’s feats against foreign invaders. 
The battle is set three kilometers away from the temple in Đống Đàm and Soi Bia. At each location, there 
are three mats laid on ground. In the middle of each mat is a bowl stood upside down on a white paper 
sheet. It is explained that the mats symbolize the northern delta of Viet Nam, the bowls represent the 
mountains, and the paper sheets signify the clouds. In each location, the Flag Master, who holds the 
commanding flag, dances on the three mats and pushes the bowls and the paper sheets out of the mats 
to the great acclaim and joy of participants. After the Festival has ended, the weapons are stored in the 
Temple. The local people expect rains as a blessing from the Saint to bestow an abundant harvest.

An Ải Lao singing troupe always takes part in the Festival at Phù Đổng temple. Whenever the Festival 
is held, the Ải Lao troupe from Hội Xá village comes to the Festival to dance and sing ancient songs, 
accompanied with drum and castanet music, to praise Thánh Gióng’s feats. “The Ải Lao troupe from Hội 
Xá plays their role of a mix army troupe including the troupe in red as a young advance troupe of Saint 
Gióng. Our responsibility is to dispatch about 25 to 30 men to join singing and dancing at the Festival”, said 
Mr. Nguyễn Trọng Hinh, age 77, Hội Xá).

Playing the role of the Female Generals are beautiful village girls 
aging from nine and thirteen years old, 2012.

© Nguyễn Văn Huy
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Mr. Flag Master performing a flag dance as a re-enactment of the last battle of Saint Gióng  
at the Phù Đổng temple festival, 2012. 

© Nguyễn Văn Huy
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THE DISTINCTIVE RITUALS AT THE 
FESTIVAL OF PHÙ ĐỔNG AND SÓC 
TEMPLES

While the Phù Đổng temple festival is 
distinctive in the processions and the 
re-enactment of the battles, the Sóc 
temple festival happens with completely 
different scenario that features a 
cleansing ceremony (lễ Mộc dục) and 
offering- processions of eight villages to 
the Thượng temple (the Upper temple). 

After legend, Vệ Linh hamlet, Phù Linh 
commune, Sóc Sơn district is the last place 
on earth where Thánh Gióng stopped 
before flying to heaven, therefore, the 
local villagers organize festival in the 
Saint’s memory at Sóc temple on the 6th 
day of the first lunar month every year.
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Gióng festival at Sóc temple is a big annual festival that attracts involvement of 
many villages in the region. Each year, it is always prepared carefully long time 
before the festival days by the Management Center for Tourism and Sóc Temple 
Relics together with the local people of related villages. According to the record 
written in the eight-sided stele at the Sóc temple, previously, the offerings to 
Thánh Gióng were presented by 72 hamlets and villages. However, the offerings 
are currently prepared by eight hamlets and villages of six communes in Sóc Sơn 
district, Hà Nội city. They include: Vệ Linh and Phù Mã hamlets (Phù Linh commune), 
Dược Thượng hamlet (Tiên Dược commune), Xuân Dục and Đan Tảo hamlets 
(Tân Minh commune), and Yên Tàng hamlet (Bắc Phú commune). Other related 
localities have not been involved because of the big changes of administrative 
border lines (These changes had been recorded concretely in a stone stele of 
the temple). Besides, there are also some certain localities that their names and 
the offerings they used to prepare have been specificly indicated, but they had 
no funds for the processions. Consequently, the gifts can not be restored, for 
instance: "Xuân Bảng village offers trees; the villages of Tiên Dược, Hương Đỉnh, Xuân 

Villagers of 
Phù Mã in Phù 

Linh commune 
presenting worship 

horse to the 
Temple, 2016. 

© Nguyễn Á
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Bách, Đông Lai, Xuân Dục, Đông Xoài, 
Xuân Tàng, Yên Tàng and Phú Tàng 
offer bamboo flowers (commonly known 
as red offering). Tổng (administrative 
unit under the period of feudalism, 
equivalent to nowadays district level) 
Cổ Bái, Kim Anh, Thượng Giã and Linh 
Bắc present offerings at Thanh Nhàn 
afar-temple. The gifts of Tổng Kim Anh 
are banners, of Cổ Bái are soldiers, of 
Thanh Nhàn and Chi Đông communes 
are bamboo flowers.”

The poeple of Vệ Linh village, Phù Linh commune offering bamboo flowers to commemorate the Saint’s action of pulling 
out the road-side bamboo to drive away the enemy, 2016.

© Nguyễn Á

A water procession performed  
by the escort troop (Phù giá) in the Gióng 

festival at  Phù Đổng temple, 2012. 

© Nguyễn Văn Huy
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The Sóc temple festival takes place from the 6th to the 8th day of the first lunar 
month every year. “In the morning of the 6th, there are processions of the hamlets to 
the Sóc temple. They march forward in succession. The leading troupe is Vệ Linh hamlet, 
Phù Linh commune, bringing with them bamboo flowers. Next is Phù Mã hamlet of 
the Phù Linh commune too, with worship horses. Then comes Dược Thượng hamlet, 
Tiên Dược commune, with worship elephant, Đan Tảo hamlet, Tân Minh commune 
processes betel leaves and areca. Đức Hậu hamlet, Đức Hòa commune processes ivory; 
Yên Sảo hamlet, Xuân Giang commune processes elephant’s food (banana trees); Yên 
Tàng hamlet, Bắc Phú commune, processes the Female General. And, the last is Xuân 
Dục hamlet, Tân Minh commune who brings with them a big ball”.18  On the 7th and 
the 8th day of the first lunar month, vistors from everywhere perform their worship 
at the Thượng temple and entertain at the courtyard of the Hạ temple.

18 Extract from the Field Report at the Sóc temple on 05/02/2014 by Dương Hải Yến – staff of  the Center for Research  
and Promotion of Cultural Heritage.
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The meanings of these offerings are explained by the elders that when driving the 
enemy through the Sóc mountain foot, the iron rod of Thánh Gióng was broken, he 
immediately pulled a brush of ivory bamboo trees to make weapon fighting against 
the enemy, the bamboo became ragged, similar to the bamboo-like flowers made 
and presented to the Saint by the nowadays villagers. Phù Mã hamlet was the 
place the local people had an opportunity to take care for the Saint’s horse before 
he flew to the heaven. After killing the last of the enemy’s leaders at Yên Tàng 
village, Thánh Gióng allowed all his army troupe to return home and commanded 
to release all the fighting elephants and horses to the forests too. However, one 
elephant was kept back by the residents of Dược Thượng hamlet of that day due 
to their misunderstanding. After seeing the reason, on the opening day of the 
Festival since then, the villagers always weave an elephant of ivory bamboo to 
process to the Sóc temple to dedicate to the Saint each year. Similar references are 
recited orally in the villages. Each has its own confidence and way of interpretation 
of the meanings of its offering. Before the offertory at the Festival, the elders of 
each village will read a petition notifying the offerings of their village and prays 
the Saint to bless the villagers with good health and bumper harvests.

The people of Dược Thượng village, Tiên Dược commune  
performing a ritual of offering elephant, 2016.

© Nguyễn Á

The people of  
Đức Hậu village,  

Đức Hòa commune 
offering a pair  
of ivory, 2016.

© Nguyễn Văn Huy
18 Extract from the Field Report at the Sóc temple on 05/02/2014 by Dương Hải Yến – staff of  the Center for Research  

and Promotion of Cultural Heritage.
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Thánh Gióng and the veneration of 
him is a distinctive spiritual, cultural 
phenomenon of the Việt. Thánh Gióng 
represents the force of solidarity of 
the communities in the fight against 
the invaders for the safeguarding 
of the nation’s territory and the 
imprescriptible right of sovereignty. 
The symbol of Thánh Gióng is revered 
by the common people as the reason 
for their living. This moral code can be 
seen clearly in the proverb “A person 
who does not go to the Gióng festival 
will spoil his life”. The Gióng festival 
contains a permanent human wish. 
That is the desire of peace for the 
country. Although it is a battle festival, 
the concepts of peace, charity and 
humanity are still the ones that the 
Việt wish to convey eternally. This is 
demonstrated in the feast after the 
festival, whereupon the weapons are 
returned to the temples and Thánh 
Gióng’s troops, as well as the enemy’s 
generals cheerfully enjoy the Saint’s 
blessed food at Phù Đổng temple 
together. 

A WONDERFUL FOLK PERFORMANCE OF GIÓNG FESTIVAL
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A procession marching on toward the batlle field known as Soi Bia.

© Nguyễn Á
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Bình Đà Village Festival

Bình Đà is an ancient village in Bình Minh ward, Thanh Oai district, located about 40 
km North West of Hà Nội city center.

Usually, each Vietnamese village has one communal house to worship their village’s 
God, but Bình Đà village has two communal houses to worship their two Gods: Lạc 
Long Quân who was the father of the first King of the country, thus the villagers 
respecfully call him Đức Thánh tổ (The Great Ancestral Deity); and the other God is 
Linh Lang Đại Vương (Royal Highness Linh Lang), who helped defeat foreign invaders 
in the Lý dynasty.

Annually, Bình Đà festival is officially held from the 24th day of the second lunar month 
to the 6th day of the third lunar month, during which, the startting date is the death 
anniversary of Royal Highness Linh Lang, and the ending date is the Great Ancestral 
Deity Lạc Long Quân’s.

Bình Đà festival has existed for a very long time. The elders believe it first took place a 
thousand years ago. It is one of the most important spiritual and cultural activities of the 
communities of seven hamlets in Bình Minh commune including the hamlets of Thượng, 
Chằm, Chợ (or Cao Thị, where Ngoại communal house is located), Chua, Quyếch (or Đường 
Quyếch, where Nội communal house is located), Đìa (also called Phượng Trì), and Dộc, 
which used to be Bình Đà village. It has been constantly preserved and practised due to 
the people’s deep belief in the legends that has been passed down from generation to 
generation and ever since became attached to various local customs and ceremonies. 

The relief picture of "The National Forefather Lạc Long Quân", created between 
the end of the 19th century and early 20th century and designated as a national 

treasure, is currently held in the rear hall of the Nội communal house.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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THE LEGENDS

The legend of Lạc Long Quân 

According to Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Tiếp, (b.1931) from Bình Đà 
village, the legend of Lạc Long Quân and his wife Âu Cơ is 
well known among Vietnamese people, but their version 
of the story has other details attached to places in Bình Đà, 
especially where he passed away. The legend has it: When 
the children born from 100 eggs of Lạc Long Quân and Âu 
Cơ had grown, one day he told her: “I am descended from 
dragons, you from fairies. We are as incompatible as water 
is with fire. So we cannot continue in harmony. From now 
we should part to maintain our bloodline. You take 50 of our 
children to the mountainous regions; I'll take 50 to the coast to 
start new lives.” Âu Cơ agreed and took 50 children to Phong 
Châu. The eldest son chose to camp at Nghĩa Lĩnh Mountain, 
claim the title of Hùng King, founded and developed the 
Văn Lang nation and had 17 successors after him, all had 
the same title of Hùng King. Lạc Long Quân, along with the 
other 50 children went to the coast. When they reached Bình 
Đà area, recognizing this land was arable and surrounded 
by water, and had many hills with the shape like landing 
dragon and crouching tiger, he decided to settle down here. 
Day by day, Lạc Long Quân taught his children and other 
people to cultivate rice, breed silkworms to make clothes, 
and hunt wild animals. He also told his children to choose 
healthy and strong people to spread out to littoral areas to 
exploit the land and expand their territory. Lạc Long Quân 
passed away one night at the end of the second lunar 
month. To mourn and to show gratitude to the forefather 
who explored this land, people held a ceremonial funeral, 
buried him in the highest ground, established a temple to 
worship him all year long, and revered him as the village’s 
God. Ever since, annually at the beginning of the third lunar 
month, the people of Bình Đà hold a solemn festival as the 
commemoration and tribute to the Great Ancestral Deity 
Lạc Long Quân. The Bình Đà people have passed down this 
legend from generation to generation, and they believe that 
this is the sacred land chosen by the Great Ancestral Deity 
Lạc Long Quân, they also have the location of his tomb right 
next to the Nội communal house, where people come to 
venerate their Great Ancestral Deity every year.

BÌNH ĐÀ VILLAGE FESTIVAL
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Only offerings of plain food are allowed in the Nội communal house. A scene of plain food offering ceremony applied by 
various hamlets, one after another at the festival in 2015.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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Legend of Royal Highness Linh Lang 

There are many places in the northern delta region where people revere Royal 
Highness Linh Lang, each place is attached to a different version of the legend. Some 
villages worship Linh Lang as a Water Lord who helped people vanquish floods, or 
taught them how to build dykes to protect themselves from natural disasters. In 
Thanh Oai district, he was believed to be not only a General but also a Prince, son 
of King Lý Thái Tông, who helped defeat Chiêm Thành invaders in the south. After he 
passed away, people solemnly revered him as one of the four sacred Deities. 

People in Bình Đà praised Royal Highness Linh Lang as their Village’s God (known as 
“Bản cảnh Thành Hoàng làng”) and worship him from afar at the Ngoại communal 
house. Mr, Lưu Xuân Tỉnh, (b.1937), the current keeper of the Ngoại communal 
house said: The Deity stopped and camped here on his way to fight Chiêm Thành 
invaders. The day when he took his soldiers off to the battle, the villagers sent their 
sons with him and saw them out, they bowed to him and asked for his permission 
to build a temple to worship him later, with a hope that he would bless them. 

A procession of papier maché on the 1st day of the third lunar month. The papier maché is in 
the form of a citadel in the water world and in the shapes of gold and silver trees symbolizing 
grain and rice. Once a year, the village’s ancestries or households offer their papier machés for 
the worship through out the year, till the next festival, they will burn and replace them with 
the new ones, 2015.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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Having been touched by the villagers’ 
sincere hearts, Linh Lang thanked 
villagers and then took a bamboo rod, 
plunged it into the ground and stated: 
“If the bamboo grows after I am gone, 
then you can worship me”. After he 
was gone, the bamboo rod suddenly 
rooted, turned into a tree with fresh 
green leaves, then expanded fast to 
a bamboo forest. Villagers saw this 
as an auspicious omen and built a 
communal house to venerate him as 
Đương Cảnh Thành hoàng (Đương Cảnh 
village Deity), taking the 26th of second 
lunar month (date of the Deity’s death) 
to organize big festival in his memory.

Vía cakes are processed from the Nội temple to the Pearl well (Giếng 
Ngọc) for a ritual of offering cakes to the National Forefather Lạc Long 
Quân in the water world, 2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh

The bull-offering ritual is the most important spiritual event of the Outside communal house (đình Ngoại). Having been 
covered with a bright red cloth, the worship bull is brought around the village and then to the communal house (đình), 2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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THE BULL OFFERING AND VÍA CAKE 
DROPPING CEREMONIES IN BÌNH ĐÀ 
FESTIVAL

Bình Đà festival is held annually in 
both Nội and Ngoại communal houses 
to commemorate and pay tribute 
to the village’s two Deities. Besides 
ceremonies similar to festivals of 
other villages in the northern delta 
region, on the days of the Deities’ 
death anniversaries they have rituals 
of presenting two special types of 
offerings: a bull sacrifice to the Royal 
Highness Linh Lang and an offering 
of vegetarian rice cakes to the Great 
Ancestral Deity Lạc Long Quân, 
featuring the distiction of the festival 
of Bình Đà village.

Ritual of bull sacrifice

According to the elders, the ritual of 
bull sacrifice features the event when 
the Lord Linh Lang sacrificed bulls 
and held a feast to treat his soldiers 
before marching to the battle. The 
conventions applied in breeding the 
sacrificed bulls, as well as the solemn 
veneration ritual reflecting the desire 
of the Lord’s return to bless the village 
with a peaceful year, have become a 
custom of the residents here.

In the past, one month after the festival, the giáp, a social group of males divided by 
locations, gathered together to choose a family to raise bulls for the offering ceremony 
of the next festival. They chose honorable families with many children and no recent 
funerals, to raise the special bulls. The bulls had to be strong, healthy looking and 
meet requirements such as: straight spine, deep and wide chest, big buttocks, well-
proportioned legs, smooth hair, etc. The chosen family had to build a new bull shed at 
a dry and high place, separated from other bulls. Grass to feed the bulls also had to be 

BÌNH ĐÀ VILLAGE FESTIVAL

On the worshipping day, the selected bull is dressed with a red cloth 
and then led from the bull-raising family to the Ngoại communal 
house for the Deity's veneration, 2015.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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grown separately and cleanly. One month prior to the festival, the village would 
choose the biggest and best looking bull to be the Saint’s offering. The giáp with 
the chosen bull would be considered very lucky as they would be favoured by the 
Saint for the whole year. 

The bull-raising and offering formality was interrupted for a long time due to 
the war and financial difficulties. Not until 2014, this ceremony was recovered. 
Nowadays there is no more giáp, nor any family who could take care of a bull in a 
whole year due to the urbanization, therefore, one month before the festival, the 
Monuments Management Board will assign the duty of purchasing the offering 
bull to a hamlet (usually in a rotation basis, with financial supports. In 2015, the 
Board assisted with 7 million VNĐ.) The purchased bull has to meet the ascendant’s 
requirements, and will be taken care of in a month, voluntarily by an honorable 
family with no recent funeral. 

The master worshipper and the temple keeper performing a ritual of sacrificing a living bull, 2015.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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Before the ceremony, the host family has to feed the bull with fresh 
grass, and bathe it with herbal water (holy basil, lemongrass) daily. On 
the ceremony day, the bull is bathed with water from the host family’s 
well, and it must not be fed since the previous day (the 24th day of the 
second lunar month). On the 25th, they dress the bull and take it from 
the host family to Ngoại temple to perform the living bull offering. 
On the 26th they offer the cooked bull. A big incense-table is placed 
in the middle of the temple yard. The bull is grilled whole and put on 
the table with its head pointing to the temple, alongside its processed 
blood and offal. Ngoại temple’s worship committee then perform 
the offering formality. After the ceremony, the bull will be shared to 
families in the village as their blessing.

Vía cakes are processed from the Nội temple to the Pearl well (Giếng Ngọc)  
for a ritual of offering cakes to the National Forefather Lạc Long Quân  
in the water world, 2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Vía cake dropping ceremony

Another important ceremony in Bình Đà village festival to commemorate the 
Great Father Lạc Long Quân is the custom of making and offering Vía cake. 
This discrete custom has existed since a long time ago and been passed down 
through generations with a lot of secrets kept by the elders, meaning “God’s 
plan is always a secret”. For example, there are seven Houses in the village 
(four Nguyễn Houses: Nguyễn Văn, Nguyên Xuân, Nguyễn Hữu, Nguyễn Chính and 
three other Houses: Đỗ, Lưu, and Trịnh), but only House Nguyễn Văn is chosen to 
make Vía cake. Mr. Nguyễn Huy Tiết said: it is the custom since the time of our 
ancestors to choose House Nguyễn Văn, nobody can explain the reason why, 
they just follow their ascendants. Other Houses also follow this custom, and they 
have never questioned the practice. The secret of cake making and the number 
of cakes made is kept only by the Head of House Nguyễn Văn. This secret will be 
passed on to the next generation’s head. In case the Head doesn’t have an eldest 
son to pass on the secret, they will have to perform ascension ceremony to select 
the son of the next branch in the family tree to be the successor.

A ritual of offering 
Vía cakes at the 
Pearl well. Only the 
master worshipper 
(chủ tế) is allowed 
to apply the ritual, 
2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Mr. Nguyễn Văn Nam, from Quyếch hamlet, the current secret keeper of the 
House, and the direct practitioner of the ceremony said: The cakes are made 
from brayed glutinous rice, mixed with 100 types of Chinese medicine. The 
recipe was transmitted orally to him from his father. The cake making place 
is enclosed by red cloth, nobody is allowed to enter, including his family. He 
himself will make the cakes, from rice and medicines selecting, braying, to 
cake steaming. After being made, the cakes are “secretly” put into the đài (a 
lacquered or red-painted wooden 
box), covered with red cloth and 
waited to be escorted to the temple 
in a palanquin. The cakes are made 
in the 5th day of the third lunar 
month, the palanquin takes them to 
the temple for the offering ceremony 
at the same night, and in the next 
morning, the main festival day, they 
will drop the cakes into Ngọc well. 
This is the most special feature of 
Bình Đà festival: the offerings are 
dropped into the well.

Ngọc well is also known as Chùa Cả 
well. According to Mr. Bùi Quang 
Thịnh, (b.1943), current keeper of 
Nội temple, this is the only well in the 
village that has an underground flow 
connected to Đáy river. The well has 
the other name because in the past 
it was inside the land of Cả pagoda 
(Chùa Cả). The pagoda was destroyed 
in the war.  In the annual traditional 
festival, on the 6th day of the third 
lunar month, they perform the cake 
escorting and dropping ceremony. 

To explain the custom of dropping 
cakes into Ngọc well, Mr. Nguyễn 
Hữu Tiếp said: The well has the flow 
leading to the Underwater Palace. 
The Great Father Lạc Long Quân was 
descendant of dragon, originally lived 
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Vía cakes are processed from the Nội temple to the Pearl well (Giếng Ngọc)  
for a ritual of offering cakes to the National Forefather Lạc Long Quân in the water world, 2016.

© Trương Ngọc Anh

in the Underwater Palace, therefore the offering cakes have to be sent down 
there. Hence, when the cakes are dropped into Ngọc well, the flow will take them 
to the Palace. There is also another explanation: Legends has it that Ngọc well 
was the sacred spot which connected the underground flow with Đáy river’s flow 
up to Ba Vì, where the Tản Saint is worshiped. Vía cake dropping shows the ethic 
“gratitude is the sign of noble souls”, to commemorate the Great Father and 
ancestors who had great contribution to the nation and its people.
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According to the elders of the village, until now this is 
still a special discrete custom of Bình Đà people, meaning 
never to leak the God’s plan, by all means and under no 
circumstances to reveal the cake dropping ceremony’s 
secret. Cakes escorted from the temple are immediately put 
on the palanquin, accompanied by flags, fans, and parasols. 
When the cakes are dropped down to Ngọc well, they have 
to be covered in red cloth. For the making of the cakes, only 
one family with tradition of primogeniture is allowed to 
make these sacred cakes. The cake dropper has to be the 
master of that year’s ceremony.

On the main festival day, there are thousands of people 
waiting around the well in excitement. There they will have a 
stage in red cloth ready for the ceremony. After reading the 
prayers, the practitioner opens the đài to take each cake to 
crush and release into the water. According to the discrete 
custom, after the cakes are released, only when they sink 
completely the ceremony is considered successful and the 
practitioner’s responsibility is fulfilled. 

Bình Đà festival is a cultural activity that has been practiced 
for many centuries. This is a cultural environment which 
plays an important part in strengthen the community 
connection, history and culture education to the next 
generations. The symbols rebuilt from the festival’s 
practices show multiple layers of culture, from the paddy 
rice civilization to the traces of ancient credence with 
ceremonies, discrete customs, habits, etc., which have 
helped maintain the cultural character of agricultural 
society throughout thousands of years. 

BÌNH ĐÀ VILLAGE FESTIVAL
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The Inner communal house (Đình Nội) where the National Forefather Lạc Long Quân (Literally: Dragon Lord of the Lạc)  
is venerated, 2015.

© Cao Trung Vinh
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The Festivals of Hát Môn Temple 
Where the Two Trưng Sisters  

are Venerated

The festivals of Hát Môn temple are associated with the Two Trưng Sisters (Hai Bà 
Trưng), heroines of the Vietnamese nation who rose in resistance against foreign 
invaders of our homeland in the first decade CE. According to legend, it was on the 
bank of the Hát river in Hát Môn commune that the Trưng Sisters raised their flag and 
assembled their great army in 40 CE. before setting off to fight against Tô Định, the 
Han commander dispatched to serve as Viet Nam's governor. After capturing most 
of the fortresses of the Lĩnh Nam region, the elder sister Trưng Trắc was hailed for 
her valour. She proclaimed herself She-King (Trưng Vương) at Mê Linh in the Vĩnh Phúc 
region.19 Two years later, the Han general Ma Yuan led another invasion army into Viet 
Nam. The Trưng Sisters retreated with their forces in a defensive action to protect Cẩm 
Khê in Lâm Thao district (Sơn Tây: the modern locality of Yên Lạc in Vĩnh Phúc province). 
Rather than suffer defeat at the hands of our enemies, traditional accounts say that 
the Two Sisters took their own lives by hurling themselves into the Hát river. In due 
course the people of Hát Môn built a riverside temple to honour the two heroines at 
the confluence of the Hát with the Đáy and Red rivers. Over time these streams have 
all changed their course, so the temple is now situated at some distance from the 
nearest waterway.

19 Hà Nội Department of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Profile of Hát Môn temple, Hát Môn commune ,  
Phúc Thọ district Hà Nội city, H.2013
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The worship statue of the elder Trưng (Trưng Trắc).  
© Phạm Kim Ngân

The worship statue of the younger Trưng (Trưng Nhị). 
© Phạm Kim Ngân
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It is widely believed that the Hát Môn temple dates from the time of the Two Sisters' 
heroic death in 43 CE. Its original structure was small and humble: merely a low, 
thatched enclosure. Under the Early Lê dynasty (981 - 1009), a regional lord named 
Nguyễn Ngọc Từ (official title Phúc Hải) enlarged the temple, building additional 
hậu cung (rear hall), a thiêu hương (the hall located between or join the front hall 
and the main hall) and a tam quan (triple entrance gate). He then assigned the 
local commune notables of five giáp20 (group) the task of care and upkeep of the 
temple. During the July-August rainy season, the villagers responded to the danger 
of flood damage from the annual rising of the Red river by installing 3 more sets of 
entrance doors. In 1940, they added two more brick-walled sections to the bái đường 
(front worship area). By 1954 the local people had replaced two of the wooden 

The triple-entrance gate of the Hát Môn temple, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân

20 Giáp is an organization/group of men established after administrative area (hamlets) or linage in the feudal time.  
A giáp comprised only men of different ages from a number of households in a hamlet or from a lineage in a village.
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THE THREE ANNUAL FESTIVALS VENERATING  
THE TWO SISTERS AT HÁT MÔN TEMPLE 

The major festival on the 6th day of the third lunar month 

The 6th day of the third lunar month, the day when the Two 
Sisters “Hai Bà Trưng” sacrificed their lives, is celebrated as 
the death anniversary of the Two Sisters. Every year on this 
day, the villagers organize a long and solemn celebration. 
The key offerings for this event include bánh trôi (boiled 
sticky unfilled rice cakes). According to a cherished local 
legend, this is same delicacy that the Two Sisters consumed 
as their final meal just before the heroic leap that took them 
to their watery grave in the Hát river. 

columns in the front worship hall with 
a set of four brick columns, and added 
more walls and a new shrine (nhà Ngự 
phòng) to house the statues of the Two 
Sisters in an elevated space protected 
from flood waters. There have been 
many subsequent additions and 
embellishments to the temple in more 
recent times.21

Mr. Kim Văn Mão, the oldest is honourably asigned to place the 
boilded cakes into bowls for offering, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương

21 Ministry of Culture, National Institution for Monuments Conservation and Museums, Resume of Relics and Sight, Hát Môn commune,  
Phúc Thọ district, Sơn Tây city, zone 3, 1958.

20 Giáp is an organization/group of men established after administrative area (hamlets) or linage in the feudal time.  
A giáp comprised only men of different ages from a number of households in a hamlet or from a lineage in a village.
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Bánh trôi, a type of offering cakes indispensable in all the 3 anniversaries of Hát 
Môn temple dedicated to Hai Bà Trưng, becomes a unique spiritual identity of the 
festivals of this temple. It is regulated that production of the bánh trôi savouries 
as festival offerings must be done very carefully. It has become a custom with a 
number of strict rules. The cakes to be presented to the altar of the Two Sisters 
must be prepared by the elders from the Board for the Offerings (Ban Tu lễ). The 
sticky rice must be pounded into a powder in a stone egg-formed mortar (due to 
overuse) with a wooden pestle. Only the powder from the second sieving can be 
used to make the offering cakes. "The powdered rice from the second sieving has 
the best quality, because it comes from the inner core of the rice grains: the first 
sieving has husks in it). The cakes made from this powder are white and do not 
have a bitter taste. This is how we show our heartfelt respect toward the Trưng 
Sisters".22 Since time immemorial, every family in the village makes bánh trôi as 
offerings to the Two Sisters. Previously, Hát Môn was a commune comprising only 
one village, so, beside the people working for the temple, all other families also 
made bánh trôi to present to the temple, and each family would offer one tray of 
bánh trôi. Hát Môn village of today comprises 11 units of residents, so beside the 
key amount of the cakes made by the temple, each unit would make two trays of 
bánh trôi for veneration. That makes totally 22 trays of cakes.

 Processions of 
bánh trôi from the 

residential districts 
to the temple, 

2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương

22 The first bowl of cakes is placed on the altar of the Superintendent (Quan Giám Trai) for him to examine before  
processing the cakes to the temple. 
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The big festival on the feast day of 
flag uprising, the 4th of the ninth 
lunar month. 

According to Ngọc phả (temple records), 
the 4th of the ninth lunar month was the 
day when Hai Bà Trưng set up an altar 
for reverence of the Heaven and the 
Earth and then feasted their troop with 
meats of buffalo, beef, goats and pigs 
before marching to the battle. Since 
then, it became a custom of organizing 
on that occasion a three-day feast.

The offerings for the feast day (the 
4th of the ninth lunar month) include 
an evirated pig, 20 pecks of glutinous 
rice (each peck contains one kg) for 
making xôi (steamed sticky rice), and 
another equal amount of glutinous 
rice for powder to make bánh trôi. 

In the past, Hát Môn village had a 
custom of offering tam sinh (three 
types of cattle including a bull, a pig 
and a goat), in the same way they 
organized the feast. On that occasion, 
the villagers always provided support 
with certain amount of money to buy 
a castrated cow or buffalo (yellow 
bull, black buffalo), a male goat and 
an evirated pig. The three animals 
were purchased from some selected 
qualified families, for example: they 
should be virtuous, have decent 

Mr. Nguyễn Đăng Mạc, Head of the  
Relic Management Board of the Hát Môn 

temple changing clothes (dịch mục) for the 
Two Sisters in the temple, at midnight on 

the 24 of the twelfth lunar month, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
22 The first bowl of cakes is placed on the altar of the Superintendent (Quan Giám Trai) for him to examine before  

processing the cakes to the temple. 

The Chief Master (Tiên chỉ) and the Assistant to Chief Master (Thứ chỉ) 
taking water into a jar for a water procession, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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behavior both parents were living and not in mourning time. In the 3rd night of the 
ninth lunar month, the sacrificial animals were brought to the temple gate to be 
washed, cleaned, killed, and then their meat would be boiled to offer the Deities. 
The head and the lum (the chest or a portion under the pig’s neck) were presented 
to the upper altar and pork was shared to place on other altars. Meats of buffalo, 
goat and beef were particularly set out on fruit trays to place on the two trestle-
beds in the front section of the temple for feasting the soldiers. 

Nowadays, this custom is no longer practiced. 

The big festival on the 24th of the twelfth lunar month  
(procession of cleansing and ritual of changing costumes)

That is a procession ritual of the Trưng Sister’ tablets to Ngự dội house for cleansing 
(Mộc dục) and changing their clothes and bonnets (Dịch phục) 

It is regulated strictly that Dịch phục must be carried out with great solemnity twice 
a year: The first time is to replace the paper clothes with brocade clothes after 
mid-night of the 5th of the third lunar month, then replace the brocade clothes 

After the 
procession, the 

water jar is then 
placed onto the 

altar for cleansing 
ritual, 2015. 

© Cao Thảo Hương
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with paper ones after midnight of the 7th of the same month. 
And, the second time is to replace the paper clothes with 
brocade ones in early morning of the 24th of the twelfth 
lunar month, then, the ritual is repeated by changing the 
clothes after mid-night of the 3rd of the first lunar month. 
The water procession is organized on the 22nd day of the 
twelfth lunar month every year. At midnight, the procession 
delegation including the Thứ chỉ (the Assistant to Chief 
Master of ritual practices), the hamlet‘s leader and nine Phù 
giá (the servers who carry palanquins and other objects 
related to the procession) ride a boat to the mid-river where 
there are always two currents to take water. After having 
been processed to the Ngự dội house, the holy water will 
be filtered twice and then pour into two smaller vases for 
the Mộc dục ritual early the 24th. In the years when the Mộc 
dục ceremony is not organized, then, a water procession will 
be carried out from the Mộc dục house to the temple in the 
afternoon of the 23rd of the twelfth lunar month. 

The procession of the Two Sisters'tablets from the temple to the Ngự dội house.  
This ritual must always be completed before dawn, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương

The processed water jar is then placed onto 
the altar for cleansing ritual, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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The altar dedicated to the Two Sisters in the rear hall of the Hát Môn temple, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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In the year when the Mộc dục procession is organized, from the 1st of 
the twelfth lunar month, the village leaders have to allocate the number 
of Phù giá (attendants) and tasks to each Giáp (administrative units in 
the village). The minimum number of Phù giá members must be 200, 
comprising of young boys and girls, age from 16 and over, and none 
of them is in mourning time. All people involving in the procession and 
other services of the ritual have to keep their body clean by bathing 
regularly and abstain from various things in the normal life, either in 
eating or in working and other activities during seven days before the 
procession day. Those attendants holding tasks of carrying palanquin 
and giá văn (the text of prayer) have to participate in a five-day training 
course before the event happens so that their marching steps will be 
fine, accurate and every other ritual activities must be implemented in an 
appropriate manner.   

Right at 10 p.m. in the night of the 23rd of the twelfth lunar month, the 
village’ leaders take the roll-call and speed up all participants to carry 
out their tasks: ritual of the worshipping weapons arrangement is at 2 
a.m. on the 24th; phụng nghinh (removement) ritual is implemented at 
3 a.m. in the same day. The palanquin for the tablet of the Elder Sister 
(Trưng Trắc) is placed in the left side of the dragon courtyard while the 
palanquin of the Younger Sister (Trưng Nhị) is placed in the right side. 
After that, the procession of palanquins of the Two Sisters continues to 
move to the Mộc dục house, always in the formation that when going, 
the Elder Sister’s palanquin first, followed by the Younger Sister’s, but on 
return, the Younger Sister’ palanquin goes first. The procession moves 
very slowly because after each drum beat of Mr. Thứ chỉ the palanquin 
carriers may take only one step forward. Furthermore, their steps 
should not be in the front direction, but in a horizontal direction on the 
road. Consequently, it usually takes several hours for the procession 
to pass around two hundred meters from the Temple to the Ngự dội 
house. Nowadays, Mộc dục ritual has still been being prepared carefully 
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and strictly following the traditional manner inherited from the past 
by the Temple’s Management Board and the festival organizers. This 
is a ritual of sophisticated and orderly arranged ceremony, involving 
a large number of people (around 400 participating in the water 
and palanquin processions, carrying the Two Sisters’ shoe boxes, 
utensils, jewelries and the vase and dipper to serve the Sisters, etc.). 
Therefore, the general director of the festival must have very deep 
understanding of this orally transmitted scenario. Because of the 
complicatedness of the rituals and the huge number of participants, 
the Organizing Board and the villagers have to prepare it since early 
in the year. The procession groups are often trained a month before 
the festival takes place.

Organization of a Mộc dục ritual is extremely complicated and 
expensive. So, previously, only in the years when the villagers gained 
bumper harvest and prosperity, the water procession was then carried 
out. Thus, the ritual was organized just occasionally, sometimes after 
several years, and sometimes after even a decade.

The first bowl of cakes is placed on the altar of the Superintendent (Quan Giám 
Trai) for him to examine before processing the cakes to the Temple, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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Preparation of gifts for the Lords – a fully spiritual process

According to custom, the process of preparing gifts to the Lords in the Hát Môn 
temple’s festival does not take place at the temple, but in a certain family in the 
village, and that family is thus called nhà chứa lễ (offerings house).

The Temple’s Management Board must seek out households to serve as nhà chứa 
lễ starting early in the year. Sometimes, the selection of nhà chứa lễ for all the three 
festive events of a year is carried out right at the beginning of the year. Previously, 
two families were selected for nhà chứa lễ: One was for housing lễ mặn (pork and 
chicken) and the other for lễ chay (boiled sticky rice cakes). But nowadays, the 
villagers decided to take it easy by choosing only one household for both lễ mặn and 
lễ chay. The chosen family is the one that meets the following criteria: being a happy 
family; having children of both genders (sons and daughters); all grandparents are 
still alive; being respected by the others in the village. The selected family will be 
informed two months in advance to have time for arranging, cleaning up their 
altar and house. Thus, the family’s ancestral altar must be hidden. Previously, a 
mandarin would come to inspect the preparation of the offerings. And, the host 
had to abstain and be on diet for one month before the festival days: Eating no 
stinking things, such as dog meat or fish that has ill smell (cá mè); keeping off jobs 
related to cleaning things, traditional fertilizer, dirt or stepping on the muddy or 
dirty places of garbage; and not to sleep in the same room with his spouse.

The water-temple located in the nearby space of the Hát Môn temple, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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The return of the procession early in the morning, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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In case the nearby family is in bereavement, that family has 
to remove the dead to another place; prohibited to hold a 
mourning-wearing ceremony until the festival ends. “It is 
necessary to avoid these things carefully, otherwise, the 
whole village might be unlucky”, said the elderly villagers. 
Mr. Nguyễn Viết Hỗ, (b.1946), who has had many years 
participated in the Temple’s Board for the offerings added: 
The villagers have a very deep belief that "after having 
housed the offerings, the host family, in general, becomes very 
lucky, very rich. But, if any family that has not done well the 
job it would be punished by the Lords and becomes extremely 
bad; children often meet with bad lucks and the family’s havings 
might be lost".

The unusual conventions and proprieties  
of the Hát Môn people.

The Hát Môn people have their own conventions and 
proprieties about their Lords. The villagers here avoid 
using three letters "Trắc" (in the name Trưng Trắc), "Nhị" (in 
the name Trưng Nhị) and "Tế" (in the name Đỗ Năng Tế, the 
teacher of the Trưng Sisters). The village’s children are not 
allowed to be named after any of the three secrete names 
mentioned above. In addition, in daily conversations in 
former days, the local people had used the word “Chức” 
instead of "Trắc", “Nhợi” instead of "Nhị” and “Lễ” to replace 
the name “Tế” (the two words “lễ” and “tế” are synonym). 
For example, when saying: “tế ba tuần” the phrase must be 
“lễ ba tuần” meaning to worship three times, or the phrase 
“tế vật” should change to “lễ vật”, meaning the offerings or 
gifts, etc.  

Bánh trôi is a type of indispensible offerings in every event 
of the Hát Môn temple festivals. The rule of eating bánh trôi 
every year is a crucial feature and considered one of the Hát 
Môn people’s convention. The 6th day of third lunar month 
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is the first day of the year for local people to eat the cakes after having venerated 
to the Lords, starting after 9 a.m., the time when the worshipping ritual done by 
the temple has finished. The time for making and eating of bánh trôi may last 
until the end of the twelfth lunar month. Within 64 days, counting from the Eve 
of the Lunar New Year until 9 a.m. in the morning of the 6th day of the third lunar 
month, all the Hát Môn villagers are absolutely prohibited from eating bánh trôi. 
All Hát Môn people adhere to this customary law. Even those, who have already 
left the village for their jobs or getting married, they still maintain this custom. 
It was recited  that a Hát Môn woman, long time ago, who was married and lives 
far away from her families home, prepared, but dared not taste bánh trôi when 
her husband’s family made the cakes right at the prohibited time.

The local people in Hát Môn never apply bright red decorations in their temple. 
The elderly villagers explain that this custom originated from a legend: The two 
Sisters disguised themselves as two men, but one time, they dropped their pink 
brassieres by accident. Ma Yuan discovered them being female and this was the 
reason why they were defeated. Since then the Temple keeps off using bright red. 
All the ornaments and costumes of the temple are just dark red.

The return of the 
procession in the 

early morning, 2015.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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Another stringent rule of the Temple is that the positions of all the worshipping 
objects and ornaments must remain in their right places, especially the thrones. 
Their arrangement must follow the rules, without any change. Whenever a 
procession finishes, in order to stand the tablets exactly in their original places, 
the elderly villagers usually use lengths of sticks to measure distance between 
the two thrones and between the thrones to the tablets. It is believed that if the 
arrangement is made wrongly, the villagers might have to suffer bad luck.

The veneration of the Trưng Sisters and Hát Môn temple festival is of the most 
profound and sacred cultural and spiritual activity of the communities in Hát 
Môn, a form of lively expression of cherished national values: the honouring of 
ancestors and heroes; recognition of sacrifice; imparting to the young the ancient 
ideal summed up in the ancient precept: 'when drinking water, remember the 
source'. This education lesson is passed from generation to generation. In the 
minds of community residents, the Trưng Sisters are considered their respective 
Lords who always protect and bless villagers healthiness, bumper harvests and 
prosperity. But, if someone does something contradictory against spirituality, 
belief and regulations that are handed down from generation to generation as 
a traditional custom, he or she will be punished with calamities. Therefore, the 
local people always feel proud, as well as responsible for preserving the customs 
and regulations of the community. Hát Môn temple festival is an integral part in 
the lives of communities in Hát Môn, an important contribution to strengthening 
community consensus, building personality and sustainable development.
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The Festivals of Và Temple – 
From Legends to Practice

The Và temple festivals involve an annual sequence of ritual events held at Và temple 
in Vân Gia village, Trung Hưng ward, Sơn Tây town, 40 km west of Hà Nội's city centre. 
Và temple is also known as East Palace (Đông Cung), thus identifying it as one of the 
four major sites of the veneration of a key figure of Vietnamese spiritual tradition: 
the Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain. This divinity is one of the four Immortals revered 
by the Việt people. For the region's local communities, the festival is an important 
celebration of the Mountain Lord's merits and virtues. 

LEGEND OF THE LORD OF THE TẢN VIÊN MOUNTAIN 

According to legend, the principal figure of the divinised quartet known as the Four 
Immortals whose veneration is of central importance to the Việt people is the beneficent 
divinity of the Tản Viên Mountain whose titles include 'Ancestral Deity of the Southern 
Heavens and Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain" (Nam Thiên thánh tổ - Tản Viên Sơn Thánh), 
and as 'Sơn Tinh', which identifies him as one of the country's most ancient deities. 
The Mountain Lord is worshipped throughout the northern plain region of Viet Nam, 
and his legend is thought to be closely asociated with the folk beliefs arising from the 
emergence of the region's ancient irrigated rice-growing economy. 

Mộc dục (cleansing) ritual, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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In the mythic traditions of the people living at the foot of the Ba Vì mountain range, 
Sơn Tinh is revered as a hero with the power to control inundations: his legend tells 
of a glorious protector who defeated the water divinity known as Thủy Tinh and 
thus saved those menaced by the floodwaters which this dangerous nature spirit 
had unleashed. Local people still recite an account of the Tản Viên Mountain Lord 
at Và temple which declares: Tuấn Công is the secret taboo name of the Lord of 
the Tản Viên Mountain; Sùng Công and Hiển Công are the secret names of his two 
cousins Quý Minh Đại Vương (Great King Quý Minh) and Cao Minh Đai Vương (Great 
King Cao Minh). The three cousins lost their parents in childhood and collected 

Tablets of the three Deities on the main altar in the rear hall of the Và temple, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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firewood as their source of livelihood. One day on their way to the forest, they 
chanced upon a mysterious being who entrusted them with a miraculous wooden 
rod and taught them the potent words that would activate its powers: one tip 
possessed the power of creation, the other the power to destroy. Armed with their 
wondrous wand, the young heroes saved many people from peril and vanquished 
evil beasts. In gratitude, the people revered Tuấn Công as a divine Master. Then 
another divinity vested him with a book of wishes through which he won in 
marriage a princess named My Nương, and then defeated Thủy Tinh the Water 
Spirit. The three heroic cousins all joined the great Hùng King to defeat the forces 

known as the Thục army and were 
vested with titles of honour. Sơn Tinh 
became Nhạc phủ Thượng đẳng Thần 
(Supreme Deity of the Mountain and 
Forest Realm). Hiển Công became 
Cao Sơn Đại Vương (Great King of the 
High Mountain), Sùng Công became 
Quý Minh Đại Vương (Great King Quý 
Minh). All three divinised heroes are 
worshipped at Và temple.

Many households, with their very well 
prepared offerings, await the arrival  
of the Lord’s palanquin, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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HISTORY OF THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE 

According to legend, the Và temple festivals date back to the building of the first 
temple on the site, in the 13th century. The festival is a regional event sponsored 
by a group of eight villages from the three wards of Trung Hưng, Phú Thịnh and 
Viên Sơn which fall within Sơn Tây town, Hà Nội and Vĩnh Ninh commune of Vĩnh 
Tường District in Vĩnh Phúc province. There are two annual festivals at Và temple, 
one in spring and one in the autumn. The spring festival lasts from 13th to 17th of 
the first lunar month. The main rituals include a procession in which celebrants 
carry the dragon thrones and sacred tablets of the three Deities from the Và 
temple, crossing the Red river to the Ngự Dội temple located in Duy Bình village, 
Vĩnh Ninh commune, Vĩnh Tường district, Vĩnh Phúc province, where they undergo 
a cleansing ceremony (lễ Mộc dục). The Autumn festival is held on the occasion of 
mid-September, lasting from the afternoon of the 14th to 15th of the ninth lunar 
month, with a main ritual of fishing feast (lễ Đả ngư).

THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE – FROM LEGENDS TO PRACTICE

The offerings at  
Ngự Dội temple 
always include  

a pig with a patch  
of bristles left on 

 its neck and its 
head covered with 
omental fat 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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MID-JANUARY FESTIVAL

The theme of the temple's mid-
January (the first month of the 
lunar calendar) festival is the 
legend of the Mountain Lord's 
travels in his realm following his 
ascension to sainthood. In Duy 
Bình village in the Vĩnh Ninh region, 
he met a village girl cutting grass 
and asked her to fill her baskets 
with river water for his bath. The 
girl was amazed and said: 'How 
can a basket hold water?' He 
replied: 'Just try - you will see.' 
And when she did, the baskets 
held the water and she brought 
them to him on her shoulder pole. 
When she ran to tell the villagers 
of this wonder, they rushed to the 
riverbank but found the stranger 
had gone. Believing him to be 
divine, they ran home and killed 
a pig as an offering to him. But 
in their haste they did not shave 
off all its bristles; the sticky rice 
they made was not fully cooked, 
and they forgot to spread lime 
on the ceremonial betel leaves. 
Even so, these were their heartfelt 
offerings to their new-found Lord. 

It is believed that these events 
occurred on the January full moon 
day of a Rat year, as reckoned in 
the Vietnamese horoscope, and 
so the villagers of Duy Bình still 
perform an offering rite to the 

The taking of sacred water from the middle of the river is usually 
undergone by an elderly villager, 2016.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Lord in the years of the Rat, Horse, Cat 
and Rooster. Their offering is always 
a pig with a patch of bristles left on 
its neck, together with betel leaves 
without lime and uncooked sticky rice. 
This how they recall the story of the Holy 
One who came to them and departed 
too quickly for the villagers to make 
him a fully prepared feast. Participants 
from the other seven villages join in 
by taking dragon thrones bearing the 
Deities’ tablets in a procession from 
the Và temple, crossing the river for 
the throne-cleansing ritual (lễ Mộc dục) 
which recalls the Lord bathing from 
their riverbank before taking his leave.

THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE – FROM LEGENDS TO PRACTICE

Procession of the Lord's belongings into the rear hall of the temple  
for a cleansing ritual (Mộc dục), 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

The Duy Bình village’s water procession troupe preparing the Lord’s cleansing ritual (Mộc dục), 2016.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Procession of the Lord into the rear hall of the temple for a cleansing ritual (Mộc dục), 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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The water used for the cleansing ritual (Mộc dục) is always taken from the middle of 
the Red river by the Duy Bình villagers in the early morning. The ritual is organized 
with great solemnity. An empty lidded jar (Chóe) is covered with a red cloth, then 
wrapped in additional coverings and placed upright on the palanquin and secured 
so it will not spill its contents during the procession. The palanquin is then loaded 
on a boat. When the boat reaches midstream, other boats form a circle around 
it. The villager in charge of the jar boat must be a virtuous elder in good health, 
attired in ceremonial dress. He carries a stick tipped with a bamboo ring to which 
a multi-coloured string net is attached. It is his task to cast this net into the water 
at the spot where the jar must be filled, using the net to keep out mud and debris, 
thus ensuring that the water entering the jar kept clean and wholesome. According 
to the local elders, the water within the net is always cleaner than the flow outside 
it. And it becomes even cleaner, purer and holier by being filtered through the red 
cloth covering the mouth of the jar. When the filling is complete, the jar is carried 
back to the Ngự Dội village temple for use in the following day's cleansing ritual 
(Mộc dục). 

THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE – FROM LEGENDS TO PRACTICE

Shrine where the catfish-shaped stone is worshipped. The legend has it that after having been 
released by the Lord, the mother catfish was fossilized, its head pointing to the Và temple, 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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The Mộc dục ritual at Ngự Dội temple normally lasts around one hour. In the 
afternoon, when the biggest flag is flown to the south (towards the other side 
of the river), it is time for the ritual to send the palanquins and the gifts back 
to the Và temple. The local elders say they see a wonder on the occasion of 
every big festival which signals the coming of their divinity. In the afternoon 
of the 17th day of the lunar month, they perform a ritual of thanksgiving. They 
say that when as often happens, an ample rain falls after the festival, this is a 
good omen of a bumper harvest to come. 

MID-SEPTEMBER FESTIVAL – THE FISHING FEAST (LỄ ĐẢ NGƯ OR TIỆC CÁ) 

The fishing ritual or fishing feast on the 14th and 15th day of the ninth lunar 
month is an event focusing on another element of the Mountain Lord's legend, 
when he went out to fish in the Tích river. A version of the story still recounted 
in the locality says that after winning the Spirit of the Water realm (Thủy Tinh), 
Sơn Tinh embarked on a journey through the country. He rescued and helped 
those in need wherever he went. He taught the people new skills and crafts 
and gave new names to their villages. Once, he met an old fisherman who 
had been casting his net from dawn to dusk but without catching a single 
fish. He stopped and said to the old man, "Let me try". The fisherman handed 
over his net and with a single cast the Lord caught 100 fish of every kind. One 
was a female catfish with a full egg sack: too warm-hearted to end its life, 
he released it back into the river. The young it bore all turned miraculously 
into fish of stone, each facing toward 
the East Palace temple (Đông Cung) in 
homage to the Lord who had saved 
them. In this temple there is still a 
pond containing an assemblage of 
fossilized catfish with their heads 
all pointing to the Và temple. 
Inspired by this, people of the fishing 
villages along the Tích river say they 
have always gone out every year on 
the 15th day of the ninth lunar month 
to fish for 99 white carp to offer to the 
Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain. The 
festival of the fish offering is known as 
the “Đả ngư” fishing feast (or also as 
Tiệc cá). 

Fish are held with bamboo clamps  
and grilled on burning charcoal, 2014.

© Nguyễn Thị Ngọc Ánh
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VÀ FESTIVAL IN LIVING MEMORY  
AND IN CURRENT PRACTICE OF  
THE LOCAL PEOPLE

Mr. Phùng Duy Lê (b.1928) recalled: 
"Formerly, on the occasion of this festival, 
people from the villages of Vân Gia, Nghĩa 
Phủ, Thanh Trì, Mai Trai, Ái Mỗ traveled from 
the upper section of Cầu Vang on the Tích river 
(near Đường Lâm commune) to the river’s 
lower part of Mả Mang (bordering Ái Mỗ 
village) to catch fish for their offerings. These 
shared days of community carp fishing were 
always merry and joyful occasions. The best 
of the catch were brought to the Và temple 
for the fishing feast on mid-September. The 
feast needed 99 fine big and white fish (of 
carp family: chép, mè and trắm), so everyone 
tried to catch a fine specimen to add to the 
offerings, in hope that the Mountain Lord 
will bless them with happiness and good 
fortune. As this is a sanctified occasion, 
people in mourning for departed family 
members should not take part. Those with a 
deceased parent must respect this taboo for 
two years; for a brother or sister the ban is 
one year, and three months for an uncle or 
aunt. Until after the event of fish catching for 
offerings finished, people from the villages in 
the area were free to catch fish in the river for 
themselves". Mr. Phùng Minh Sơn (b.1954), 
current worshipping chief of Và temple 
told: “Nowadays, fish are not caught for 
offerings because of the river’s pollution.  The 
fish catching festival has no more existed for 
several years. However, the rule of offering 99 
white fish (including carps and other types of 
fish) of similar size, about one kilogram each, 
is still strictly complied with, but the fish are 
all ordered and bought.”

THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE – FROM LEGENDS TO PRACTICE
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The procession crossing the Red river to the Ngự Dội temple in Duy Bình hamlet to undergo a cleansing ritual, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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The way of preparing fish for offerings remains the same as the traditional manner 
done so far. Toasted fish is indispensible to the festival. Mrs. Chu Thị Hòa (b.1946), 
told about the fish processing: "The fish used for offerings are prepared in a variety 
of ways: boiled (opening the fish with the whole remained fin and removing the organs, 
washing the inside, then inserting treacle ginger into the cavity and boiling them); 
grilled (opening the fish with the whole remained fin and removing the organs, washing 
the inside, then inserting treacle ginger into the cavity and grilling them. The brick-area 
for grilling fish must be cleaned and burned before use and only men are assigned to 
do these works); raw (scaling, cutting up the fish into pieces from its bones and then 
mixing with banana flower, ground sesames and lemon); and “nham” (opening the 
fish and removing the organs, washing the inside, then inserting treacle ginger into 
the cavity and cooking them well into fish-sauce). The various dishes are set out on ten 
trays (“tựa”) together with other food items. Nine of the trays are placed in front of the 
three thrones of the Deities, and the 10th is used to venerate the Kitchen God.” 

Formally, after performing the offering rituals, only the officials and elderly people 
in the villages who had participated in serving the festivals would stay to feast the 
Saint’s foodstuffs in the temple. Nowadays, all guests and people are invited to 
join the feast together. Beside the delicious grilled fish, there are also boiled pork 
and white steamed sticky-rice. Especially, all dishes have no salt. Mr. Phùng Minh 
Sơn said: "This is a custom inherited from the past, the offerings of the Và temple are 
sticky-rice without salt and betel without lime. This custom is associated with the story 
that, after the Deity finished fishing, the old fisherman invited him with meal. For fear 
that the Deity would leave, he cooked dishes from fish right on the banks of the river: 
boiling, grilling, processing raw fish and cooking fish-sauce with no salt, as he had no 
time to go back to his home village. After the meal, he invited the Deity to eat betel to 
deodorise the fishy smell, but having no lime because in a hurry, he forgot to bring it 
with him. Therefore, the preparation of foodstuffs offering to the Deity is still performed 
by today villagers in the same manner that the old fisherman had done in the past.” 

SPIRITUAL AND EDUCATIONAL MEANINGS OF THE VÀ TEMPLE FESTIVAL

The Và temple festival and the legends related to the Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain 
are a source of rich insight into the ways in which human beings can live in fruitful 
harmony with their natural environment. The story of the release of the egg-
bearing catfish by the Lord of the Tản Viên Mountain is a vivid lesson in our sense 
of responsibility toward the natural environment, with a strongly implied message 
about the sanctity of life and the nobility of our humane values and sensibilities.

The wonderful traditions of the Và temple festivals are a rich repository of 
intangible cultural values, clearly evident in the creativity and imaginative heritage 
of the region's communities since ancient times. The orally disseminated details 
of the Lord’s bath and fishing on the Tích river are part of a living heritage that 

THE FESTIVALS OF VÀ TEMPLE – FROM LEGENDS TO PRACTICE
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has been handed down, with little change, from generation to generation. Since 
their revival and restoration in recent years, the Và temple festivals have become 
ever bigger and more successful on each occasion, retaining their fundamental 
rituals and spirit, still faithful to the tradition's established ancestral values and 
core concepts, apart from a few minor details added or removed, in reflection of 
the changing needs of today's society.

The Và temple festival tradition is a complex of ancient agricultural rituals directed 
toward the securing of plentiful rains and good weather; and the securing of the 
blessings of the water spirits through the Độ hà and fishing feast (Đả ngư) rituals 
so as to secure abundant fish catches: both local people and those attending from 
other regions all benefit from the deep spirituality of these heartfelt devotional 
practices. 

The belief that the local divinities can bring help and good fortune to those who 
seek their aid can be seen in the expressive demeanour of the many mothers with 
young children who frequent the Ngự Dội temple courtyard during the festivals, 
or stand patiently at every crossroad waiting from early morning for the divinities' 
palanquins to pass by. When the procession appears they bring their infants 
passing through underneeth the palanquins to make contact with their protective 
aura, or make small cash offerings as the deities as they pass. Mr. Lã Văn Nông 
(b.1937), an elderly villager told: "In this way too they hope their children will be 
blessed with health and good luck". These simple acts of faith are expressions of 
deep-seated spirituality based on a sense of closeness between the human and 
divine or non-mortal realms which constitute a profound and enriching dimension 
of their cultural life.

The autumn festival is the oldest form of festival of the Việt people, and of many 
other indigenous peoples in Viet Nam. Along with the spring festivals in the first 
lunar month, the preservation and joyful enactment of such occasions as the Và 
temple's September full moon day festival and fishing feast make it abundantly 
clear that these are traditions with a profound meaning, reflective of the strong 
and enduring vitality of the country's rich and diverse cultural heritage.
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Ú Chóe, Ù Chóe, Ù Chóe 23... 
Chèm Festival

Chèm festival is considered the combination of different social customs attached 
with the legend told in the broad masses of the people and in the recorded history 
about the hero Lý Ông Trọng who was born in Chèm village. In the Chèm festival we can 
see a rich integration of various religions and beliefs, along with impressive chants 
even though they are sometimes obscure in both literal and figurative meanings.

LEGEND OF THE WORSHIPED FIGURES

Chèm festival is held in Chèm communal house, Thụy Phương ward, Bắc Từ Liêm 
district, Hà Nội city. This is one of the most ancient village communal house in Viet 
Nam with the history of over 1200 years. Chèm communal house, also known as 
Chèm temple, is located over 12 km north west of Hà Nội city centre. Chèm festival 
is connected to the legend of Lý Ông Trọng, the hero who had a considerable 
contribution to the nation under the reign of King Hùng Duệ Vương and King An 
Dương Vương. Viet Nam’s oldest historical documents such as: Lĩnh Nam chích quái 
(Selection of Strange Tales in Lĩnh Nam), Việt Điện u linh (Stories on the Shady and 
Spiritual World of the Việt Realm), Đại Việt sử kí toàn thư (Complete Annals of Đại Việt), 
Thiên Nam ngữ lục (Chronicle of Thiên Nam), Khâm Định Việt sử thông giám cương mục 

23 Shouting of the escorts at the festival of  communal house. 

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL

The male escorts (Phù giá) team of the three villages 
and the temple keeper removing the Holy One's statute 

to the square house for a cleansing ceremony, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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(The Imperially Ordered Annotated Text Completely Reflecting the History of Việt), etc., 
they all have records about this important historical character. Nowadays the villagers still 
praise and deeply believe in the legend of their Saint.

According to Đại Việt sử kí toàn thư:24 Sir Lý Ông Trọng, born in Từ Liêm, Giao Chỉ district, was 
an extraordinarily tall, strong and talented man. He was sent to Qin to be the commander 
to defend Lâm Thao area against the Xiongnu invaders. When he got old, he asked the 
Qin King to allow him to retire at his hometown. Later on, the Xiongnu knew that he had 
returned home, and invaded the Qin again. Qin King sent an ambassador to command 
him to come back and fight the Xiongnu. When the ambassador arrived, he had already 

24 Đại Việt Sử ký toàn thư (Complete Annals of Đại Việt), Cabinet members, the eitghteenth year of Chính Hòa, 1697,  
translated by Ngô Đức Thọ, edited by Hà Văn Tấn, the Social Science Publishing House, 1998

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL
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passed away. Qin King mourned for him, 
and made a copper statue of him which 
can contain dozens of people inside and 
move it to the area of Xiongnu invaders. 
Xiongnu soldiers got scared thinking it was 
really him and ran away. When he passed 
away in Chèm village, the local people 
venerated him as their Saint with a strong 
belief that he would always look after the 
country and his village.

At Chèm communal house, besides Chèm Saint Lý Ông 
Trọng, Đức Bà (Reverend Lady) - his spouse, ông Sứ (Mr. 
Ambassador) - legend has it that he accompanied to 
and assisted Chèm Saint in Qin, Lục Vị Vương (six children 
of Chèm Saint), the elephant keeper and two maids 
are also revered. Chèm communal house is not only 
dedicated to the veneration of a local born hero, but 
also his family members including his wife, his children 
and the escorts and servants as well. This shows the 
custom of ancestral worshipping in an extended 
meaning. Thus, the customs and rituals of the Chèm 
festival all surround these venerated figures. 

CHÈM FESTIVAL

The Chèm festival takes place annually from the 14th to 
16th of the fifth lunar month. Rumor has it that those 
were the days that Chèm Saint held a feast to treat his 
soldiers. There is an unwritten rule that the festival must 
be held by people of the three neighbour villages who 
are sworn brothers. Those villages are Chèm (nowadays 
known as Thụy Phương ward), Hoàng Xá and Hoàng Liên 
(in Liên Mạc ward) villages. This sworn brotherhood’s 
base is in Chèm village where Chèm Saint lived, and 
Chèm village, the main worship place, is called the 
eldest brother village, Hoàng Xá village and Hoàng liên 
village are the second and third brother villages, where 
people can worship from afar. This titling of the villages 
shows not only their respect for each other, but also 
the importance of the host position. When the festival 
takes place, the eldest brother village has the greatest 

Chèm communal house,  
Thụy Phương ward,  
Bắc Từ Liêm district, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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responsibility, and they can assign festival works to the second and third brother 
villages. Mr. Nguyễn Văn Sơn, 70 age, an elder who has participated in many 
festivals said: “Even the elders don’t know when the custom of sworn brotherhood 
started, we just follow it from the last generation and transmit to the next. Our 
descendants just have to follow it too”. 

The custom also stipulates a very strict requirement for selection of festival 
participation and assignment. For example:

▪  Thủ hiệu: people who play the big drums to lead the procession or 
ceremonies. Normally there are four to five Thủ hiệu in a festival. Thủ 
hiệu have to be males, over 55 years old, from respected families in Chèm 
village. In the past Thủ hiệu’s families had to be wealthy (to treat the 
village) but now they just have to be trusted by the villagers.

▪  Tiểu hiệu: people who play the hand drums to directly control the 
escorts. There are many Thủ hiệu but only two Tiểu hiệu in a festival. 
The two Tiểu hiệu must also be males over 55; from families that don’t 
have any recent funeral; healthy, spouses are still alive and have both 
daughter(s) and son(s). 

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL

The Saint's 
cleansing ritual is 
always organized 
in a small temple 
(tiểu vương đình), 

2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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▪  Phù giá (escort): around 70 men of ages ranging from 18 to 35. A Phù giá 
must have good behaviour, strictly follow the elders’ rules, and must not 
drink wine, beer or eat dog meat during the festival. The married men must 
keep themselves separated from their wives to avoid defiling the ceremonies. 
Before the festival days, the elders will review the number of people in Phù giá 
team to ensure the required quantity, and replace the exact number of people 
who cannot continue from the previous year. Every year Phù giá team has new 
members and they will learn how to greet, shout, and walk from experienced 
members or from the Tiểu hiệu. 

In the past, procession team stayed topless and bare feet, only wore loin-cloth. 
Nowadays, they wear white singlets, red trousers with the similar shape to a skirt with 
red belt, gym shoes and traditional headgear. Before each ceremony, the procession 
team has to greet the Saint as in the rules. When greeting, Tiểu hiệu shout out the 
order of actions for Phù giá to follow. Mr. Nguyễn Văn Sơn, a Tiểu hiệu in 2015 said: It 
is necessary to shout out orders for Phù giá to perform evenly and ceremonially. The 
orders are: “Listen, Phù giá of three villages, elders on the higher mat, youngers on the lower, 
listen to the drums and bow evenly, one drum beat you bow, two beats you move forwards, 
cover your mouths with the scarves, three slow measures, you march in two lines to enter to 

Male escort team of the three villages performing ritual for the Lord's permission of a cleansing ceremony, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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greet the Saint”. The Phù giá team, besides following exactly every orders, they have 
to shout “ù chóe, ù chóe, ù chóe” at the “three slow measures” part. The “ch” sound 
would be omitted, turning it to “ù óe, ù óe, ù óe”. The more they whiz the words, 
the more reverberating and better they will sound. This is an obscure chant, both 
literally and figuratively, and has been practiced as a traditional custom.

The custom also requires two women in the procession team. Their duty is to 
escort the Đức Bà’s palanquin and perform the Đức Bà statue cleansing ceremony. 
They have to be selected from Chèm widows who are over 60 years old, have good 
moral quality, attractive appearance and whose late husbands were from the same 
village. People from other places who got married in Chèm are not qualified even 
if they meet other requirements for being a Phù giá. According to Mr. Nguyễn 
Văn Tạc, 82 age: “These two Phù giá are considered Đức Bà’s daughters. It will look 
like daughters giving mother a bath when they perform the Mộc dục ceremony”. Mrs 

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL

The cleansing rite 
of the Reverend 

Lady (Đức Bà) takes 
place in the yard. 

The woman  
escort team of 

the three villages 
standing around 

for the ritual's 
protection, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Nguyễn Thị Nhợi, 67 age, a Phù giá in 
2015 said: in the past she participated 
in the temple’s incense offering team. 
In 2015 the elders asked her to act 
as a Phù giá. At that time, she had to 
prepare offerings to ask for Đức Ông 
and Đức Bà’s permission to escort Đức 
Bà in the festival. For her, “it is such an 
honour and pride to be chosen”. Being 
a Phù giá, she could choose a maid for 
herself. The maids’ duty is to obey the 
Phù giá’s orders during the procession, 
as well as to carry the casket of 
areca and betel that the two Phù giá 
prepared, to offer to the elders. 

The offerings to the Saint in Chèm 
festival are prepared based on each 
village’s customs. It’s the custom of 
chè kho (bean cake) cooking contest 
and offering the cakes to the Saint. 
The cakes are made with green 
bean, sugar, banana syrup, and pig 
fat, cooked in a copper cooker in 50 
minutes. After being cooked, the cakes 
are shaped into squares and circles, 
then offered to the Saint and graded 
by the judges. All seven residential 
groups of Thụy Phương ward (Chèm 
village) can participate while Hoàng Xá 
can pick two groups and Hoàng Liên 
can only choose one (the groups will 
take turns each year). Each residential 
group sends six people to join the 
chè kho cooking contest. The judges 
are picked by the villagers, normally 
there are six judges (three from the 
festival board, one from the festival 
committee, and two residential group 
chiefs). They grade the cake based on 
the bean’s softness and smoothness, 
and the cake’s sweetness.

Only the Chief worshipper of the Chèm village, the eldest brother village, 
is permitted to carry out the sacred water-taking rite, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh

The water-jar procession troupe returning to the Mã house where the 
cleansing rite is going to take place, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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The 14th day of the fifth lunar month is the main 
festival day. There is more than one procession 
required. They take place one after another. 
Starting with water procession ceremony, 
normally takes place in the morning and this is 
the biggest and most solemn ceremony, to get 
water for the Mộc dục ceremony. The participants 
wear colourful outfits, carry offerings walking 
back on the dyke three km from the temple, then 
they get on three large dragon boats to follow 
the stream, arrive at Chèm communal house’s 
gate, where the water-taking ceremony takes 
place. They have to row and spun three boats to 
spin them three times in the middle of the river. 
While the boats are spinning, one person in each 

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL

The temple keeper, together with the male escort team of the three villages removing the Ambasador's statue (ông Sứ)  
to the square house for a cleansing ceremony, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh

Lights (đăng) offering ceremony, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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boat uses a dipper to take river water into a jar and clear it with alum. This process 
has to be finished before the spinning finish. As the boats spin, gongs and drums 
raise up along with people’s “ù óe - ù óe” chants echoing from the south bank to 
the north bank of the river.

After taking water, the boats head to Ngự wharf, stop at the horse house about 
one km from the temple to get the offerings and start the water and horse 
procession ashore. The procession is led by palanquins, elephant and horse 
models, water jars, all covered under parasols and pulled by many people. 
Following them are costume and offerings palanquins. The procession follows 
the gongs and drums of Thủ hiệu and Tiểu hiệu harmonically to the temple yard 
to perform the Mộc dục (statue cleansing) ceremony. This ceremony takes places 
in the two tiểu vương đình at noon. After the greeting ceremony, the Phù giá team 
brings the palanquins to escort the two Saints from the rear hall of the Chèm 
temple to the tiểu vương đình to perform Mộc dục ceremony. During the escort 
of the Saint’s palanquin to the cleansing place, all the participants have to cover 
their mouths with a red cloth. 

The male escort troupe processing a palanquin of the sacred water jar to the communal house (đình), 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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Mr. Nguyễn Văn Tạc, Chief of Festivity Committee, described 
the process: There are five people allowed to participate in the 
Mộc dục ceremony for The Saint (Đức Ông) and The Saint’s Wife 
(Đức Bà): The Master of the ceremony, the Chief of the Festivity 
Committee, the temple keeper, and two female Phù giá. There are 
two kinds of dippers used in the Mộc dục ceremony: a small one, 
used for taking water from the jar into the basin, and a smaller 
one with the size of a cup, used for taking water from the basin 
to wash the statues. The elders use seven dippers to perform Mộc 
dục in the following order: three for the head, one on the right, 
one on the left, one in the front and one in the back. According to 

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL
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them, the number seven represents seven lucky stars. 
After washing, they use new towels to clean the statues 
thoroughly, apply perfumed water to purify them and 
use new towels to dry them again, and finally re-dress 
the Saints. After Mộc dục ceremony, Đức Ông and 
Đức Bà’s dragon thrones are taken to palanquins and 
moved to the major altar (công đồng altar) for people to 
worship, until around 2 p.m, the Phù giá team escorts 
them back to the rear hall of the temple. According 
to the elders, they take the Saints into the công đồng 
altar to rest and listen to the dedication prayers.

The oration procession takes place at dusk. It is as 
ceremonial as the water procession. The oration is 
placed in the palanquin (called long đình) and taken 
from the oration master’s house to the temple. They 
stick incense ducts alongside the village road to create 
a solemn atmosphere. The water procession and Mộc 
dục ceremony for ông Sứ are performed on the 15th. On 
the 16th, they hold the water procession to the temple 
for the worship for a whole next year.

Reading the oration, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh

The temple keeper 
pouring the sacred water 

into another jar in the 
rear hall of the temple to 
prepare for the cleansing 

(Mộc dục) rite, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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CULTURAL VALUES

Chèm festival is one of the festivals that combine tightly the credence of worshiping 
village God with another ancient water-related credence of farmers, to wish for 
favourable weather and peaceful life through the water procession. Later on, the 
people creatively connected the Saint Lý Ông Trọng to the legend of Sơn Tinh - Thủy 
Tinh: He killed the monster in the river part that ran through Hà Nội, bringing 
peace to the fishermen. 

Chèm festival reflects the credence faith of the Việt people, not only in the legend 
of Lý Ông Trọng, but also in their belief in his protection upon Cao Biền and other 
Kings and officers in the Trần dynasty. This is an eternal spiritual belief that was 
recorded in the history and legends to pass on to the next generations.

Ú CHÓE, Ù CHÓE, Ù CHÓE... CHÈM FESTIVAL

A scenery of the 
river bank infront 
of the communal 

house, 2015.

© Trương Ngọc Anh
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In Chèm festival we can also see the combination of the above mentioned credences 
with Budddism and Taoism. It reflects in the Buddhist flags shown in the fesival, as 
well as Phát Tấu praying, Phan praying, Khai Quang praying, Quá Độ praying, the monks 
worshiping the Buddha, and bird releasing ceremony, etc. 

The social value of Chèm festival as well as other festivals of northern provinces in the 
Red river delta, is that the practice of the festivals strengthens the community sense of 
the villagers, social connections, relationships between people in the village members 
and between villages. In this case, it’s the bond of the three ancient villages of Chèm, 
Hoàng Liên, and Hoàng Mạc.
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Lệ Mật Village Festival

The festival at Lệ Mật village is held annualy on the 23rd day of the third lunar month 
in Việt Hưng ward, Gia Lâm district, Hà Nội. The legend of the village’s God has three 
versions, and the Lệ Mật festival has three distinctive ceremonies which makes them 
different from other villages’ festivals.

THREE VERSIONS OF THE VILLAGE’S GOD LEGEND 

The legend of the village’s God has been orally transmitted by villagers with different 
versions. Mr. Nguyễn Đức Chung (b.1956), an elder of the village said: The God of 
Lệ Mật village was named Hoàng Ngọc Trung, whose mother’s name was Hoàng Thị 
Tâm, a fisherwoman, and he had no father. One day, King Lý Nhân Tông (1072-1128)’s 
beloved daughter’s boat sank while she was sightseeing on Thiên Đức river (Đuống 
river nowadays), and her body was nowhere to be found. The king offered handsome 
rewards to anybody who could find the princess’ body but no one dared to, because 
there was a monster in the river. The young man of Hoàng family in Lệ Mật had just 
turned 16, fought bravely with the monster and finally could retrieve the princess’ 
body back to the land. The king wanted to reward him with a lot of gold and precious 
items but he refused them all, only asked him to allow Lệ Mật people and neighbour 
villages’ to explore and farm at the west side of Thăng Long capital city. Upon the 
king’s approval, he went with Lệ Mật villagers across Nhị Hà river (Red river nowadays) 
to exploit the land. That land gradually became unctuous and was expanded into 
thirteen settlements recorded in historical documents as “The Thirteen Camps”.

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL
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A scene of snake dance for the Deities’ veneration, 2013.

© Department of Culture and Sports of Hà Nội
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After establishing the thirteen-camp zone, the young man of Hoàng family 
returned to make his old village become much wealthier, so people called it “Trù 
Mật” (the wealthy Lệ Mật). After he passed away, villagers in all thirteen camps 
honoured him as their village’s God. Mr. Trương Văn Hoạt (b.1948), deputy chief 
of the Relic of Lệ Mật Commune Temple Management Committee retold another 
version of the legend with some different details: Legend has it, under the reign 
of King Lý Nhân Tông, there was a couple in Lệ Mật village who could not have 
children. One day they visited the pagoda and saw a stone statue. They touched 
the statue’s head and wished for a child. After that, the wife finally got pregnant 
and gave birth to a boy. He grew up very handsome, talented and strong. Because 
he studied and trained very hard, he mastered both martial art and literature 
by the age 16. Shortly after, an unfortunate event occurred, the princess was 
abducted by the river monster while sightseeing on her boat. Heartbroken, the 

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL

A ritual of beheading the snake's head in a snake dance item, 2013.

© Lương Hồng Quang.
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King sent numerous people to dive in the 
river, hoping to save his daughter but all 
the efforts were in vain. Then, the young 
man in Lệ Mật village volunteered to go to 
find the princess. 

With his exceptional skills and intelligence, 
he dived into the river, beat the monster 
and rescued the princess. The King rewarded 
him with a lot of gold, silver, silk. He also 
gave him a high position in the court but 
he refused. He only asked the King to allow 
people of Lệ Mật and neighbour villages 
to expoit and build farms at the west side 
of Thăng Long capital city. Upon the King’s 
approval, he went with villagers across the 
river to establish “The Thirteen Camps” 
in the new land. The King let him claim 
this Thirteen-Camp zone by riding a white 
horse around the area in the west that he 
wanted to exploit. After settling thirteen 
camps, he returned to his old village to 
develop it. Following his example, Lệ Mật 
villagers also started catching and raising 
snakes besides farming, they got richer 

Villagers of the 13 camps  
(Thập Tam trại) processing  

palanquins and offerings from 
different places to the Deities, 2013.    

© Lương Hồng Quang.
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and changed their village’s name to “Trù Mật” (the wealthy Lệ Mật). After he 
passed away, the villagers honoured him as their God and built a temple for 
his reverence. Until the 17th century, to avoid saying the name of Lord Trịnh Chù 
(Trịnh Cương, 1968-1729), the village’s name went back to Lệ Mật.

There is another version of the legend told in Đại Yên commune, Chương Mỹ district, 
Hà Nội. The people in Đại Yên originate from the Lệ Mật village, therefore they also 
worship the God Hoàng Ngọc Trung. They believe that the Lệ Mật village’s God was 
son of King Lý Thái Tông and madam Hoàng Thị Tâm. Legend has it that the King 
met the beautiful lady Hoàng Thị Tâm when he came across Lệ Mật. Then she gave 
birth to the later Lệ Mật village’s God. When the King learned about his birth, he 
sent a general to be his teacher. When he grew up, the nation was in the war of 
three kings, the King recruited people from all over the country to fight the enemy, 
and he joined. Afterwards, the village’s God followed and assisted three Lý kings: 
Lý Thái Tông, Lý Thánh Tông, and Lý Nhân Tông. According to the legend in Chương 
Mỹ, people believed that the King also made Ms. Hoàng Thị Tâm his concubine with 
the Lệ Mật village’s God.

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL

The communal 
house of Lệ Mật 

village, 2016.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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THREE SPECIAL CEREMONIES  

Lệ Mật village festival is held annually in 5 days from the 20th to the 24th of the 
third lunar month. The main festival day is the 23rd, and there are different 
ceremonies each day. The difference between Lệ Mật and other villages’ festivals 
is shown in the three ceremonies:

The offering procession  
and receiving ceremony of the 
Thirteen Camps' people

Every festival, Lệ Mật village chooses 
a good looking elder of a respected 
family to play a Lý dynasty’s general, 
to greet the thirteen camps’ 
embassadors attending the festival 
to commemorate the village’s God. 
thirteen palanquins with offerings of 
each camp’s specialties are solemnly 
taken to the village to worship the 
God. Mr. Trương Văn Chè (b.1951), 
Chief of the Management Board of the 
Lệ Mật Communal House Relic said: “In 
one year, there were up to thousands of 
people attending the festival.”

Fishing feast ceremony

The ceremony of catching the sacred 
fish to offer to the God often takes 
place on the 22nd day of the third 
lunar month at the communal house’s 
well, also known as Ngọc (pearl) well. 
This is a spiritual performance, which 
was decribed by Mr. Trần Như Chất 
(b.1941) as follows: “The fish is the 
offering of the princess to her savior, the 
village’s God, with a red dot on its head, 
or with light yellow scales, was sent from 
the West Lake to the Ngọc well. Every 
year, before the fishing feast ceremony, 
it usually rains to send the princess’ fish 
to Ngọc well for villagers to catch in the 
next day". 

A ritual of the God's veneration at the communal house, 2013.

© Lương Hồng Quang.

Pearl-well, where the fishing feast takes place annually, 2016.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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From the 21st day of the third lunar 
month, villagers are not allowed to 
appoach the well, or take water from 
it to prepare for the ceremony. On the 
22nd of the third lunar month, twelve 
young men from the three biggest 
families: Hoàng family, Trương family, 
and Nguyễn family will practice the 
opening ceremony in the temple 
then get on the boat to start the fish 
catching ceremony. The boat goes 

around the well one time, then it 
moves to the middle of the well and 
the young men jump down to catch 
the fish with their nets. This is also 
the “unofficial competition” among 
the three families, because people say 
that the family whose man catches the 
fish will have a year full of good luck 
for every one in the whole extended 
family. If the caught fish has the red 
dot on its head, it would bring the 
villagers good luck for the year, if 
it doesn’t have the dot, their crops 
wouldn’t be as good, and if they can’t 
catch any fish, they will have bad luck. 
However, according to the village’s 
elders, there hasn’t been any year that 
they couldn’t catch any fish.

After the fish are caught, they will be 
put on the tray placed on the main 
table of the temple to offer to the God. 
Especially even after being caught 
until the ceremony is practised, the 
fish always lie still, and never try 

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL

The ritual of catching 
fish for the Deities' 

reverence in the Ngọc 
well at the fishing 

feast, 2013.

© Lương Hồng Quang.

The selected carp for 
offering to the Deity 

usually has a red mark 
on its head or its scales 

are yellowish. It is 
deeply belived by the 
local people that it is 

the fish sent by the 
Princess, 2013.

© Lương Hồng Quang.
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to wiggle out of the tray. The sacred fish after being offered to the God will be 
processed by an experienced cook. They will be divided into three parts: the heads 
will be stewed, the tails fried, the body sections made into rolls with vegetables, 
and the spines and the guts minced together to make a thick soup. The worship 
ceremony will be performed after the fish are processed.

Giảo Long dance to the God

The most expected part of the festival is the Giảo Long (river monster) dance to 
the God on the main festival day, the 23rd day of the third lunar month. In this 
ceremony they will re-enact the legendary scene when the young man of Hoàng 
family beheaded the monster in the shape of a giant snake and rescued the 
princess, this story is still being told until today. The village’s artisans altogether 
make a giant snake model (Giảo Long) to represent the monster. Giảo Long is made 
from bamboo laths, the frame is made from bamboo wood, covered in cloth and 
very heavy. They sellect young and strong men to dance in the snake model and 

Elderly villager 
Hoàng Ngọc Dậu in 
the role of the Lý's 
general performing 
a giant snake dance, 
2013.

© Lương Hồng Quang.
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play the man of Hoàng family. The princcess is played by a young beautiful girl. 
Mr. Trương Văn Chè said: “Giảo Long dance in the old festivals used to be very simple.  
There were not many people to play the Giảo Long because it used to be smaller, the 
dance mostly focused on the act of the young man fighting the snake to rescue the 
princess. In 1998, people from National Dance Academy visited to do a research on 
Giảo Long dance and created a new dance version for the village. Basically, the dance 
kept its old style, but more actions were added to make a more complete dance". 

LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL

Villagers of the 13 camps (Thập Tam trại) 
carry palanquins and offerings from their 
settlements to venerate the Deity, 2013.

© Department of Culture and Sports of Hà Nội
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This version was accepted and has been performed for many years, in which 
there are 60 participating, and it usually lasts for an hour. There are four acts 
in Giảo Long dance. In the first act, the Lý princess gets abducted by Giảo Long 
when sightseeing on Đuống river. In the second act, the young man of Hoàng 
family from Lệ Mật village asks for the King’s permission to go fight Giảo Long 
to rescue the princess, but he doesn’t succeed. In the third act, the man fights 
Giảo Long for the last time and defeats it, rescues the princess. This is also the 
most thrilling and the climax of the dance, representing the people’s strength 
and desire to conquer nature and eradicate the bad, the fight between the good 
and the evil, etc.

The last act is the victory celebration. The King rewards the man with golds and 
treasures but he declins. Instead, he asks the King to grant him the new land in 
the west side of Thăng Long capital city. He then forms thirteen camps, known 
as “The Thirteen Camps” including Lệ Mật village. The Giảo Long nowadays is still 
made of bamboo latches, but the frame was replaced with alluminum material to 
make it lighter. The Giảo Long dance of Lệ Mật village festival has been recognized 
as one of the seven ancient dances of Hà Nội. 

THREE MEANINGS OF LỆ MẬT VILLAGE FESTIVAL

Lệ Mật village festival is not only to commemorate the favour of their hero, but 
also the chance for the villagers who moved away to meet and remember the old 
hard time in their village’s history. The annual festival has helped tightening the 
bond of the communities of the Thirteen Camps with Lệ Mật villagers. It is also 
for the elders to remind their next generations to remember the favour of their 
ancestors, who helped developing the village and the capital, making the land of 
thousand-year-old culture even more distinguished.
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Giá Festival

Giá procession is a huge and ceremonial procession of the people in Đoài region, which 
has been embedded in their memory, come into a popular saying “Đăm swimming, Giá 
procession, Thầy festival ” for generations. Held in quán Giá (previously named Yên Sở 
communal house25), Yên Sở ward, Hoài Đức district, 17 km west of Hà Nội city’s center. 

LEGEND OF THE VILLAGE’S GOD

Quán is a small temple, where they worship the village’s God. According to the elderly 
villagers, in 1016, King Lý Thái Tổ visited Cổ Sở village and had a dream in which he met 
the God. The next morning, he told his courtiers about that dream, and learned that 
there was a very sacred temple there. Afterwards, the King ordered to reconstruct 
the temple into the Thượng and the Trung temples. In the Thượng temple there are 
statues of the God and his servants. Ever since, from time to time, quán Giá has always 
been preserved and upgraded more completely.

25 A contribution to the research on a Vietnamese village's God Lý Phục Man  
(Góp phần nghiên cứu một vị Thành hoàng Việt Nam Lý Phục Man),  
Nguyễn Văn Huyên, extract from the Bulletin of the French School of Asian Studies  
(l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient (EFEO), volumn XXXVIII, 1938, book 1, p.326

GIÁ FESTIVAL

The worshipping chief 
removing the oration from 

the palanquin to bring to 
the Temple for the Deity’s 

venerence, 2015.

© Dương Hải Yến
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The three villages participating in Giá festival include Yên Sở and Đắc Sở villages, and Yên 
Thái hamlet, all of which used to be Cổ Sở village. Not only special for its ceremony, Giá 
festival also represents the tradition of spiritual culture of the local community with their 
custom of worshipping the village’s God Lý Phục Man. It also shows people’s belief in the 
God who brought peace and happiness to the villagers. Along Đáy river, all the villages have 
connections with one another and worship the same General from the Early Lý dynasty as 
their God. This custom still remains after hundreds of years.

According to the book “A contribution to the research on a Vietnamese village's God Lý Phục 
Man”26, the name Lý Phục Man first appeared in “Stories on the Shady and Spiritual World 

26 A contribution to the research on a Vietnamese village's God Lý Phục Man (Góp phần nghiên cứu một vị Thành hoàng Việt Nam  
Lý Phục Man), Nguyễn Văn Huyên, extract from the Bulletin of the French School of Asian Studies  
(l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient (EFEO), volumn XXXVIII, 1938, book 1, p.300

GIÁ FESTIVAL
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Toaist temple of 
Giá village where 
the village Deity 
Lý Phục Man is 
venerated, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh

of the Việt Realm” (“Việt Điện u linh tập”) and later in “Đại Nam Comprehensive 
Encyclopaedia” (“Đại Nam nhất thống chí”) (written after King Tự Đức’s order in 
1852). It can be summarized as follows: “He was a Yên Sở villager with great 
military skill. He served King Lý Nam Đế and had great merits to the nation. The King 
acknowledged him as a loyal subject and appointed him as a General in charge of Đỗ 
Động and Đường Lâm regions. He had the savage rebels under control and thanked 
to that, people there could live in peace. Because he had brought peace to Lâm Ấp 
many times, King Lý Nam Đế gave him the title of Phục Man (savages conqueror) with  
the royal last name of Lý and the position of lieutenant. From then, he joined the 
royal counsel, discussing the civil as well as the military affairs of the country. He was 
very honest and well respected by everybody. Then, he was assigned to protect the 
Lâm Ấp border area. Defeated by the Chams, he committed suicide. He was buried in 
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Yên Sở village, nearby Mã lake.” After that, whenever a king passed by and rested 
at this place, he would always receive the God’s warnings in his dream and could 
thus defeat the enemy. 

GIÁ FESTIVAL

Villagers hold an annual festival to commemorate the God’s merit. The elders said 
that they used to hold the festival only in years when they had a bumper crop. The 
big festival usually lasted for a month or two weeks, Yên Sở village took the main 
responsibility in managing, organizing and financing of the festival. The last big 
festival with proper procedure was held in the first Duy Tân year (1907). From 1947, 
due to the war, people could not hold the festival anymore. It was revived in 1990. 
Mr. Nguyễn Bá Hân - an elder in Yên Sở village said: “After 1947, the festival was not 
held anymore. Until 1955 and years after, our village started revitalizing the festival 
little by little following the local customs. In 1990, the local people re-organized all the 
rituals of the festival thoroughly based on the book “A contribution to the research on a 
Vietnamese village's God Lý Phục Man” of Professor Nguyễn Văn Huyên. The festival 
has been held annually ever since. 

From 1955, the villagers started to hold a major festival every five years and 
annual festivals in other years. They always choose a 59-year-old person to 

be the Host every festival. On the 
2nd day of the twelfth lunar month, 
they perform Lễ trình tuổi (the age 
introduction ceremony) where and 
when the Host is assigned his duties 
and will start the works in the night 
of the 30th day of the twelfth lunar 
month. His duty is to arrange the 
worship objects and receive offerings 
in the festivals and on special days 
during the year at quán Giá.

To prepare for the festival, the 
villagers hold a bàn đám ceremony on 
the 3rd day of the third lunar month. 
Yên Sở is the oldest village, therefore 
they will prepare everything. On this 

GIÁ FESTIVAL

The villages’ residents 
performing processions of 

offerings to the Giá temple  for 
the Deities’ veneration, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến

Left-side corridor of  the communal house reseverd for officials of Yên 
Sở village. Seats are classified by age. At the top rank are the elderly 
villagers called “Mr. Thượng” (meaning on top, aged 70 and over) and 
then middle age rank, known as “Mr. Trung” (aging from 61 to 69) and 
the lower rank, called “Mr. Hạ” (aging from 59 to 60) respectively, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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day, Yên Sở village announces the 
festival program, and consult other 
members’ opinions. On the 4th and 
the 5th day of the third lunar month, 
the elders started ngơi practicing 
and nghiềm quân practicing. They 
started the practice of worshipping in 
the morning. Ngơi means practicing 
the formalities, performing process 
of the whole ceremony. Only the 
worshipping team will practice in this 
session. The elders have two practicing 
sessions, one in the morning of the 4th, 
exclusively for Yên Sở ward and in the 
morning of the 5th for two communes 
(Yên Sở, Đắc Sở) and Yên Thái village to 
practice together. 

Venerating the Deity from the dragon yard, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến
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In the morning of the 8th, the leader 
and the deputy of the worship team 
perform the secret praying ceremony 
(lễ mật khẩu), and then the Host takes 
the worship objects from the temple 
and storage to distribute. The works 
include: raising festival flags along 
the dyke and the road leading to 
the temple, and display the worship 
objects and weapons on the dragon 
yard. In the afternoon, they perform 
the rehearsal – the final practice like in 
the official festival.

Ritual of delivering the oration box of  
the worshipping chief to its composer (the 
oration master) in the dragon yard, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến

Venerating the Deity from the dragon yard, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến
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The major festival starts on the 10th 
day of the third lunar month. Since 
early in the morning, people from the 
three villages of Yên Sở, Đắc Sở and 
Yên Thái bring flowers to venerate 
the God together. The special feature 
of the festival lines in that the village 
festival’s ceremony always happens in 
a very good order and solemnly. In the 
afternoon, they perform palanquin 
procession from the quán Giá to văn 
chỉ (the temple of literature) to take 
the oration from there to the quán Giá 
to perform the ceremony. 

The villages’ residents performing 
processions of offerings to the Giá temple  

for the Deities’ veneration, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến

Carrying the offerings to the quán Giá, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến
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THE SACRED GIÁ PROCESSION

Giá procession is an extremely sacred ceremony with participation of hundreds of 
people, all are males, aging from 12 or 13 to 90 years-old. They all were selected and 
nominated by the villagers. Giá procession is the procession of the oration (văn chỉ) 
which comprises the precious words of the sages to offer to the God. 

Traditionally, whenever the festival is held, an intellectual elder who is good at literature 
and can read Chinese from a respected family with both parent still alive, would be 
invited to wear a costume of civil mandarin to go to the temple of literature to kowtow 
and read the oration. After the reading ritual, the oration would be put into a red 
lacquer box, which would be then stood on the altar for the kowtow again and wait for 
the procession to come and  bring away to offer to the God. The procession would start 

GIÁ FESTIVAL
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from quán Giá, going through 
the main road up to the dyke to 
reach the temple of literature 
with the total trip of 600 meters. 
The procession delegation is 
arranged as follows: the first 
team is flag and lions dancers, the 
second is country’s flag carriers, 
the third is the supporting team 
(refer to as áp đám), the fourth 
is God flag carriers, the fifth is 
the drummers, the sixth is the 
rods-holders, the seventh is the 

red sceptre holders, then comes the incense 
palanquin, after that is the marching team of 
84 secondary school students holding flags, 
168 adolescents and middle-aged people 
carrying palanquins, followed by the oration 
palanquin with the elders escorting it; coming 
between the procession teams are groups of 
people holding umbrellas and parasols to 
shade them on both sides.

After arriving the temple of literature, they 
perform an oration receiving ceremony. The 
oration master and the worshipping chief 
perform the ten-time-salute ceremony in 
the middle of this temple. When the oration 
has alrady been put into the palanquin, the 
procession team returns in the same order as 
when they left. Upon arrival at the quán Giá, 
the palanquin is stood on the dragon yard, 
both the worshipping chief and the oration 
master bring the oration box into the temple. 
The procession teams stay in the dragon yard. 

Position arragement of the nghiềm soldiers, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh

Mr. Nguyễn Khắc Hải (b. 1959) the first flagman, 
leader of the nghiềm soldiers troop, 2015. 

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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Then the worshipping team of the three 
villages performs the veneration rituals 
following the regulated sacral protocol 
of the festival. The worshipping team 
comprises around 30 people aging from 
60 to 70 years old, lead by a chief and a 
deputy who hold concurrently the role of 
the worshipping chief.

On the 11th and 12th day of the third lunar 
month, the hamlets in Yên Sở commune will 
present the offerings to the Deity. 

Marching ceremony of the nghiềm soldiers troop infront of the Giá temple. They march in a volute shape from outside, 
getting narrower inside, 2014.

© Nguyễn Văn Huy

GIÁ FESTIVAL
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PARADES IN THE MAJOR FESTIVALS 

Nghiềm quân (parade): Only in the 
years when a major festival is held, the 
villagers perform a huge drill parade 
and palanquin processions. According 
to Mr. Nguyễn Thế Dũng, Yên Sở 
commune, the words “nghiềm quân” 
is derived from the words “nghiêm 
quân” (parading), meaning reviewing 
the troop, but for some reasons they 
had to avoid that words, and used the 
words “nghiềm quân” instead. After Mr. 
Nguyễn Văn Năm (b.1939), from Đắc 
Sở commune, “nghiềm quân” means 
gathering and arranging soldiers 
before battles. 

Nghiềm soldiers are arranged into 
twelve horizontal and 21 vertical 
lines. There are 265 soldiers in total, 
including: 168 nghiềm soldiers aging 
from 20 to 49 (chosen by the hamlets); 
flagmen are 84 students of Yên Sở 
secondary school; there are two 
leaders, two first-flagmen; three front 
drummers, three back drummers, and 
three people commanding signals of 
the flagmen.

People who are chosen to be nghiềm 
soldiers must be strong, and from 
families with no recent funerals. 
The leading flagmen hold the most 
important role, controlling all of the 
soldiers. Beside being healthy and 
in their middle age, they also have 
to be in good shape and flexible. Mr. 
Nguyễn Khắc Hải (b.1959), the leading 

Troop of flower rods, the soldiers protecting the procession. 
According to the village’s convention, the weapons applied to the 
procession are only rods called “hoa roi”, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến

Position arragement  
of the nghiềm soldiers, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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flagman in 2015 said: “holding the first flag is very hard, since you are the most important person, 
and must have correct posture, standing straight with arms in square position, and steady steps. 
Especially, you need to be strong, after my first practice day, my whole body ached but then I 
gradually got used to it”. Other members hold smaller God’s flags and red sceptres. The flags 
must be held steadily in a 40-45 degree angle, and it must not be held too tight or too loose. 
The red sceptre must be put on shoulder while walking, and stood right next to the body while 
resting. The soldiers will be arranged in order of height, starting from the tallest.

The marching is performed in the afternoons from the 10th to the 12th day of the third lunar 
month. To prepare, the soldiers gather in order in the yard in front of the quán Giá. Before 
marching, they have to get their weapons. Every action has to follow signals of the drums. 
After each beat, two outside lines will go getting their weapons. The first and the twenty-first 
lines come first, then the third and nineteenth lines come second, the fourth and eighteenth 
lines come third, the sixth and sixteenth come fourth, the seventh and fifteenth lines come 
fifth, the nineth and thirteenth come sixth, the tenth and twelfth lines come seventh, etc. 
The formation of the troop is every one line holding flags, one line holding red sceptres and 
one line holding small flags and then repeats. The flagmen hold small square flags. 

After getting the weapons, everyone perform four times the rituals of presenting themselves 
to the God. Then, the parade (nghiềm quân) starts. Following the drums, they march in a 
volute shape for two or three rounds, the 
shape gets smaller inside towards the two 
main flags. When the volute center reaches 
the two main flags, the leading flag holder 
quickly leads the soldiers out of the volute, 
re-enacting the scene when the soldiers 
broke the ambush and chase back the 
enemy. The whole scene of the nghiềm 
quân is so exciting and lively like a real 
battle with soldiers marching and chasing 
enemies from time to time. There are flags 
everywhere. And, the sounds of soldiers, 
rolls of drums and gongs, and shouts of 
joy of ten thousands of people vibrate the 
whole area. Soon after, the first flagmen 
lead the soldiers out in the forecourt for 
the votive kowtow, finishing the marching 
ceremony and then go back to their first 
positions where they started the parade, 
together with other procession teams.

Residents of every village carrying their gifts to 
the Giá temple for the God's veneration, 2014.

© Dương Hải Yến

GIÁ FESTIVAL
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The costumes of the flagmen and palanquin escort are all donated by local families. The 
nghiềm soldiers wear red tops and white bottoms, the flagmen wear blue tops and white 
bottoms. Their axe-head like scarves have knots on the left, and the belts’ knots are on the 
right. This way of dressing makes the soldiers look very different, and appear stronger. 
After having been used, all the costumes will be cleaned and stored in the Giá temple's 
closet by the Host (Tuổi đăng cai) for the next year's usage. 

Giá festival has multiple historical and cultural layers of the country’s history of 
establishment and protection. In Giá festival, nghiềm quân (the parade) is the main activity, 
representing old legends about the ancestors’ heroic tradition of defeating foreign 
invaders for a peaceful and happy life. Hidden behind the jubilant atmosphere of the 
majestic marching ceremony of the festival are the sincere prays and looks that reflect the 
local people’s strong desire for favorable nature conditions for their bumper crops and 
happiness of every family.
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The Meticulous Art  
of Mosaic in Chuôn Ngọ

Mosaic is the work of inlaying mother-of-pearl shells on wood surface. Although 
it sounds very simple, the art of mosaic is very meticulous and precise, full of 
sophistication and creativity. It has been the endless inspiration for many generations 
of artisans in Chuôn Ngọ village, Chuyên Mỹ ward, Phú Xuyên district, Hà Nội.

LEGEND OF THE PROFESSIONAL FOUNDER

The legend of their founder is still recited by the Chuôn Ngọ artisans which declares: 
His name was Trương Công Thành, from Chuôn Ngọ village. He used to be an assistant 
to the General Lý Thường Kiệt (1019 - 1105). After the Song invaders were defeated, 
he retired and went on travelling. During his trips, he found glistening pieces of 
clams, snails, oysters with natural colours stranded on the river banks and had the 
idea of putting them together to create lively and vivid patterns. Then he taught his 
techniques and skills to the villagers. Mosaic artifacts received many people’s praise 
and they continued learning the art. When he passed away, the villagers considered 
him the ancestral founder of the craft and build up a temple for his reverence. Mrs. 
Nguyễn Thị Vui (b.1943), an artisan in Chuôn Ngọ village, Chuyên Mỹ ward, Phú Xuyên 
district said: “Our great craft founder is truly sacred. He has always been watching over 
us. In war time, they bombed us everywhere but incredibly, the founder’s temple has never 
been hit. Or when it was so stormy that big trees around collapsed and fell down, they 
never hit the temple as well.”

THE METICULOUS ART OF MOSAIC IN CHUÔN NGỌ

CRAFTSMANSHIP

A potrait of President Hồ Chí Minh.

© Nguyễn Á
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LEARNING AND PRACTICING THE ART

In Chuôn Ngọ mosaic village, the artisans 
practice the craft in every step and artifact, 
from simple to complicate. 

The mosaicists use fragments of mother-
of-pearl and sea snails to inlay. Each step 
is very detailed, from model drawing, 
sharpening, sawing, carving, chiseling, 
inlaying, re-sharpening and polishing. 
Artisan Nguyễn Xuân Dũng (b.1969): The 
most important techniques to produce the 
unique beauty of Chuôn Ngọ artifacts are 
focused on two steps: Sawing and Carving. 
These techniques used to be the top secrets 
of the art, can be passed on only to the sons. 
There is a saying in common people that: 
“Men saw, women carve”, therefore Chuôn 
Ngọ women could only learn and practice 
carving. The art has been passed on orally 
from parents to children. Even until now, 
people from families without the tradition 
of mosaic art will still not be taught.

THE METICULOUS ART OF MOSAIC IN CHUÔN NGỌ

A showroom of decorative and   
devotional products, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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Sawing
The mosaic art has a special kind of mini saw, used particularly to 
trim the shells of mother-of-pearl and sea snails into fragments. 
In the past, they used coil springs as shell cutters, nowadays they 
produce mini saws for cutting shells. Snail and mother-of-pearl’s 
shells are cut, sharpened, and pressed to be flat. The artisans 
can only choose three or four components from one mother-of-
pearl’s shell. 

It is much more difficult to make mosaic pieces from snails’ shells. 
A snail imported from Singapore could weigh up to 2 kg, but 
after being sawed, sharpened only about 200 grams can be used. 

 Only men are permitted to learn the 
techniques of sawing and detaching  

shells of mother-of-pearl and sea-snails.

© Nguyễn Á
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In the past, the snail sawing was the man’s job. Mrs. Nguyễn 
Thị Bình (b.1963), was considered the first woman in Chuôn 
Ngọ to learn sawing. She said: “Sawing and carving once were 
only for men because they are truly a very hard work. Women 
could only learn to chisel (on wood to inlay) and other steps. 
My father was a skillful artisan of an artel. When he retired, 
he only had one wish of sending his daughter to work in there. 
I was accepted to work there out of respect for him.” At the 
beginning, Mrs. Bình was instructed by the elder masters in 
every smallest details. They fixed from her sitting position 
to the straight and not tilted arm when sawing. If the arm 
is tilted when sawing, the nacre (processed component 
of snail or mother-of-pearl) will be skew. For some nacre 
she had to ask the masters a dozen times to meet the 
requirement and quality. Sometimes, she had to wait until 
the masters’ break times to take a peek at their saws, their 
artifacts to see the differences and learn to copy them. 
Other times, she observed their movements, from how to 
hold the saw without twisting it, to how to make the lines 
smooth, etc. It was a long process for Mrs. Bình to improve 
her workmanship, and until now she is still certain of one 
thing: “This job requires patience, if you can’t be patient you will 
never be able to do it.”

Firstly, the artisans split the shell by 
the three vein lines, then remove the 
outside and inside layers, only keep the 
middle one. After that, they finish the 
chosen layer, then put it above the oil 
lamp, on a lighting stick long soaked 
in a pond’s mud, because the snail has 
shell is composed of a large amount 
of calcium, it will become easier to be 
straightened when heated. This step 
used to not involve any machine to 
avoid breaking the shell. 

Some sawn and depatched artifacts, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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Carving
This is another important step in mosaic art, to make the patterns clear and 
carve into details. The artisans use a picking knife and carve the patterns. It takes 
extremely steady and skillful workmanship. Once the patterns are carved, the 
artisans use the end of the sharp picking knife to etch the details on the shell 
surface, like drawing with an iron pen. Mr. Nguyễn Văn Mở (b.1942), a well known 
skillful carver of Chuôn Ngọ village said: “When I started learning how to carve, it took 
me two to three days to carve a tiny piece of shell. I used to copy the head artisans. 
It took me ten years of learning and practicing to be assigned the job for products 
ordered with higher quality. To carve well, you must have a sharp knife, I learned how 
to check the sharpness of the knife. From what I’ve learned, you put the blade on your 
nail and release, if the blade sticks on the nail, it is good, and if the blade slides away 
then the knife is blunt and needs to be re-sharpened.” 

Mr. Mở remembered his first individual product was a chess board. At that time 
he had already been learning and practicing for five years. The chess board had 
36 squares with 36 different styles. At first he only could carve one square per 
day. He always remembered his learning process, the masters would have a big 

The techniques 
of trimming and 
carving require 

much of meticulosity 
and skilfulness of 

the workers.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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ruler, every time he ruined a piece, he 
would be smacked on the head. One 
time he tried to create a buffalo and 
a chicken, he miscarved the feet and 
got punished and scolded: “You are 
not allowed to do this anymore. That 
is your punishment”. However after 
that they still continued teaching and 
instructing happily. After mastering 
the art, he usually follows the models 
of his masters. He could not design his 
own, but he could remember clearly 
every detail of the master’s models 
and can carve them easily without 
looking. He always remembers the 
words of his masters: “You have to work 
hard, do not be lazy. You cannot do this 
being lazy.”

In the art of mosaic, the artisans 
can carve a lot of detailed pieces, 
and double inlay a component with 
another one extremely skillfully. 
Based on each decoration detail, 
they double inlay by choosing more 
colourful components to put in less 
colourful ones to make the vignettes 
more vibrant and uniquely displayed. 
For example, in the pomegranate 
vignette, each seed is a very detailed 
mother-of-pearl component carved 
carefully. The butterfly’s wing could 
be divided into small pieces to inlay 
different mother-of-pearl components 
with different sharpness, or trimmed 
each vein line on the wing to inlay 
alternately, making it look more 
opulent and fascinating.

The techniques of trimming and carving require  
much of meticulosity and skilfulness of the workers.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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Mosaic
Beside these two techniques which helped create Chuôn 
Ngọ mosaic art’s unique character and national reputation, 
another special skill of the Chuôn Ngọ artisans which 
makes the artifacts long-lasting and uncooked, is the inlay 
technique (embedding nacre in wood). While today, glue is 
often used to inlay in some places, Chuôn Ngọ artisans still 
use the handicraft technique of mixed pain with “hexagon” 
powder. “Hexagon” powder is a mixture of bones of six  kinds 
of animals that the Chuôn Ngọ people bought and burn with 
rice husk. When the bones become ash, they grind it to make 
the powder. It is called "lục giác" (hexagon powder). Another 
very good sticking material is scoot. Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Vui 
(b.1943), a mosaic artisan shared: there are two different 
kinds of scoot (black powder). They can make it from burned 
straw. Or for the last twenty years, they go to the train 
station to scrape the scoot on the train’s chimneys, bray it 
into smooth powder, and save it to use for the whole year. 
She said, it is great if the black powder is the train chimney’s 
scoot. The advantage of using black powder mixed with pain 
to inlay is that the product will be shiny, strong, uncooked 
and won’t easily come off.

The carving stage is often done by the women. "Men saw, women carve"  
is a frequent households words of the Chuôn Ngọ people.

© Nguyễn Á
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Artisan Nguyễn Bá Thắng completing the final strokes for the picture of “bamboo”, 
one of the four-season picture set, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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STORIES OF THE CRAFT

Mr. Nguyễn Văn Lừng (b.1980), the youngest artisan of the Chuôn Ngọ mosaic 
village said:  He is of the fourth generation in a mosaic family.  His grandfather, 
Mr. Nguyễn Văn Thơm is an experienced artisan of the village and his father, Mr. 
Nguyễn Văn Lung is also a mosaicist. He began learning the art since at ten, as 
"starting from a young age to have skillful hands". Although born in a family that 
holds the tradition of producing mosaics, his main teacher was not his father but 
other master artisans in the village. His first lesson was how to handle a knife. It 
took him over two months to be able to do the work.

For the mosaicist, the knife plays a crucial role. The knife must be made from 
fine steel. To be able to create subtle, elegant lines, the knife must be "as pointed 
as a needle." Knives must be sharpened regularly. There are many methods of 
sharpening knives, for example bend sharpening  and straight sharpening, etc., to 
fit one’s hands. Mr. Lăng applied the method of bend sharpening. He added "not 
everyone knows how to sharpen a knife". He himself had to learn sharpening knives 
for five years, until at age of 15 years old he can sharpen his own knives.

THE METICULOUS ART OF MOSAIC IN CHUÔN NGỌ

In a showroom of 
decorative and 

devotional  lacqured 
products, 2015.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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Mr. Lăng knows how to do all steps of mosaic craft but he mainly works in the 
separation, because he thought that "one’s skillfulness must be applied in the right 
place to promote the most values".

At present, artisan Nguyễn Văn Lăng is one of the few who can create beautiful 
and soulful portrait mosaics, especially Uncle Hồ’ portrait. He recalled: The first 
portrait of Uncle Hồ that he had made was not alike and unpraised. He was so 
sad that he became determined to do all his best. As the result, very few people 
in Chuôn Ngọ village now can produce Uncle Hồ’s portrait in mosaic as beautifully 
as he does. He explained that "The question is how to make the art work shows itself 
a lively image of the real character - a high ranking leader”. Portraiture requires the 
patience of the craftsman and it is necessary to carve with a knife, not to draw on 
the surface, since after a time the strokes will become dim. For a portrait, the most 
important work is to create the eyes and nose.

"This is a very complicated job, we have to learn all our life, even when we are getting 
old. The materials used are hard, but we have to impart soul and spirits into the image”. 
" Human portraiture is the most difficult job with high artistic features, requiring from 
the artisans their deep and loving commitment to the learning of the craft. The elegance 
of the painting is in the depth', "the composition of the art work must be harmonious, 
not too redundant but its lines are still clear. In order to make the soul and beauty 
appear in the work, there must be a good combination of both colors and lines”. And, 
"It is the lines that reveal the worker’s seniority". The seniors usually make delicated 
lines that “can be found immediately at a first look". Mr. Lăng can also estimate 
the quality of a mosaicist by "hearing the sound of his/her cutting with a knife".

The long traditional art of mosaic in Hà Nội still maintains its practice today and 
is developing continuously. With raw natural materials and their own talent 
hands, the handicraft artisans in Hà Nội have created pieces of arts full of actual 
knowledge, creativity, and seasoned skills directly inherited through generations.
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Sơn Đồng village in Hoài Đức district, Hà Nội has been a famous wood sculpting 
village for hundreds of years. The Sơn Đồng artisans are not only skilled in the art of 
carving and lacquering fine wooden objects for use in many contexts but are very 
knowledgeable about Buddhism, Taoism and the many forms of folk belief which are 
important throughout Viet Nam. The villagers’ dedication to their calling has been 
preserved over many generations. Their skills have been carefully handed on for 
centuries, together with numerous traditional beliefs and customs. There is a deep 
sense of spirituality pervading their work, and it is this that enables them to breathe 
life into the raw materials of their art, thereby producing the images of the Buddha 
and temple divinities for which the village is renowned.

Breathing Life into Wood 
through the Sơn Đồng 

Carver’s Art

Samples of adorning motifs for worship artifacts, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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Shaping figure is the most difficult 
stage as each statue has different 

pose and features.

© Nguyễn Á
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THE LEGEND OF SƠN ĐỒNG CRAFT VILLAGE
 
The people of Sơn Đồng village do not know when the 
production of fine lacquer and inlaid wooden statuary 
became their village’s distinctive craft specialty. But 
they know the legend entitled “Thần tích” (story of the 
deities) at Thượng temple in Sơn Đồng commune. This 
account says that the village has honoured an ancestral 
figure called Đào Trực since 976 CE., in the reign of King 
Lê Đại Hành. Đào Trực is revered as the bringer of the 
wood-worker's craft to the locality, teaching its skills 
to the local people. After his death, the King ordered 
the Sơn Đồng villagers to build a shrine containing 
his statue for worship. Their craft flourished in the 
centuries that followed, and is said to have reached 
its peak under the Lý dynasty. The villagers say that 
as in other craft villages in northern Viet Nam, their 
trade declined during the liberation and came close to 
extinction. It began to revive in the 1980s and has been 
growing vigorously ever since. Mr. Nguyễn Nghiêm 
Đạt, a village elder, said: "We were able to keep the craft 
alive because even in wartime and then afterward in the 
Subsidy period [1975-86, i.e. before the onset of market 
reform/Renovation], the Sơn Đồng artisans, out of a deep 
love for their calling, went to pagodas and temples to 
do restoration work on old artifacts and even produced 
new statues for some of them. They were not paid for 
their work, merely given food and accommodation while 
residing in the localities, sometimes for several months 
at a time. Thanks to this generosity, especially from kind-
hearted monks, the art of wood craft in Sơn Đồng village 
has been preserved until the present day".

BREATHING LIFE INTO WOOD THROUGH THE SƠN ĐỒNG CARVER'S ART
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A statue is usually carved out of fresh wood and made dry only 
when the figure shaping is completed.

© Nguyễn Á

Mr. Nguyễn Bá Quý (b.1973) with twenty five years of practice the occupation, specializing in the shaping figures  
of statues, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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“A FIGURE OF THE BUDDHA TAKES 
SHAPE IN THE SKILLED HANDS OF A 
SƠN ĐỒNG ARTISAN”

Sơn Đồng village today has about 
300 households specializing in 
the production of fine carved and 
lacquered wooden artifacts, with over 
4,000 proficient statue producers and 
many talented master artisans. In 
addition to statues of the Buddha as 
well as the deities and divinized heroes 
and heroines who are revered as 
saints in Viet Nam, they also produce 
fine images of the animal figures and 
ceremonial items that adorn pagodas 
and other sacred spaces. These include 
decorative horses and cranes, and also 
the lacquered name boards and panels 
used for the display of texts in archaic 
script (parallel sentences: câu đối). The 
villagers are also skilled producers of 

BREATHING LIFE INTO WOOD THROUGH THE SƠN ĐỒNG CARVER'S ART
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items such as wooden scrolls, offering 
tables and altars. These too are key 
features of temples and other worship 
sites throughout the country. The 
production of all these items involves 
both their initial carving, and then 
the application of the subtly coloured 
layers of tinted lacquer which gives 
them their distinctive impact when 
installed on altars and worship spaces. 
Many are also inlaid with silver and 
gold, which further enhances their 
elegance and beauty. Everywhere in 
the northern deltaic plain regions of 
Viet Nam, there are temples, shrines 
and worship sites adorned with fine 
examples of the Sơn Đồng sculptors' 
art. The skill and dedication they bring 
to their work is reflected in an ancient 
proverb about "talent", which in Viet 
Nam means abilities used in a spirit of 
dedicated service, for virtuous ends: 
"Though no living person has ever seen 
the Buddha, his face and form are made 
manifest to us by the skillful hands of 
talented men". 

The making of a fine wood statue is not easy, especially those intended for 
veneration, because to make the statue truly show its soul, the carver must 
know how to make beauty appear in his work, and whether the face he carves is 
beautifully done reflecting different features in each worship tradition. But not 
everyone can do what is required: only artisans with both experience and true 
talent. According to the craftsmen, for the creation of truly refined and unique 
objects the sculptors must have good moral, particularly the righteousness and 
generosity with virtuous mind, soul and spirit. "The craftsmen must understand the 
position of each Buddhist figure in the mind of the people to create his statue. The 
way of carving Buddhist statues is very much different from that of producing statues 
of other common people. For the image of Buddha, there are 36 specific marks of 
physiognomy and 80 marks of spiritual beauty including rounded cheeks and graceful 
fingers. Having no knowledge about these, a craftsman can never sculpt a beautiful 
statue".27

After the stage of shaping figure, the artisan 
covers the statue with a layer of clay mixed 
with kaolin and then polishes and paints it 
with lacqure. 

© Nguyễn Á
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Artisan Nguyễn Viết Thắng (b.1966), learned the craft at age of 15 from his 
grandfather - Mr. Nguyễn Viết Thạc, a famous artisan of the Sơn Đồng village. 
Mr. Thắng told: his family has four generations doing the calling. He acquainted 
himself with the craft since childhood. His grandfather told him stories of each 
Buddha statue while he was doing the carving. At age of 15, his grandfather 
directly instructed him how to carve on wood on the basis of hands-on method. 
First is to learn how to visualize and make sketching, then to learn how to make the 
form, create details and appearance. To date, he has over 30 years of practice the 
occupation. All types of statues, the position of each subject, he has already studied 
and bears in his mind. He can thus carve statues without photos of the figures. He 
began with small statues first as the small ones can be easier to estimate the size 
and the ratio, with an overall view. After that is to learn how to make big statues. 
Mr. Nguyễn Viết Thắng explains: "In the past, the old craftsmen used lengths of stick 
as measuring tools. That is why there are sayings in old-fashioned Vietnamese: "Nhất 
diện phân lưỡng kiên, tọa tứ lập thất” and “Ngồi bẩy diện”: the height of a face (from 
chin to forehead) is equal to the distance from neck to shoulders"; and “the height of a 
seated statue is seven times that of the length of its face”. For example, if the height of 
a statue is 70cm, the length of its face will be 10cm (70cm: 7), thus the height of the face 
is 10cm; shoulder is 20cm (10cm x 2)”. Having been born into a family of traditional 
wood sculptors, he gained a deep passion for the art from early youth. This is 
why when his formal training began, he learned faster than those for whom the 
learning period could last five years or more. 

Materials
According to folk experience, wood carving 
always needs to begin with the choice of 
wood. Raw materials for making Buddhist 
statues is jackfruit logs. This kind of wood 
is the best material ever known of and 
been used for the carving of statues so 
far. Its characteristics are flexible and soft, 
with fine grain, durable and less cracking, 
easily cut but not being eaten by worms. 
It is really durable and good for making 
statues. In the past, jackfruit wood could 
be found everywhere and pagodas and 
village communal houses of that time were 
built in small scopes. That is why wooden 
statues were also made with small sizes. 
Furthermore, at that time, earthen statues 

Samples of adorning 
motifs for worship 

artifacts, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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were also made and used. While, 
nowadays, many more temples are 
likely to be built in larger scopes and 
wooden statues are preferable to 
other types of materials. Thus, raw 
material source of jackfruit wood 
does not meet the society’s demand. 
Fine and big jackfruit logs become 
very rare now. Sometimes, it is even 
impossible to buy it although people 
may have a plenty of money. Wood 
for carving is now mainly bought from 
traders. It is occasionally imported 
from a number of other countries on 
the world.

Carving techniques
"An experienced wood carver must also 
apply all his techniques, comprehensive 
knowledge and skills, otherwise he could 
not produce a beautiful product", said, artisan Nguyễn Viết Thắng. All stages of wood 
carving process requires the workers to have an overall knowledge about, from 
the appearance, face, features, etc., to colors, but the most important elements 
are manners and ratio. Since long time ago, Sơn Đồng villagers have maintained 
the ways of carving statues after a book entitled “Duyên quang tạo tượng”.28 
According to Mr. Thắng, the book does not exist anymore today. But before it was 
lost, the villagers have already learnt by heart a number of its valuable instructions 
and disseminate them now orally as guidance for fine lacquer wares production 
among the community.

“Diện” (the face) is the really important element of the statue, because it is where 
the soul as well as the appearance of the figure are fully revealed. To make the 
statue truly show its soul, the carver must know how to make beauty appear in 
his work, and whether the face he carves is beautifully done. Beautiful statues 
are different and have different features in each worship tradition. Artisan 
Nguyễn Viết Thắng recounts his experiences learned from his grandfather: "In 
Buddhism, there are 36 specific marks of good exteriors of the Buddha. Many of 
the statues produced in the village are based on historic models for which no old 
photographic documentation exists. What the carvers rely on are old descriptions in 
words. For example", 

Shaping figure 
is the most 
difficult stage as 
each statute has 
different pose and 
features.

© Nguyễn Á
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▪  “Thân kim, sắc tướng, hảo quang minh”:  
– “Thân kim” (metal body) means the statue is clothed in yellow; 
– “sắc tướng” means beautiful appearance; 
– “hảo quang minh” means brightness, goodness or truthfulness. This 

saying is in old Vietnamese, meaning good spiritual beauty which the 
carver should show when making a Buddhist statue.

A beautiful statue is called "Tố hảo” (Using Chinese words meaning “very fine”). 

▪  Another carver's principle is: “Miệng cười chữ tứ, á mục truyền thanh, tứ đại hải” 
– “Miệng cười chữ tứ” means a cheerful, broad smile; 
– “á mục truyền thanh” means to listen with eyes closed; 
– “tứ đại hải” means four oceans. 

So this is a statement instructing the carver to give his statue a broad smile, and 
the face of a listener with eyes closed in enjoyment of what he hears. 

In addition, each statue has a different form and pose, depending on its worship 
context. For example, images of the seated Buddha of the Three Ages (Tam Thế 

Mr. Nguyễn Bá Quý (b.1973) with twenty five years of practice the occupation, specializing in 
the shaping figures of statues.

© Nguyễn Á
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Phật) are similar to statues of the Amitabha Buddha, but with either a pearl or in 
some cases the ancient hooked cross symbol (swastika) in its hands. Images of 
the Sakyamuni Buddha (Đức Thế Tôn) are carved with the right hand upraised, 
holding a lotus blossom. These descriptions of Buddhist statues are known as 
“Duyên quang tạo tượng” (The norms of making statues) and have been handed 
on through oral transmission for many centuries. They are regarded as ancient 
rules laid down by the craft's originators, establishing conventions which their 
descendants must faithfully follow today and hand on scrupulously to future 
generations. Sơn Đồng carvers can always recognize which manifestation of the 
Buddha a statue represents, even when there are variations in the form and 
figure. For example, it is permissible to render some forms of the Buddha with the 
body either elongated or with a fuller body shape, but the villagers will still know 
the right name for what they see. 

Statues of the Mother Goddess are equally distinctive. Their particular beauty is 
in their “radiant flower-like smile, fresh complexion, long eyes, shapely brows and 
slender neck”. For village gods and goddesses, the statues follow many different 
conventions because each village has its own description and legend for its local 
deity, unlike those of the Buddha which are everywhere the same. Thus a divinized 
commander of those who defended the locality and its people will be carved with 
“stony face, slanting eyes, manifesting a 
figure of military power and experienced 
in fighting war”, while, the statue of the 
Mother Goddess Liễu Hạnh is equally 
distinctive with “a radiant face, fresh 
complexion, long eyes, shapely brows, 
slender neck and flower-like smiles”.

The material used for carving statues 
should be fresh logs because their 
fibers are still soft and easier to shape 
the statues’ forms. "Previously, when 
the carving of a statue was finished, we 
had to wait for a whole month so that it 
became totally dry before painting on it, 
because the paint may be crackled if the 
wood is still wet. Since nowadays we have 
wood dryers, so statues can be painted 
only a few days after the completion of 
its carving", Mr. Thắng revealed. 

Each statue has different shape and form of dressing. 

© Nguyễn Á
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The techniques of lacquering and inlaying 
The techniques of lacquering and applying gold and silver leaf to statues are also 
demanding and complex, as are those of making lacquer text boards (vóc sơn 
mài) for shrines and altar spaces and for making lacquer paintings. Mr. Nguyễn 
Viết Thắng explains: "The first step is to mix fresh lac sap with alluvial soil, carefully 
getting the ratios right so there is neither too much nor too little sap in the mix. It is 
then applied to the statue. This stage of the process is called "hom” (framing). The 
second step is to cover the statue with a fresh coat of lacquer. This stage is called "bó” 
(wrapping). The third stage is to paint on another layer of fresh lacquer as a coating. 
This is called “sơn thí”. After each step, the statue must be smoothed by a grinding stone 
or emery papers with water. Emery papers are available today so this strenuous part of 
the process can be performed faster than in the past. The work of applying the lacquer 
and then polishing it to leave only the thinnest deposit of colour must be done again 
and again, repeating the steps until the statue's surface gleams with the full intensity of 
the layered coatings. At that point one final application of fresh lacquer is added. This 

is known as “sơn cầm thếp”, meaning the final 
lacquer layer: this is used as an anchoring for 
gold and silver leaf. This layer must be left until it 
is almost dry to the touch. It is then ready for the 
inlay of gold and silver leaf (known as “vàng and 
bạc quỳ”)29 [1]. Finally comes the correction of any 
tiny flaws or imperfections. It takes much time 
and effort to complete a statue: as much as two 
to three months for a small statue, and several 
years for a big one."

Conventions and proprieties 
Since the objects are mostly made for 
devotional purposes to be used in pagoda 
and temple worship, the Sơn Đồng artisans 
adhere strictly to a number of important 
norms and conventions. Before beginning 
each a new statue, the artisans never forget 
to burn incense, and they will also utter the 
name of the Buddha or deity they are carving, 
whether it is the Mother Goddess or a local 
village deity, thereby seeking their sanction 
for the work they are about to undertake. 
Mr. Thắng said: “During the carving process, it 
is forbidden to sit or lean on the statue, or to 
step over it. And before delivering the image to 

Nguyễn Viết 
Đức Anh (b.2012) 

acquainted himself 
with the way of 
painting with a 
brush from his 

grandfather since 
at 4, 2016.

© Dương Hải Yến

29 Quỳ means gold or silver powder inlaid on a piece of very thin paper, known as “giấy quỳ”. To produce quỳ (gold or silver), sheet of gold or 
silver (of pure type) are flatten into square sheets, put them in the middle of paper sheets and then strike on them with a hammer until the 
gold or silver break into powder. 

BREATHING LIFE INTO WOOD THROUGH THE SƠN ĐỒNG CARVER'S ART
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its recipient, the producers must bathe it with wine and ginger essence (Mộc dục). 
Then, after the arrival of the statue in the pagoda or temple, ceremonies of cleansing 
and sanctifying the statues and then giving them life/spirit will always be done." 
The artisans who have been involved in producing the statue will be invited to 
attend, bringing with them their petition letters (“sớ”) to seek forgiveness for 
any unintentional faults or mistakes they may have made during the production 
process. The timing of the sanctifying ceremonies (“khai quang”)30 must be 
carefully determined, according to the principles of tử vi (Vietnamese horoscopy). 
After the rite of invocation has been completed, the statues are considered fully 
activated and suitable for veneration.

Apprentice carvers in Sơn Đồng acquire their skills orally. An important part of 
their training is learning the old verses and maxims propounding the principles 
of the art. In addition, they learn from hands-on experience patiently imparted 
by the old master sculptors. The Sơn Đồng practitioners have a deep and loving 
commitment to their calling. They consider it a sacred trust from the past to hand 
on both their technical skills, and their detailed understanding of the Buddhist, 
Taoist and traditional folk beliefs that provide their statues with their meaning and 
'soulfulness' (“thổi hồn vào các pho tượng”). Sharing a strong and enduring sense 
of community, the villagers value the honour and ethos of their craft above all 
else, and never try to claim personal authorship for their works, or to give them 
anything like an individual's style or distinctiveness. No specific maker's work can 
ever be identified when one sees one of their statues: what is recognisable is that 
it is a product of Sơn Đồng, not the work of any one individual or family member. 
With unbroken dedication to their craft, the Sơn Đồng artisans still impart "soul" 
into "lifeless" logs’ (“thổi hồn” vào những khúc gỗ “chết”), creating wonderful and 
unique works of artisanal skill for the whole of our society. 

30 “Khai Quang” means to perform a ritual of make eyes for the Buddhist statues. When the carving of a Buddhist  
statue is finished, before using for veneration, a ritual of khai quang is performed with the acts of chanting,  
reading invocation and painting black spots in the two eyes of the statue.  
(http://www.khaiquangtyhuu.com/khai-quang-diem-nhan-an-vi-thanh-tuong-phat-bo-tat.html)
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The Ups and Downs  
of the Đa Sỹ Forging Village

Đa Sỹ village is located in the South East of the old Thăng Long capital city, a part 
of nowadays Kiến Hưng ward, Hà Đông district, Hà nội. It has been well known all over 
the country for the brand of “Đa Sỹ Cutlery”. Through ups and downs, the forging 
in Đa Sỹ is still going strong even when it is now facing with new challenges from 
modern technologies. 

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF ĐA SỸ FORGING

According to the elders in the village, this craft has existed since a very long time ago. 
The villagers always tell each other that: The forefathers of this forging craft in Đa Sỹ 
were masters Nguyễn Thuật and Nguyễn Thuần. The two siblings, originated in Thanh 
Hóa province, had exceptional blacksmithing skills and they taught their skills to Đa Sỹ 
villagers later on. After they passed away, the villagers built a mausoleum to worship 
them. Their death anniversaries annually are the 25th day of the eighth lunar month 
for master Nguyễn Thuật, and the 27th day of the third lunar month for master Nguyễn 
Thuần. On these days, forgers in the village gather to worship and commemorate 
their forefathers.

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ĐA SỸ FORGING VILLAGE

Firing scissors in the blacksmith’, 2015.

© Chu Quang Cường
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In the past, there weren’t as many smitheries as today. They mostly produced 
various kinds of knives, scissors, and other farming tools like sickles, hoes, etc. for 
their daily lives and production. During the war against the French, and later the 
US., Đa Sỹ produced and provided for the country numerous military knives, swords, 
scimitars, and other products. Nowadays, Đa Sỹ forging craft is still growing strong. 
According to Mr. Đinh Công Đoán, age 63, a smithery owner and Vice President of 
the Đa Sỹ Association of Traditional Forgers, there are around 700 smitheries in the 
village. They produce mostly cutlery, however some models have been changed in 
accordance with the market’s need. Farming tools like sickles, hoes are produced 
less and less because farmers don’t need them as much as before thanks to the 
help of modern machines. Mr. Đoán also said, currently there are from 5,000 to 
6,000 people in Đa Sỹ village, 3,000 of whom are forging workers. This traditional 
profession plays an important part in the local socio-economic development. 

In the past, the main forging materials were iron and steel. Đa Sỹ villagers 
collected/bought these materials from different places. It could be iron/steel 
rejects from railways, automobile springs car/motorbike and machine parts (in 
factories, habours) or military rejects such as cartridges, tank track bolts, etc. 

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ĐA SỸ FORGING VILLAGE

Shaping rough  
knives by hand, 2015.

© Vũ Thị Hà
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“All the rejects from factories and plants, or disposed weapons were collected and 
resold to the village by individual material traders”, said Mr. Trịnh Hồng, age 56, 
Cổng Thắm hamlet, Đa Sỹ village. 

The blacksmiths classify irons and steel by its mild (young)/firm (old) or soft/
hard levels. Based on each product, they use the appropriate iron/steel type, for 
example: to make small tools that don’t require firmness to stand strong force 
like small knives, they use mild iron/steel; and for tools that need more firmness 
to endure strong force like choppers, planes, carvers, etc., they use firm iron/
steel. Đa Sỹ blacksmiths have accumulated skills and methods to distinguish/
recognize the mildness of iron/steel. They have to steel-test: cutting out a small 
piece and putting it in the furnace until it is red hot, then they flatten (bệt) and 
temper (tui) it. After tempering the piece of steel, they break it to check. Based 
on their experience, they will know: 
“If it breaks with a crackle, the metal 
is firm. If it is bent and folded, the 
metal is mild. The firmness of the metal 
shows in the smoothness, colour and 
size of the “thorns”, they will indicate 
if the metal is extremely firm or fairly 
firm”, said Mr. Trịnh Hồng, a veteran 
forger in Đa Sỹ village.

By traditional techniques, Đa Sỹ 
forgers have to perform dozens of 
precise and constant steps to have 
the final product. These steps always 
attach with each other strictly and 
require the worker to have precision, 
strength and most importantly, their 
professional skills. A forging process 
consists of six steps: creating rough 
draft, cooling, tempering, cooling 
after tempering, and finishing. To 
perform these six steps, the workers 
need 20 basic techniques, and they 
must be done with advanced-level of 
workmanship and observation, which 
is the core reason of the fame of Đa 
Sỹ village’s products. “There was a time 
when it took a family a whole day to 
make only 20-30 knives.” (Mr. Hoàng 
Văn Tuệ, 84 age). Firing rough iron bars to produce knives, 2015.

© Vũ Thị Hà
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HANDS-ON TRAINING AND TRANSMISSION

In the past, the Đa Sỹ villagers must obey the rule of not teaching their craft to the outsiders. 
The professional secrets were only transmitted to the sons, not the daughters because 
when their daughters get married, the secrets may be disclosed. The women only helped 
with cooking, selling products and buying materials. The daughters-in-law were taught 
some secrets but it’s difficult for them to become masters because they didn’t have enough 
practice. Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Tơ (age 72), recalled: “When I was a girl I just made knives with my 
family, then after getting married I really avoided making scissors because I didn’t know how to 
do. Then my father-in-law said, “Honestly, this scissors making job of our family requires one to 
“shed tear and blood” to become a professional. It’s not that I don’t want to teach you everything”. 

Until now, the professional secrets are still carefully kept. Along with the business 
expansion, the Đa Sỹ villagers had to hire and train workers from other places. But they 
usually just assigned them basic works that didn’t require many skills and techniques, while 
the Đa Sỹ forgers still did the main steps themselves. “A worker can work in our smithery 
for 17 years without knowing our secrets. I myself taught my son how to select, temple, and 
flatten the metal, and other workers do other craft works. Knife tempering, dipping, choosing 
the colour, etc., are family-transmitted only”.31 “It’s the same to every other family, they never 
let other workers to do the tempering. In mine, it’s my wife who does the tempering and dipping 
with her own experience.” 32

Shaping rough knives by hand, 2015.

© Vũ Thị Hà

31 Mr. Đinh Công Đoán, age 65 
32 Mr.  Nguyễn Văn Tý, age 50 

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ĐA SỸ FORGING VILLAGE
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When new trainees are recruited, they will not be trained at once but will have to 
do chores first, then observe and gain the experience on their own. Mr. Nghiêm 
Văn Bính, age 80, said: “I lived with the family, babysit his siblings, he fed me, gave me 
some money each month, some clothes each year, basically I lived there as a servant. 
When my work got better he gave me the salary for it. When I came back home, he 
helped me prepare my furnace”. 

The craft is trained hands-on. In the past, they started to learn by rotating the 
bellows. This requires the workers to be quick and sensible. They had to know 
when to turn up and turn down the fire. Nowadays, families in the village use 
automatic bellows instead, so the trainees can skip this part, and they start 
by learning to hammer. Hammering technique is one of the basic skills of the 
blacksmiths. “At first you can only hammer, then you use the sharpening machine... 
and the most important step is tempering. They all need to be learned step-by-step.” - 
Mr. Hoàng Văn Lam, age 20, shared.

Making knife-blades by machine instead of manual grinding. In the production process, a water basin is placed 
under the machine so that iron and rock dusts do not shoot out and pollute the environment, 2015.

© Chu Quang Cường
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In the past they would learn how to cool the metal 
after learning to hammer. Cooling consists of a chain 
of works like: whittling, filing, straightening. Now 
they have machines to help with these steps so they 
just have to learn how to operate the sharpening 
machine. Then, the workers learn how to hold the 
pliers during forging process. It’s a step forward 
for the learners. Usually only people who can hold 
the pliers well can become smithery chiefs. Because 
in hot forging, they must hold the rough draft of 
the product with pliers. To control that “borrowed 
hand”, the worker must have a lot of specific skills 
and techniques. The skillful workers know how to 
flip the rough draft appropriately, and guide the 
assistant’s hands to forge where it is needed, to 
form the wanted shape of the product. Lastly, the 
trainees will learn the final step of tempering the 
product. Making tempering water requires a lot of 
experience, with thorough knowledge of the work 
as well as the materials. Mr. Đinh Công Đoán said: 
“The Đa Sỹ people temple with normal water. This 
step will determine the firmness of the final product’s 
blade. Therefore, a knife tempered with the correct 
techniques will be sharp and long-lasting. However, the 
hardest part is that it depends mostly on the worker’s 
experience and sensibleness through their observation 
of the metal’s colour in the furnace, as well as the 
secrets in practising this technique. Each family, each 
smithery has their own secret that is never revealed to 
outsiders. The process is as follows: after the blade 
is made, it is put on the coal fire, applied salt water, 
put on coal fire again until it reaches the “standard 
point” (determined by the colour of the blade) and 
finally dipped into tempering water.

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ĐA SỸ FORGING VILLAGE
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Firing scissors in the fire before tempering, 2015.

© Chu Quang Cường
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NEW CHALLENGES AND CHANCES OF THE FORGING HANDICRAFT

From the early 2000s on wards, the Đa Sỹ people started using machines to “upgrade” 
their work process. One of the pioneers in this “reform” was Mr. Nguyễn Văn Tuấn, 
age 49, from Cổng Thắm hamlet, Đa Sỹ village.  Mr. Tuấn said, his family has been 
in this business for a few generations. After being demobilized, he learned to fix 
motorbikes and did a few other jobs for some years but eventually came back and 
joined his family’s traditional work. During his career, he realized that it was too hard 
and had the idea of using machines to help reducing the work of forgers. Nowadays, 
his family has a smithery at home and a workshop at a nearby area, with around 10 
hired workers. He has many modern and big machines such as rough draft maker, 
blade sharpening machine, automatic hammer, etc. Some machines costs up to 
hundreds of millions VND. According to Mr. Tuấn, “machine can make perfect knifes, 
even better than forging manually”. After his success, the villagers started applying 
machines in their works. 

Nowadays in Đa Sỹ, most families are 
using new technologies in production. 
There has been new assignment of 
labours in the village: some families 
are specialized in making rough 
drafts, others make product forms 
by flattening machines or make 
blades by sharpening machines, etc. 
Families with traditional methods of 
production only make 20-30% of the 
village production, but even they don’t 
process everything manually. Mr. Đinh 
Công Đoán’s family is famous for their 
metal-cutting knifes and they also 
use automatic hammer in forging, 
sharpening machine in sharpening 
blades, and oil in tempering. “In the 
past, Đa Sỹ knives were all black, and in 
order to make white knives they would 
have to do the blade whittling (using a 
blade, whittling the side) which was very 
complicated and difficult. Especially, the 
traditional Đa Sỹ blades had to be filed 
and sharpened by hands, which was very 
time-consuming. Now the work is being 
done by sharpening machine, which is 
very fast but the blades also get blunt 
quickly” (Mr. Đinh Công Đoán).  

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE ĐA SỸ FORGING VILLAGE

Shaping rough knives 
by machine, 2015.

© Vũ Thị Hà
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Modern technologies definitely help saving labour but the 
craft’s quintessence can only be made from the hands, 
the soul, etc. of the forgers. “They mostly use oil to temper 
nowadays. It is not as good as water because it is softer and more 
resistant. In one session, using oil we can make 30 knives while 
only 20 are made using water during the same time. Because 
it takes much longer to cool down with water. And the metal 
still needs pressing to be straightened.” (Mr. Hoàng Văn Tuệ). 
Mr. Hoàng Văn Nghĩa’s family (Mr. Tuệ’s son) is still working 
mostly manually but they also hire press machine to do the 
cold forging, sharpening machine to make blades, and use 
oil to temple faster, etc. The assistance of machines generally 
has stopped the traditional techniques transmitting to the 
young generation, for example, Mr. Hoàng Văn Nghĩa’s son, 
Hoàng Trung Kiên still doesn’t know how to do cold forging 
after tempering even though he has been a professional 
forger for 10 years, because he only uses oil for tempering. 
“Cold forging is to hammer the cooled rough drafts thoroughly 
so the iron elements will connect tightly to each other, making 
the products’ firmness. The more you forge, the tougher they will 
be. This step takes a lot of time and effort. Only skilled workers 
know when is the best time to perform cold forging” (Mr. Hoàng 
Văn Nghĩa). This is considered to be the veteran blacksmiths’ 
major concern for forging in Đa Sỹ. 

Making knife-blades by machine instead of 
manual grinding. In the production process, 
a water basin is placed under the machine 
so that iron and rock dusts do not shoot out 
and pollute the environment, 2015.

© Chu Quang Cường
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Mr. Hoàng Văn Sỹ, age 55, is still determined to work manually on many steps 
to create the best products. By his experience, he estimates how many products 
can be produced per day with traditional techniques. He will scold his son if he 
makes more than that number. He thinks that “To make more products you must 
have taken it easy at some point”. Mr. Đinh Công Đoán shares the same thought. 
Since his son is the main forger in the family, he always tells him: “The products 
are our family’s source of living therefore you can never be dishonest, if they have 
even the smallest error, you must not sell them”.

The masters teach their next generations not only the techniques and skills but 
also the moral values of their work. “My teacher said I should put my spirit into my 
products. You can only become a master at this job if you really love what you do, with 
morality and care about the customers and the products they use. Once they order your 
products, you have to make it right and satisfy them, if they don’t like them, you cannot 
take their money”, Mr. Nghiêm Văn Bính talked about his teacher’s lessons. The 
learners have to be “work-positive, determined, and not afraid of difficulties. You won’t 
be able to overcome the hardship if you are not determined. You learn everything that 
can be useful. It is not the age but the awareness, the ability to apply new technologies 
into the traditional foundation would make your work better”.33 Always reaching for 
more to make the quality higher, the forgers not only learn from their teachers 
and colleagues but also from the customers. New products are created by their 
existing knowledge combined with the market’s new requirements.

Knife handle is made 
from the wood of 

china-tree, mainly by 
women and children.

© Chu Quang Cường

33   Mr. Đinh Công Đoán 
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Today, there is no more gender discrimination in transmitting the craft. When the 
village developed in the way that focuses on specialization, production process 
was shortened, machines replaced people to do some handy steps, the work 
became less technical, hence more and more women joined in. To support the 
workers, since 1997, dedicated forgers gathered people with the same idealism 
and founded the Association of Traditional Forgers. Now they have 700 members, 
all joined voluntarily. The Association focuses on the following activities: (1) 
Gathering professional people in the organization, (2) Organizing trainings to 
raise the members’ quality levels, (3) Promoting trades, (4) Hosting annual death 
anniversaries of their forefather. Although forging in Đa Sỹ is now still facing many 
challenges, but the concerned community is still keeping and developing their 
work, as Mr. Nguyễn Văn Mộc shared: “This work of ours, unless there is no bamboo 
left in our village, will always exist”.

Firing scissors before tempering, 2015.

© Chu Quang Cường

Water grinding is a step of the process to sharpen and 
strengthen the knives. Only a few households still 
currently apply this method of grinding, 2015. 

© Vũ Thị Thanh Tâm

33   Mr. Đinh Công Đoán 
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Through the ups and downs of the history, Đông Cứu village of Dũng Tiến commune, 
Thường Tín district, Hà Nội still retains its embroidery craft and restoration of embroidery 
products. Succeeding the forefather of the craft, all the regulations, specifications and 
characteristics that formed a traditional way of embroidery are preserved by local 
people. They call it "the old style of embroidery".

OVERCOMING THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE HISTORY 

Đông Cứu village in Dũng Tiến commune, Thường Tín district, Hà Nội is one of the villages 
that can preserve the embroidery craft and restoration of embroidery items serving 
spiritual needs, such as: hia (mandarin’s boots), hài (shoes), lọng, tàn, tán (umbrellas 
and parasols of different types), ritual clothes and costumes for mediumship, etc. 
The Đông Cứu village’s embroidery style and techniques have been inherited since 
hundreds of years. Meanwhile, many other neighboring villages have changed into 
making products with modern style, for instance: landscape embroideries pictures, 
long dresses and items for daily life (tablecloths, sheets, pillow cloths, etc.). Mr. Phạm 
Viết Khẩn (age 80), a knowledgeable man about the embroidery craft in Quất Động 
commune34 said: "The Đông Cứu people have studied and practiced the craft of restoring 
ancient embroidery items since long time ago. They hold age-old restoration techniques. 
Therefore, when we talk about the embroidery restoration that means we are referring to 
the Đông Cứu’s embroidery craft".

“The Old Style of Embroidery” 
in Đông Cứu Craft Village

34 Quất Ðộng commune, Thường Tín district, Hà Nội is also famous for its embroidery craft.

“THE OLD STYLE OF EMBROIDERY” IN ĐÔNG CỨU CRAFT VILLAGE

CRAFTSMANSHIP
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To create darkness and brightness of the colours like the three-dimention paintings,  
rotating technique is applied when embroiderying.

© Cao Thảo Hương 
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The embroidery craft of Đông Cứu 
village has gone through many ups 
and downs of the history. Artisan Vũ 
Văn Giỏi,35 who was born in 1969 in a 
traditional embroidery family of Đông 
Cứu village, said: "My grandfather was 
formerly a skillful embroidery maker. He 
often accompanied other embroidery 
groups to go working, referred to as 
làm đám (to serve festive events), which 
means to gather in a commune or a 
district for producing clothes or other 
fabric items to provide different localities 
or to present to the Royal Court. The 
working team constituted only skillful 
people. They were fed, granted awards, 
but unpaid. At my father’s time, before 
the Liberation of Hà Nội (1954), they 
often made clothing, worshipping 

“THE OLD STYLE OF EMBROIDERY” IN ĐÔNG CỨU CRAFT VILLAGE

35 Artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi was one of the the first artisans having been  
granted the national honour title “People’s Master Folk Artist”  
by the President of Viet Nam in 2016.

Umbrelars and parasols are adorning artifacts for temples and 
shrines, one of the unique type of products of the Đông Cứu village’s 
specilities, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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Many households in Đông Cứu produce costumes for Lên đồng ritual (mediumship),  
a common folk belief of the Việt, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

items for pagodas and temples. After the Liberation, they produced hand-made and 
embroidered kimono, various types of bed sheets, pillow clothes to export to France. 
He also sewed and embroidered costumes for different performance troupes under the 
subsidized period". Since 1990, the embroidery craft in Đông Cứu began to grow 
again. Main products were worshipping items, such as different types of parasols, 
canopies (kim môn), mandarin’s boots, hats, ritual clothes and costumes for the 
mediums, etc. Especially, when numerous Buddhist temples and communal houses 
were reconstructed, the Đông Cứu embroidery craft developed more and more 
vigorously. Because, along with the reconstruction of spiritual architectures and 
statues of the gods and deities, there was also a great demand of restoration of 
such worshipping items as various types of parasols, canopies, mandarin’s boots, 
hats, clothing for the deities and the worshippers, and so on. The customers came 
to Đông Cứu as to a special address to seek for decoration objects for shrines and 
clothes for the deities and spiritual practitioners. Thus, the Đông Cứu embroidery 
craft has become prosperous. Good embroiderers started to have their own 
handmade embroidery workshops at home.
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LEGEND OF THE CRAFT FOUNDER

After the legend, in the reign of King Lê Thái Tông (1423-1442), Bùi Công Hành was sent 
on mission to China. King of the Ming dynasty has tested him by inviting him to a hut 
built on a high tower and then took away the ladder, leaving there no food for him to 
eat. Inside the hut at that time, there were only some parasols, a canopy, a jar of water 
and a Buddha statue. After studying carefully, he discovered that the Buddha statue was 
made of a type of sweet cake (chè lam)36. He drank water in the jar and broke the statue 
to eat, piece by piece. Having nothing to do there, he attempted to unbind the parasols 
to see how they were made and then re-embroidered the same as they were. When the 
water in the jar finished and the whole statue was eaten, he also already knew how to 
make and embroider the parasols. He used the parasols as a parachute to jump out of 
the hut from the high tower to the ground safely. Learning of his intelligent behavior, 
the King of the Ming admired him very much. After returning home, although very busy 
with the jobs of a court’s official, he saved his time to teach the villagers in the region 
how to make parasols and embroidery. The King of the  Lê conferred him High-ranking 
mandarin “Kim Tử Vinh Lộc”, appointed him additional position of “Tả thị lang bộ Công”37, 
with a noble title of “Thanh Lương Hầu”38 and allowed him to take the King’s family name, 
renaming him as Lê Công Hành. When he passed away, he was bestowed posthumously 
the title “Thượng thư Thái bảo Lương Quận công”.39

At that time, Lê Công Hành had directly transmitted the craft techniques to local people 
of a dozen of villages in the region including Quất Động, Tam Xá, Vũ Lăng, Hướng Dương 
and Hương Giai communes following the Nguyễn’s geographic names of locations. After 
his death, these five communes collaborated to build a common temple in Hướng Xá 
hamlet to revere him and named it “Ngũ Xã” temple (Temple of the five communes). 
His death anniversary is held on the 12th of the sixth lunar month every year. According 
to artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi, craft Founder Lê Công Hành had transmitted his knowledge and 
skills of embroidery directly to five villages, each with a different type of product items. 
In Đông Cứu, he taught the techniques of embroidering the items intended to veneration 
demands, for example: parasols, canopies, etc. Currently in Đông Cứu hamlet, there still 
exists a temple dedicated to the Founder of embroidery craft. Twice a year, the villagers 
celebrate ceremonies to commemorate him on the occasion of the craft Founder’s death 
anniversary on the 12th of the sixth lunar month and at the end of the year, on the 29th 
and 30th of the twelfth lunar month.

Altar of the ancestral founder  
of embroydery craft Lê Công Hành, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

36 Chè lam - a type of cake made of glutinous rice powder mixed with cane sugar (Translator)
37 “Tả Thị lang” is the third-ranking position in one of the four ministries in charge of construction,  

production and others, under the feudal dynasties (translator)
38 “Hầu” is one of the royal titles (translator)
39 “Quận công” (Duke) Thượng Thư Thái Bảo is a royal title (translator)
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE ĐÔNG CỨU TRADITIONAL EMBROIDERY 

Artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi calls it the “old style of embroidery”, of which the core strictly 
regulated techniques include: horizontally embroidery (thêu ngang), twisted 
embroidery (thêu quắn) and brocading (bắt kim tuyến). According to Mr. Giỏi, 
with the “old style of embroidery” the artisans have to follow regulations exactly, 
without doing any changes, not allowed to "create freely and adventure to infuse 
new spirits into the products" as it can be done with the landscape embroidery 
or the present day embroidery. The current embroidery techniques give the 
artisans freedom in creation and adjustment of their stitches, in a manner of 
how to make the embroidery picture beautiful and alive. Meanwhile, the “old 
style of embroidery” requires the artisans to comply with a strict regulation: 
the stitches must be in the same certain direction; what direction to remove 
the needle, how long to pull the threads; should the needle be punctured 
down straight or slantingly, etc., all must be done exactly as regulated and not 
allowed to do otherwise. Because of the strict rule, it takes three to five months 
of hard apprenticeship for a cute person to know how to embroider. For a 

Lines brocading 
is one of the most 

difficult embroidery 
techniques.

© Cao Thảo Hương 
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passionate and intelligent artisan, he or she can master embroidery, but only a part in the process 
of embroidery after three and five years. Mr. Giỏi asserted the "old style of embroidery" of Đông Cứu 
village has three characteristics, namely:

▪  Horizontal embroidery: The stitches are embroidered regularly in one horizontal line, with a length 
of 3mm and 4mm each stitch. And all stitches must be of the same length. Horizontal embroidery is 
a basic technique, applied to embroider the body sections of the dragon, phoenix and other motifs.

▪  Twisted embroidery: The use of two threads, one thick called mother fiber and one thinner called 
baby fiber to twist together: the mother fiber hugs the baby one while spinning, creating a string 
like a chain of even sesame seeds. 
Twisted embroidery is applied for 
motifs of clouds, dragons, sun, corals, 
or to create a certain stressing point.

▪  Brocading: to make borders, create 
distinctions between textures, 
separate different motifs, such as: 
nails, scales, clouds, dragon scales.” 

To create darkness and brightness of the colours like the three-dimention paintings, rotating technique 
is applied when embroiderying.

© Cao Thảo Hương 

Filling brocading is an embroidery technique  
to shape the dragon's body. The broiderer must 

brocade how to make the dragon body  
emergent but truly supple.

© Cao Thảo Hương
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Artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi added: "The difficult point of this technique is that all the hundreds, even 
thousands of stitches must be embroidered in one certain direction. In horizontal embroidery, 
thousand of stitches must be the same. The hardest work is to twist the threads evenly otherwise 
the embroidery products will not be fine. This technique is not easy for everyone to learn. For 
example: When embroidering the motif of a sour lemon on the King’s dress, it must look like 
being woven, but in fact it was not so. The brocading must be fine, not ruffled because the 
lamé yarns are easily ruffled up... Actually, this technique is almost faded".

Though Mr. Giỏi is a very experienced artisan, it took him even four years (from 1994 to 
1998) to be success in restoring Huế’s royal costumes by using old style of embroidery. 
When carrying out the project, besides applying the inherited old techniques, he also 

had to try and explore the new one by 
himself. Numerous techniques had been 
experimented again and again many times 
before obtaining expected achievement. 
Beside the embroidery techniques, the 
technique of designing patterns is also very 
fussy. It is not everyone can do this stage. 
After Mr. Giỏi, the secret of designing is 
in the order of drawing stages and the 
point to start drawing a motif. With the 
same subjects of dragons and phoenixes, 
but each family has different samples 
transmitted from generation to generation.

Previously, Mr. Giỏi’s grandfather and father 
usually drew directly on the stretched cloth 
in an embroidery frame. They could draw 
with their both hands. To draw a dragon, 
they started with its eyes (while someone 
else drew its head first). Mr. Giỏi can not 
draw so well as his forefather, but he can 
estimate with his own eyes and measure the 
distances by his pencil. When drawing, he 
uses the pencil to mark dots first to define 
distances. Currently, he still preserves 
thousands of sketches he made on wax-
papers with various patterns and designs.

According to Mr. Nguyễn Đắc Bảy (b.1947) 
from Đông Cứu village, the pattern-maker 
is considered the same as an artist; each 
sample of patterns has its own soul, 
expressing identity, personal style of the 

People's Folk Artist Vũ Văn Giỏi: "The hardest thing is to draw 
Dragon's eyes. Someone draw the eyes first and then the heads, 
while some others begin with the dragon heads and finnish the 
work with the eyes at the end. Seeing a completed embroidery art 
works, one can identify to which family in the village the products 
belonging", 2015.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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artist. Mr. Bẩy stressed: "The feature to distinguish between one family from another 
is the patterns themselves. With the same type of products but patterns are drawn 
quite differently from people to people. Some people make simple patterns while others 
draw them in very details. Each people had drawn a little bit differently. That is why 
many old samples have become changed."

Đông Cứu’s embroidery products mainly cater to the spiritual life so patterns used 
are usually the old forms: dragons, phoenixes, chrysanthemums, bamboo and 
apricot blossom, etc. These patterns are normally found available on old clothes 
from the past, now observed and restored by today artists. Mr. Nguyễn Thế Lầu, 
(b.1964), a skillful embroiderer of Đông Cứu village explained: “Pattern drawing has 
its rule. For example, a sample pattern for clothes of a mandarin or a prince must 
have dragon motifs while clothes for the Holy Mother or princesses must have phoenix 
designs. Concurrently, phoenix clothes have additional motifs of flowers while dragon 
clothes have the moon figures. For this type of products to serve mediumship, those 
are badly done could not be sold. Innovation could be made only by adding further 
patterns or change the gestures of the animal motifs. For example, if one animal 
is already in horizontal line, the other may raise its head. That’s all.” Then Mr. Lầu 
explained in more details about the animal in the sample patterns: “It is oblige to 
draw Vietnamese dragons, not Chinese ones. In Chinese patterns, there are also motifs 
of dragon and phoenix, but their animals’ heads are smoother and have no moustache 
or crest like Vietnamese dragon and phoenix so they look gentler”.  

Embroiderer  
Nguyễn Đắc Thuận 
drawing embroidery 
patterns. According 
to him, based on the 
patterns, one can 
identify the author, 2016.

© Cao Thảo Hương 
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LEARNING AND TRANSMISSION OF THE CRAFT

Artisan Nguyễn Đắc Bảy, told: “In my childhood, any time after coming back from 
school, I sat to embroider. At that time, threads were very rare. It was required to learn 
carefully before using a single thread to embroider. I remember that my father usually 
prepared a small embroidery frame on which he attached a penny and told me to try 
piercing through its hole with a needle many times, until being truly proficient, I was 
then allowed to embroider with threads”.  

Artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi began to learn embroidery at the age of 13 and at 16 he became 
quite proficient in embroidery. He said: "I learned how to embroider from my father 
and how to draw patterns from my grandfather. The first lesson is to learn about the 
sitting posture to embroider how to sit for long but not being fatigued. The next lesson is 
to learn the way how to hold the embroidery needles, how to pierce the needle straight, 
not slanting; then learn how to draw tight the needle stitches, even and not loose. After 
that is to learn about embroidery patterns: what patterns to use, what technique is 
suitable to apply to a certain part and then to learn how to embroider, from simple to 
complicated skills. Finally is learning how to spread cloth on the frame. It takes around 
a month to learn a step before proceeding to another. I have 7 brothers and sisters, but 
only me was considered to be the most quick-witted and was allowed to learn all the 
process while others were allowed to learn only one technique. For example, someone 
could learn only one single technique of embroidering water stream “cột thủy”, other 
could learn how to brocade only; someone specialized in embroidering dragon scales 
while someone else could make bubbles merely, etc.”

Young people 
are transmitted. 

It seems that 
mostly only young 

girls attend the 
embroydery 

learning courses, 
2017.

© Nguyễn Á 
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Currently, embroidery vocational 
education and transmission in Đông 
Cứu are not as strict as in some 
other traditional villages. Anyone 
who has love for embroidery can 
learn it, unnecessary to follow the 
rule of “inheritance from father to 
son”. However, it is not that everyone 
who learns can become a good 
embroiderer. Artisan Vũ Văn Giỏi has 
taught the career around a hundred 
people, out of whom, only five or six 
people became masters and the rest 
can embroider only a patterns or do 
some certain stages. The desire of 
the skilled embroiderers is to train as 
many skilful embroiderers to preserve 
the tradition as possible.

The Đông Cứu embroiders have preserved the traditional embroidery craft with old 
techniques that the career Founder Lê Công Hành transmitted to them from the 
fifteenth century, particularly, they could retain the technique of making the series of 
spiritual products, such as: tàn lọng (umbrellas, parasols), y môn (canopies), etc., which 
were the first type of products handed over by the Forefather to them. These series 
of products together with the technique of golden threads interceptive embroidery 
that had been being preserved carefully and thoroughly by the Đông Cứu people, have 
become the trademark of this Đông Cứu traditional embroidery village. The Đông Cứu 
embroidery craft has contributed partly to the recovery of historical pictures through 
its traditional cultural products. Huế royal costumes were reconstructed and displayed; 
the village's tutelary Deity’s dress was restored from torn pieces and presented in the 
village communal houses and museums, etc. In addition to the aesthetic and cultural 
values, the restored embroidery products have partially revealed the genre’s historical 
value, reminding of the history, the past and the national traditions.

Currently, every skillful artisan has taught some dozens to several hundred new 
embroiderers. With their great efforts in transmission, the local people’s passion in 
their career, as well as the increasing of today's spiritual needs, it is believable that the 
Đông Cứu embroidery craft can exist for long with the time.

Young people are transmitted, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á 
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Hạ Thái Lacquer Wares

The words "Sơn mài Hạ Thái" (lacquer wares of Hạ Thái village) have become 
a familiar term to the lacquer wares lovers when talking about this wonderful 
genre. Hạ Thái is a traditional craft village in Duyên Thái commune, located 17 km 
away from the central Hà Nội to the south. For a long time, the Hạ Thái people 
have been renowned for their craft of lacquering and gold inlaying. Under the 
feudal reigns, having many talented and skillful craftsmen, Hạ Thái lacquer guild 
had obtained much of the royal court’s favour. With as such simple materials easily 
found everywhere as clay, alluvial soil to very precious metals like gold and silver, 
the Hạ Thái artisans have created valuable art works that are deeply attached to the 
spiritual life of the Vietnamese people.

To speak about the birth of lacquer wares in Hạ Thái, artisan Vũ Huy Mến (b.1947) 
said: "In 1927, Đinh Văn Thành (also named artisan Thành, or Thiềng (1898 - 1977) 
from Hạ Thái village was invited to work for the lacquer (sơn ta) research studio of 
the Indochina Fine Arts College. At that time, the fine art students often applied 
a mix of sơn ta and abrasin oil (dầu trẩu), also referred to as varnish (sơn quang 
dầu) for their decoration painting lessons. The surface of the paintings applied with 
this type of varnish is often glossy, not even and smooth because of the remaining 
strokes of tinted lacquer. Mr. Đinh Văn Thành had used a mix of sơn ta and pine 
resin to coat the paintings or objects and then smooth them, making images of the 
painting manifest in its plane and shiny surface. This creative invention has opened 
a new smoothing technique for lacquer wares, which prompted a French painter, 
Joseph Inguimberty (1896-1971), professor in charge of the College's Decoration 
Department to considered it an important discovery for lacquer wares production". 

HẠ THÁI LACQUER WARES

CRAFTSMANSHIP
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Artwork entitled "Lotus" by artisan Vũ Huy Mến.

© Nguyễn Á 
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The Indochina Fine Arts College’s students then added in many other techniques, for instance: inlaying 
of egg-shells, embossment of lacquer, applying of gold and silver powder on the fresh lacquer surface, 
etc. to create tints and mix colors for a lacquer painting. 

Vietnamese lacquer paintings were first launched abroad at the International Fair in Paris, the capital 
of France in 1937. Lacquerer Đinh Văn Thành had been at that famous event and represented on site 
his talents in making lacquer paintings to the visitors. Afterwards, he introduced the techniques of 
lacquering to his home village. Hạ Thái traditional lacquer paintings have come into being since then 
and constantly developed to this day.

“A DEMANDING AND COMPLEX JOB” 

"Lacquer wares production is a very demanding and complex 
job with many processing steps, each of which requires from 
the practitioners their patient and meticulosity, as well as their 
loving care given to the artifacts, otherwise the products may 
not be completed perfectly or maybe even become soulless 
things. Even the raw materials for the production of lacquer 
wares are truly complicated too”, said Mr. Nguyễn Đình Diên 
(b. 1952), lacquer artisan in Hạ Thái.

Key materials for lacquering include mainly resin of lacquer 
trees (rhus succedanea), which grow in abundance in the 
hilly terrains of Phú Thọ province in northern Viet Nam, 
known as “sơn ta” (Vietnamese lacquer). The extraction of 
resin from lacquer trees must be done very early, within two 
o'clock in the morning until just before the sunrise, because 
the trees will not produce resin any more under sunlight. The 
extracted resin will be then contained in wooden barrels to 
avoid changes of colors resulted from oxygenation if using 
metal containers, particularly the iron ones. The resin will be 
left for about two or three months to settle down and split 
off into three layers of lacquer. The top layer having light 
yellow is the best lacquer and the artisans usually identify it 
the 90 degree lacquer. The second to top layer in light grey 
is of 60 degrees to 70 degrees. The bottom layer is the worst 
quality because it contains many impurities.

The resin of lacquer trees has its own natural color. “As a 
unique colour substance, it can create itself a sense of 
the depth for the lacquer paintings"40. However, to make 
lacquer paintings, the painters need more colors, thus they 
have to create themselves more tinted lacquers. Previously, 40  Interview with Mr. Vũ Huy Mến.

HẠ THÁI LACQUER WARES
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Artisan Vũ Huy Mến (middle) providing instruction to the workers in the stage of wrapping (bó) lacqure, which means to 
apply fresh lac sap mixed with sawdusts and alluvial soil on the surface of the wooden base, aiming at preventing the 
products from shrinkage and cracking, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á 

40  Interview with Mr. Vũ Huy Mến.
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the natural color of resin (brownish) could be turned into only two key colors: dark 
brown lacquer (sơn cánh gián) and deep black lacquer (sơn then).

Producing colors of lacquer is truly a complicated job. Before beginning to change 
its color, the artisans need to make a test to see whether the lacquer has met 
the required degree. Normally, the extracted resin that has been left less than 
three months does not meet the standard. Only lacquer of about 60 degrees to 
70 degrees (the second layer lac sap in light grey) is ready for the changing of 
its color. The workers may do a test by applying a little amount of lacquer on a 
wood or bamboo bar to see if the gloss and dryness are satisfied. Each person has 
experiences of him/herself on how the standard of gloss and dryness should be. 
Only standard lacquer is applied to change color. To produce black lacquer, the 
resin of lacquer trees is put into an iron pan or a terra-cotta pot and then stirred 
with an iron rod. When stirring, the iron rod will rub on the bottom and the inner 
parts of the container. The iron fragments being crushed from the rod will mingle 
with the resin. Consequently, the lacquer’s color gradually turns into black. The 
longer it is stirred, the blacker the lacquer is. After reaching a satisfactory black, 
the lacquer is poured into a painted basket to continue stirring by a wooden rod 
until thoroughly mixed. The wooden rod is applied to avoid any further change of 

HẠ THÁI LACQUER WARES

Artisan Vũ Huy is 
grinding lacqure 
paintings. When 

getting the desired 
colours, he will use 
fine grindstones to 

increase its surface’s 
smoothness and 
glossiness, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á 
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color. When applying some of the mix on the testing bar, the lacquer runs evenly, 
with none of a single remained fibre. The lacquer is then considered to be good. 
To that point, 20 to 25 percentage of cooked pine resin (having been cooked with 
kerosene) to enhance its glossiness. 

The process of making dark brown lacquer (sơn cánh gián) is similar to those of 
making black lacquer (sơn then), but the tools applied for dark brown lacquer are 
non-metal objects, such as: using wooden pots, wooden baskets and rods, instead 
of the metal ones. 

Beside lacquer, to have a complete lacquer product must usually undergo a 
process of eight stages applying with a range of different types of materials. The 
eight technical stage process includes:

1. Tạo cốt (Production of the base):

The base for making a lacquer product may be made either of a single 
solid wood panel, or bamboo or rattan frame known as “cốt nan” (bamboo/
rattan base), or of papier marché (giấy bồi), or of a material similar to papier 
marché, but made from cloth (vải bồi), and even of ceramic. Previously, 
to prepare raw materials for wood panel bases, the wood panels must be 
soaked in water for three years before use. After being soaked, they would 
be taken up and left to be dry naturally for half a month, then processed 
into wooden boards or other forms of products, which would be coated 
and filled in with a mix of fresh lacquer (sơn ta) and sawdust after that, to 
glue all the holes and slots, if any, by using a brush. Finally, the surface 
of the objects would be carefully smoothed with sand-papers. Wooden-
base lacquered products are mostly used for lacquered name boards 
(hoành phi) and panels used for the display of texts in archaic script 
(parallel sentences: câu đối) and palanquins (kiệu), etc. According to 
artisan Vu Huy Mến, gỗ dán, the panels composed of multiple layers 
of wood bonded together are currently applied in big quantity 
because, natural wood panels can last long, but are very easily 
bent and curved, especially in a changing weather. Also, there are 
currently no more conditions for soaking wood panels for so long 
a time as two or three years before the usage. Furthermore, gỗ 
dán can be applied for the type of very huge paintings while the 
natural wood panels can rarely be.

The type of ceramic bases used for the production of lacquer 
wares are made from a mix of two key materials, including plaster 
or gypsum and kaolin, which will be heated up to 700 degrees 
Celsius, without glaze.
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2.  Thảo sơn (Mounting panels with lacquer):

This step of waterproofing and anti-cracking is extremely important to the lacquer 
wares industry. The mix of sawdust and fresh lac sap of 65 degrees is covered 
on the surface of the wood panels to glue and consolidate the bases. This also 
creates the roughness for the panels’ surfaces so that the next coats of lacquer 
can be easier to cling on. After applying that layer of the mix, the panels will be 
sprinkled evenly all over their surfaces with sawdust and then being dried (ủ khô) 
by wrapping with damp clothes and putting in dark and wet places, as the lacquer 
usually becomes dry quicker in a high humid condition. This is why the lacquer 
bases or rough products will normally be put out-door when it is humid, but in a 
dry weather, they must be wrapped and put in moist places for about one or two 
days, until the paint is completely dry and no more sticky. The panels or rough 
products then reach the required standard.

3.  Đánh vải (wrapping with cloth)

When the paint is already "dry", the panels or rough products will be repainted 
with other layer of 55-60 degree lacquer (the worst one) and then wrapped with 
diềm bâu cloth (the coarse woven cloth). The next step is to apply all over the 
cloth with another layer of fresh lacquer to attach it to the painted wood panels 
or frames (the bases) by using a thép (a brush made of human hair). Then, the 
sawdust will be scattered another time and pressed down, formerly by a trowel 
or a rib of buffalo, but nowadays by using a bunch of leaves so that the sawdust 
comes into the tiny holes of the fabric, making the bases smoother. After that, the 
rough products must be wrapped again for one to two days.

4.  Bó (wrapping)

This step of the process is to mix 
fresh lac sap with sawdusts 
and alluvial soil and then 
spread evenly over the wood 
panel’s surfaces. This layer 
of mixture must be painted 
as thin as possible and left 
until almost dry to the 
touch. It is then ready 
to apply other layers of 
the mix. "As the special 

HẠ THÁI LACQUER WARES
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characteristic of lime, it will be neither beautiful, nor durable if being 
painted thick. So, it is better to apply with various thin coats, layer 
by layer."41 This stage is to make sure the products are firm, not 
shrink and the surfaces will not be cracking.

5.  Hom (framing)

Apply an amount of alluvial soil mixed with 65 degree fresh lacquer 
on the wood panels or rough products, leave them to be dry and then 
start grinding. It is in this framing stage that the products can be left 
dry naturally, no need to wrap and hold in humid conditions, because 
sơn ta (fresh lacquer) can dissolve in water, and so does the alluvial soil.

6.  Lót (lining)

After the framing stage (hom), the lacquer may be sunken, leading to the 
appearance of many tiny holes in the form of footprints of the crabs in some parts 
of the base. This stage is known as lót (lining), meaning to apply to the base with a 
thin layer of the mix of fresh lacquer and alluvial soil. After the completion of the 
lining, it is necessary to wrap and leave the base dry in a wet environment to be 
ready for smoothing.

7.  Thí (coating)

A technical term for the stage of painting on a layer of sơn chín (stired lacquer) as a 
coating by using a “thép tóc” (a brush made of human hair). Only human hair brush 
can be applied for this stage because the coating created by using those made of 
other materials may be rough, not so smooth. After having been wrapped in wet 
cloth for drying, the painting of a second coat will be performed to make the products 
smoother. This coating should not be thick; the way of painting should be steady with 
the brush sweeping smoothly. When this step is finished, the lacquer panels are left 
to be dry and then polished. At that point, the bases (cốt) have been fully processed.

The technique of spray paint is currently applied instead of using human brush.

The seven-step process mentioned above is known as tạo cốt (base-making) for the 
production of lacquer wares.

41 Interview with Mr. Vũ Huy Mến.
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8. Drawing and completion of lacquer products

For lacquer paintings, there are three ways of painting:

Vẽ chìm (Under-lacquer painting):
This is the way of painting on multiple layers of colours under layers of lacquer 
and then smoothing down gradually with sand-papers in water to make appear 
little by little the subtly coloured strokes of tinted lacquer. This is the traditional 
way of creating lacquer paintings.

Vẽ mỏng or vẽ toát (thin painting): 
This new way of lacquer painting is 
recently applied. By this way, only 
a few thin coatings are applied. 
Thus, the paint dries faster, and 
the colours are brighter but give 
little effect in term of special 
depth for the painting.  

Đồ nét (Drawing):
This style is often applied to the 
artifacts for worshiping, such 
as: lacquered name boards 
and panels used for the display 
of texts in archaic script and 
parallel sentences (câu đối), and 
designs of the seals as well. The 
drawing technique is to paint 
fresh lacquer on the drawings 
with a small pointed brush and 
then sprinkle with metal powder 
(usually of gold or silver). For 
the application of gold powder, 
the natural colour of lacquer is 
used, but for silver, a thin layer 
of brown lacquer will be painted 
on top of the drawings to create 
a yellowish tint beneath the white 
colour of the silver.

Drawing  
Lotus flowers.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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One principle of lacquer painting is to 
start in reverse order. That means to 
paint the front/nearer images first and 
the rear/distant ones afterward. To 
create a lacquer painting, the painter 
makes a sketch of scene on paper or 
draws directly on the lacquer board/
product with a pencil or a piece of 
chalk. After the sketch is finished, the 
artist continues to paint the key lines 
and then various layers of colors - 
layer after layer. For example, to make 
a lotus leaf, the artist would draw the 
outline and the vein of the leaf first. 
And, to create a dark green lotus leaf, 
the first coat to be painted must be 
the green, then comes the application 
of other colours, one after another 
and as many as the artist's intents. 
When the required colours have been 
already painted on, it is the time for 
smoothing down the painting with 
a grinding stone or emery papers, in 
water. The upper coloured layers of 
lacquer will be thinned gradually. The 
steps of painting and then grinding 
down the colours must be done again and again until the desired colours are 
attained. At that point, the work of grinding should be stopped immediately to 
avoid abrasion of needed colours and apply a final time of gridding to increase the 
smoothness and the gloss of the surface of the product.

After Ms. Vũ Thị Thu Hà (b.1970), a senior lacquer painter in Hạ Thái village, "the 
production of lacquer paintings depends much on the weather. The tints of the same 
coloured lacquer differ very much when being applied at different time in a day. In 
general, in the cool weather in the morning, the lacquer may dry faster, so the color 
is brighter. While, in the lower moisture degree in the afternoon, the drying time of 
the lacquer is longer, its color is thus darker. It is due to the subtle colours of the 
tinted lacquer, the artist’s special smoothing techniques and skills, as well as the big 
different impacts of the weather, each of the lacquer products or paintings created 
by Hạ Thái artisan is a valuable unique artwork".

Ms. Vũ Thị Hà, 
daughter of 
artisan Vũ Huy 
Mến, is welknown 
for her lacqure 
paintings about  
Hà Nội, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á 
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THE ARTISANS AND CHANGES IN THE LACQUER INDUSTRY

Mr. Vũ Huy Mến, a native of Giảng Võ village, Đống Đa district, Hà Nội, had undergone 
an eight-year lacquering study course at the Fine Arts School in Hà Tây province 
(having been incorporated into Hà Nội of today). He got married to Ms. Đỗ Thị Sáu, a 
daughter from Hạ Thái village. The Hà Tây Fine Arts School at that time was a vocational 
training school and also a workshop, so they both practiced their apprentices while 
having been engaged in the production of lacquer wares. In 1975, the couple moved 
to Bình Minh Cooperative, specializing in lacquer ware production in Hạ Thái village. 
During the early years of the 1990s, lacquer market was in difficulties; lacquer wares 
could not be sold. The Bình Minh cooperative disbanded. With a thought that the 
craft of lacquering is really unique; it must be preserved and continue to develop, 
the couple had tried their best to find out a way for the existence of the calling. 
They started with an addition of new type of materials to partly replace Vietnamese 
lacquer. "Although the Vietnamese lacquer has so many wonderful features that no other 
materials can replace it, but it take a pretty long  time, one to two days for a layer of 
lacquer to get dry and we are thus not certain to guarantee the production progress. 
Meanwhile, three, or even four layers of Japanese lacquer - sơn điều (the red lacquer) can 
be dried in a day. However, the latter one is very expensive. Therefore, I decided just to try 
the “red lacquer” myself", said Mr. Mến.

HẠ THÁI LACQUER WARES

Many households 
in Hạ Thái have 

established trade 
companies, opened 

show-rooms for their 
lacquer products 

right in their home 
village, 2016.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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The red lacquer is often used in furniture production. It is applied on the surface (in 
the way of using varnish) to improve the gloss and smooth of the wooden products. 
When applying the new lacquer, it is rather difficult to adapt, due to its characteristic of 
hardness. After painting, there is usually extra lacquer left-over and bubbles will develop 
on the surface. Mr. Mến and the producer have adjusted the ratio of the lacquer to 
better match the paintings. Currently, the red lacquer is the most prevalently applied. 
"Only knowledgeable people of lacquer can identify Vietnamese lacquer from the new one. 
Consumers mainly pay attention to the aesthetic aspects of the artifacts rather than their 
materials. In general, the craftsmen always want to save their money and time by applying 
a fast manufacturing process. A picture made of Vietnamese lacquer becomes brighter and 
more beautiful together with length of time. The colours give a sense of ancient, luxurious 
and warm beauty. The today consumers' taste is apt to bright colors while traditional 
lacquering can not meet that taste", said, Mrs. Đỗ Thị Sáu.

The family of artisan Vũ Văn Mến was one of the first families in Hạ Thái to use machines 
in their production process to save time, increasing labor productivity, such as paint 
sprayers (at the base-making stage); or grinding and polishing machines. Mr. Mến had 
three daughters, one son and a daughter in law to follow his job. Lacquering is the 
main occupation of the whole family. In 2015, he was awarded the title Hanoi Artist. 
His daughter, Vu Thi Thu Hà is an excellent painter, having received the Young Creative 
Award in 2010.

Hạ Thái lacquer village is curently changing a lot. Many big manufacturing facilities 
have developed. A number of stages in production process have been specialized, 
for instance, some families specialize in making lacquer basses to sell to others for 
grinding and completing products, etc. Products of lacquer now are so rich and diverse. 
Besides the traditional lacquer wares like lacquer paintings, lacquer boards or parallel 
sentences, Hạ Thái artisans also create other attractive products to meet the needs of 
domestic and foreign tourists such as: bowls, plates, flower pots, trays, etc. Particularly, 
Hạ Thái lacquered pottery is currently a popular item in many countries around the 
world including England, France, Russia, USA, Spain, Australia, Italy, Japan, Korea, etc.

With their great diligence, hard work and creativity, the children of Hạ Thái village,  
Duyên Thái commune have promoted their traditional jobs to a new development 
level. At present, they can be able to live on their traditional craft and are proud of 
the products they made that are not only refined, sophisticated but also splendid and 
ardent in every colour stroke and tinted lacquers, reflecting distinctive characteristics 
of rural Viet Nam.
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The ancient village of Đường Lâm in Sơn Tây Ward, Hà Nội is well known for its 
expertise in the making of many of northern Viet Nam's most cherished traditional 
foodstuffs, including a delicious form of local peanut brittle; also bean sweet and 
a sweet known as kẹo dồi. The best of all its specialities is tương (soybean sauce). 
The tương-making culture in this first of the country's ancient national heritage/relic 
villages has changed greatly over time. But even in today's conditions of modernity it 
still retains many traditional features, ranging from the choice of ingredients to the 
actual production process. 

Tương is a kind of fermented bean paste used as a dipping sauce and cooking 
ingredient; it is very popular in Vietnamese cuisine. Each province has its own 
special production techniques, though all have some features in common. Firstly, 
soybeans must be roasted, then ground or crushed into tiny granules: the size differs 
from province to province. Then they are steeped in salted water. Next, rice must 
be cooked, then fermented until it produces a distinctive yellow fungus. When the 
fungus has developed and smells pleasantly sweet, it will be steeped together with 
the soy in a tightly sealed light-proof jar. Finally, the jar is set out in the sun for a few 
days for the tương to achieve full fermentation.

Tương Making Knowledge 
and Experience 

in Đường Lâm Village

“Stirring tương” must be done in the early mornings  
of twelve days running.

© Nguyễn Á

TƯƠNG MAKING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM VILLAGE
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In 2005, Đường Lâm was declared a national heritage 
relic site, the first Vietnamese village to be recognized 
in this way. The community has always been home to a 
vibrant tương culture. From generation to generation, 
most Đường Lâm families have passed on the skill of 
tương making, each producing at least a few jars for 
their use during the year. In addition to its use as a 
dipping sauce, tương is a flavouring item added to 
many everyday dishes including vegetables, tofu, meat 
and fish. Furthermore, because tương is known to be 
very safe and wholesome, it is often cooked with eggs, 
herbs, wormwood and other ingredients and given as a 
restorative to women after childbirth. It is also healthful 
for newborns and is efficacious in preventing diarrhea 
and other stomach complaints.42

TƯƠNG MAKING IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM ANCIENT VILLAGE

In Đường Lâm, the main ingredients of tương are 
glutinous rice and soybeans. There are special local 
secrets, from choosing the right ingredients to the 
production process. These have been retained and 
passed on as important traditions of the Đường Lâm 
villagers. Soybeans are usually bought while in season 
(the eleventh month in the lunar calendar). Experts 
will choose beans from the finest variety, which has 
purple flowers. They will ensure that none are moldy, 
and that the beans are of uniform size. After drying in 
the sun, the beans are stored in ceramic jars. When 
it is time for the tương-making season, the beans are 
screened again to remove dirt and imperfect beans. 
The chosen beans are then spread out in flat baskets to 
air thoroughly. They must not become too dry, or they 
will char when roasted. In the past, the beans were 
roasted on an open fire, but in recent years villagers 
have been using electric cookers instead. Once heated 
to a fine golden yellow colour and then cooled, the 
soybeans are ground.

42 Interview with Mr. Hà Hữu Thể (b.1953), Mông Phụ village, Đường Lâm commune.

TƯƠNG MAKING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM VILLAGE
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Mr. Thể’s family own a priceless tradition of making tương (soybean sauce)  
and they can preserve their valuable ancient house as well, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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The glutinous rice must not be stripped down to its white inner core; the husks must 
be retained, to preserve their nutrients. The cleaned grains are soaked for around two 
hours, then rinsed and steamed until sticky. Glutinous rice can only produce the good 
fungus required for tương if it is steamed properly. If it is too sticky, the fungus will 
not develop. After being steamed, the rice is set out in flat baskets to dry in the sun. 
After about an hour, it can be sealed to produce the fungus. This too is matured on a 
flat basket. The site for fungus production should be cool and well shaded. The best 
temperature for the maturing process is 30C degrees. To keep both the temperature 
and humidity constant, the rice is covered with a thin layer of sacking. After three days, 
the fungus is given a thorough stir, then left for further fermentation. The process 
normally takes five to six days, sometimes seven. 

Mr. Hà Hữu Thể, (b.1953) from Mông Phụ village, Đường Lâm commune, said: ”The 
maturation process also depends on the weather. Hot, humid weather is ideal for fermentation, 
but the producers have to pay really close attention to it. Very hot and humid conditions will 
speed up fermentation, but unless it is closely watched, the fungus can easily spoil. If it is 
too moist, the fermenting rice will become soggy and break up before it can mature. But if it 
is too dry, the rice won’t be moist enough to ferment and will have to be dried out. Growing 
fungus is like having a newborn baby, because you have to watch it all the time. It takes much 
experience and patience. Fungus with the colour of the telosma creeper plant is the best 
fungus. When dried under the sun, it turns a reddish yellow colour, like the colour of 
ginger sticky-rice cakes. This is known as the ‘delicious’ fungus.” Then people mix and 
incubate the fungus with salted water in a big jar overnight, and stir it to soften and 
make it absorb the salt evenly.

Soybeans are steeped separately to make soybean water. Knowing how to steep the 
soybeans is also very important. According to Mrs. Hà Thị Phi (b.1935), the water for 
steeping soybeans must come from a well because the chlorine and other chemicals in 
tap water will ruin the tương. But not every well is usable. Mr. Phan Thanh Xuyên (b.1950) 
added that water used for soybean steeping must be from a well that can be used to 
make good tea. Water in Đường Lâm wells is cool and clean enough to make tương. Well 
water doesn’t need boiling before being poured into a big jar to steep soybeans. 

The jar must be put in the sunniest place available. Only on hot days can soybean 
water be made. The jar will absorb the sun’s heat to ferment the mixture. On hot 
afternoons, the water will bubble up until the soybeans are neutralised. Then the 
bubbling recedes, creating scum the colour of crabs' eggs. Mr. Nguyễn Hữu Thể said: 

Chum (big jar) for holding “tương” must be ceramic ones that had been 
burnt in very high temperature. Jars of this type often absorb sunlight 
when leaving outdoors and this make the tương more delicious.

© Nguyễn Á
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“Experienced tương makers are able to tell if the water is ready or not just by listening 
to the sound it makes when they knock on the jar. They can also tell by using a finger 
to stir it lightly and taste the mix. If it feels grainy on the throat with a light smell, it 
is ready.” At first the soybean water will have red scum. Later it turns black, and 
eventually when the water in the jar turns clear, it is time for tương mixing.

Villagers mix the tương when the soybean water is clear and the fungus is soft. 
This must be done early in the morning, around 4 a.m. The fungus will be pounded 
first, then mixed with soybean water by hand. The fungus and soybean water are 
then blended, and ladled into a basket. After mixing the fungus with the soybean 
water, the makers use a “đấu” measuring unit to calculate the proportions. To 
every five “đấu” of tương mixture, one “đấu” of grain salt will be added. After 
being mixed, the tương has to be beaten steadily in the morning. This step is also 
very important. Villagers use a piece of wood about the length of their arm. The 
tương has to be beaten from a standing position, and the stick must not touch the 
bottom of the jar. It also has to be beaten at intervals of twelve days to one month 
to remove the fungus smell. In Đường Lâm, the most critical rule is not to let the 
tương come into contact with water. During fermentation, even a few raindrops 
can spoil the whole jar of tương.

The jar is also an important element. It has to be an old ceramic vessel, fired 
for longer than normal when it was made. And old jar will absorb the sun’s heat 

better and retain it longer. “Young” jars are less heat-absorbent and lose 
heat more readily, which increases the risk of ruining the tương. The jar 

must be tightly sealed and set out in the sunniest place available." 
Đường Lâm people usually put their tương jars on the ground just 

outside their front doors, for maximum exposure to the sun's 
heat. The ripening time of each batch varies depending on the 
jar’s thickness and absorbent qualities. Thicker jars take longer 
to heat up, so must be put in sunnier places. The placing of the 
jars is also not left to chance. Producers must understand the 

properties of each jar to arrange them for best results. The more 
heat they absorb, the faster the fermentation. Tương in thick jars 

placed in less sunny places can take up to two months to mature.

After all the tương has been consumed, the jar must be cleaned 
thoroughly. It has to be soaked with clean water, and the water 

must be changed every ten days, continuously for a month. During 
soaking, the jar must be wiped constantly to remove black stains on 

the surface. If any stains remain, the next batch will be disfigured with 
black spots and will spoil easily. When the soaking is finshed, the jar is left 

upside down to drain.

TƯƠNG MAKING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM VILLAGE
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TƯƠNG MAKING STORIES IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM

Mr. Hà Hữu Thể's account

Mr. Hà Hữu Thể was born in 1953 in Mông Phụ village, Đường Lâm commune, Sơn 
Tây town, Hà Nội. He was born into a traditional tương making family. He doesn’t 
know when his family’s tradition began, but reckons that there are at least 
four generations of tương makers in his family: his great grandparents, his 
grandparents, himself, and his children. Mr. Thể recalled: “During the war against 
the US, my parents used to sell tương in wooden barrels around the town of Sơn Tây.”

When Mr. Thể was young, he used to watched his parents make tương but did 
not pay much attention, so can not remember many of their techniques. He is a 
war veteran, and after his military service worked as a labourer, fisherman, hunter, 
lumberman, farmer, and trader. When Đường Lâm became a tourist attraction, the 
local authorities encouraged him to restore his family’s tradition. “At that time I 
remembered a few tương making techniques from my old time, then I patiently learned 
all I could again to perfect my skills”, said Mr. Thể.

Gổ Thỏa was the villager who shared the best local tương making secrets with 
Mr. Thể. This is because all her children were in state employment and she had 
no one to carry on her family's tương tradition. Gổ Thỏa was the sister of Mr. Thể’s 
grandmother. The title “gổ” is used in cases when two sisters marry two brothers 
from another family. Gổ Thỏa was born in 1910 and passed away in 2011. Mr. 
Hà Văn Thể has three children, two of whom married and moved away from the 
village. Therefore he wanted to pass the tradition on to the eldest son, because 
“he stays with me and will carry on from me in caring for our family line and providing 
respectful remembrance of our ancestors. As we have the tradition of “primogeniture”, 
our family ancestor altar will be placed in his house, the house of the eldest son.”

A good and 
delicious tương 
often has a 
brownish yellow 
colour, fine and 
glossy.

© Nguyễn Á
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Story of Mrs. Hà Thị Phi

Mrs. Hà Thị Phi’s family in Mông Phụ village, Đường Lâm 
commune, Sơn Tây, Hà Nội also has a long time tradition of 
tương making. She used to help her mother make and sell 
tương in Sơn Tây town when she was thirteen. Every day, by 
watching and learning from her mother, she absorbed the 
family's traditional tương making techniques.

Today Mrs. Hà Thị Phi is 80 age and is actively passing the 
tradition on to her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Hồng 
Thúy. Mrs. Thúy was born in Đường Lâm in 1971. She and 
her husband formerly lived and worked in the South, then 
moved back to their home-town to take care of their parents 
in their old age. She also has a small shop to help meet the 
family’s needs. She has been learning from her mother-in-
law for four years but as she said: “It looks so easy when my 

TƯƠNG MAKING KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM VILLAGE

The home of Mr. Hà Hữu Thể, Mông Phụ 
village, is one of the few households  

who still retain the traditional  
“tương” (soybean sauce) making, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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mother does it but it is actually extremely difficult to do on my own. I can only help 
her with steps like steaming the rice, roasting, pounding and soaking the soybeans, 
mixing the tương, and so on.”

However, every step of tương making in her family is supervised by her mother-in-
law. Mrs. Thúy admitted that she couldn’t do it alone yet because she hadn’t been 
able to acquire all the finer points of her family’s tương making skills, including the 
tricks of choosing the right ingredients and all the other elements. "I can help her 
steam and dry the rice to make fungus but I haven’t been able to make a good batch of 
fungus myself. From her experience, my mother-in-law knows which temperature and 
what kind of weather is the best for the fungus to grow, what the best colour is, the best 
time to mix tương, how the best soybean water looks, how to create the best taste of 
tương: if it is too mild it will spoil quickly, if too salty it will not be edible, and so on. She 
is still instructing and teaching me all she knows”, said Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Hồng Thúy.

CHANGES AND CHALLENGES IN TƯƠNG MAKING CULTURE IN ĐƯỜNG LÂM

Tương making has helped to increase the income of the villagers. Nowadays 
the tương making culture here still keeps its traditional ways of choosing the 
ingredients and making the tương. However, modern ways of life have brought 
some changes to the process. Because tương is produced in large quantities in 
Đường Lâm, the villagers no longer roast soybeans on open fires or pound them 
by hand in mortars. Using electrical equipment allows them to produce more in 
shorter a time and with less effort.

The tương market has undergone many changes as well. In the past, Đường Lâm 
people only sold their produce to other villagers, or in the nearby town of Sơn Tây, 
where most tương sellers marketed as much as two containers of the product a 
day by hawking it in the streets. Nowadays their customers are no longer just 
local people; tourists are their most important customers, and tương is also sold in 
supermarkets to anyone who wants it.
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Traditional Medicine-Making 
Knowledge of the Yao People 

in Ba Vì

Vietnamese traditional medicine (thuốc nam) of the Yao people in Ba Vì commune, 
Ba Vì disrict, Hà Nội has helped them treat diseases and maintain their bloodlines 
during a long period of history when contemporary medicine hasn’t existed. Nowadays, 
even though the health care system has developed and widely spreaded, Vietnamese 
traditional medicine of the Yao in Ba Vì is still a trusted source of medicines for the 
community to protect their health, and bring about their main income as well.

THE YAO PEOPLE IN BA VÌ

Ba Vì commune, Ba Vì district, 60 km to the west of Hà Nội is one of the districts in the 
buffer zone of Ba Vì National Park. About 98% of its population is the Yao who make 
their living mostly by farming and making Vietnamese traditional medicine. Among 
a number of branches of the Yao people in Viet Nam, the Yao in Ba Vì are named 
Quần chẹt Yao (wearing tight-leg trousers). When they first moved to Ba Vì, they lived 
high up the mountains, at the hight of about 400 meters to 800 meters above sea 
level. Living in that height, they had to protect themselves from natural disasters and 
diseases, so they developed their own applicable knowledge about medications to 
treat diseases and keep them healthy. Some of the Yao’s popular daily medicines are: 
postpartum care for women, herbal bath for babies, medicine for treatment of liver, 
blood, bone, kidney, rheumatism and skin disorders, etc.  

 “We learn how to identify and collect medicinal plants since very young age. By going many times 
to the forest, we learn and know where each species of medicinal plants grow to find and collect”, 

said Mrs. Triệu Thị Bình, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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By 1950s and 1960s, as a part of a program to preserve Ba 
Vì National Park and its buffer zone, the Yao people were 
encouraged to come down from the high mountains to 
settle cultivation and residence, their lives then changed and 
mainly relied on farming. However, the rice fields provided 
for their cultivation were very few in number, while their 
population kept increasing. Consequently, their lives became 
even harder. In 1960s they started making money from their 
knowledge of treating diseases by traditional medicines and 
by selling their medicines all around northern provinces. 

VIETNAMESE TRADITIONAL MEDICINE  
OF THE YAO PEOPLE IN BA VÌ

The application of Vietnamese traditional medicine as 
remedies to treat diseases has been closely attached to the 
Yao people’s life in the high mountain since long time ago. 
Many Yao families know various kinds of medicinal plants 
to treat rheumatoid arthritis, rheumatic diseases, and to 
help women in postpartum period recover faster. When 
they came down from the mountains, because of the lack of 
land for farming and breeding while having no side jobs, the 
Yao people had a very hard time. In addition, at that time, 
medicines were really rare and the health system was still 
underdeveloped. Therefore, the Yao people in Ba Vì started 
developing their knowledge and experiences of making 
herbal medicines. Gradually, the production of traditional 
medicines and treatment of diseases based on their age-
old inherited intangible cultural heritage knowledge has 
become the main income of the Yao people here. 

The Yao people in Ba Vì learn how to identify and collect 
medicinal plants from their young age. In their trips to the 
fields for farming or to the forest for seeking medicinal plants, 
their parents will show and instruct them about each kind of 
plants and their effects. Gradually, they can identify medicinal 
plants. About her training, Mrs. Dương Thị Hiến (age 51), an 
experienced traditional medicine maker in Yên Sơn village, Ba 
Vì commune said: “Our family has been doing this for four, five 
generations up to now. I learned how to make medicine from 
my parents. When I was ten years old, we went to the fields, my 
mother showed me the plants that could be used as medicines. At 
first I could only identify the popular kinds. But when my family 

“Mía giò”, a species of herbal plants applied 
to detoxify and cool the liver.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm

“Lá gan” (liver-leaf) plant is applied to cool 
down liver heat.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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members got sick, I had to go to collect the plants more often and it 
became my main duty instead of farming.” And when her mother 
gave birth to her youngest sister, she accompanied her elder 
sister to the woods to collect plants to make mother’s herbal 
bath. She was instructed to take sùi liềm, đìa sản and thạch xương 
bồ to boil to make bath water. From those times of collecting 
herbs for her mother, Mrs. Hiến could learn about a lot more 
kinds. Her experience developed gradually, from only collecting 
medicinal plants for the family use to starting using them as 
remedies to treat other patients on demand. 

The herbal bath for women after giving birth normally includes:

▪  Đìa sản: dissolve blood clots and push the toxins out.
▪  Lồ lào vâm: soothe pains
▪  Mía giò: cool down body heat
▪  Puồng toon: kill harmful bacteria, help the wound heal faster
▪  Sùi liềm: cure numbness in legs and hands
▪  Thài lài tía: cool down body heat
▪  Thạch xương bồ: improve blood circulation

Yao physicians usually give diagnosis and treatments based on their experiences 
passed on through generations. These experiences are only passed on in the family, 
especially from the mother to the daughters and daughters-lin-law. If the children 
don’t have the passion for their traditional work of making Vietnamese medicine, the 
family’s secret would easily become lost. It is one of the threats to the Yao people in 
Ba Vì’s Vietnamese traditional medicine knowledge. 

"Chỉ thiên giả" plant used for  
treatment of yellow urinous illness.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm

"Củ béo" plant used for treatment of stomach ache.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm

"Bóng nước" plant used for treatment of kidney stones 
and difficult birth.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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Owners of the traditional herbal medicines making in Ba Vì commune are the Quần chẹt Yao, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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Triệu Thị Thanh (b.1952) in Hợp Sơn village, Ba 
Vì commune still regrets not learning every 
remedy that her mother taught because she 
didn’t realize how important they would be, 
especially the cure for thyroiditis. She said, 
her mother suffered from thyroiditis and had 
to eat salt-free foods during her six months of 
treatment to heal. She thought the diet would 
help so she didn’t learn the remedy. She 
remembers, in the past a lot of Yao people had 
thyroiditis because they used to drink stream 
water and didn’t have enough iodine in their 
food, but there weren’t many people who can 
treat this kind of disease. Only her mother 
knew how to treat it, but now it is most likely to 
be lost. Now Mrs. Thanh’s family is known for 
their ability of curing popular diseases, such 
as spondylosis treatment, and best known for 
pregnancy care herbal treatment.

In the past, Vietnamese traditional medicine 
makers in Ba Vì had to sell their medicines on 
the streets, sometimes far away from home. 
Because their medicines were still unknown, 
they had to wander around from year to year, 
from place to place, with a lot of struggles and 
difficulties. Nowadays the Vietnamese traditional medicine has become much 
more popular and trusted, the Yao people can finally make their lives better by the 
precious legacy of their own people.

Mrs. Triệu Thị Lan (b.1954), said that her mother had been familiar with medicinal 
plants since she was very young. At that time, they made medicines by combining 
worts with different kinds of medicinal plants. There are nine siblings in her family 
(two brothers and seven sisters), all of her sisters are following the Vietnamese 
traditional medicine career but the brothers didn’t because they didn’t have the 
patience and precision. At the age of twelve, when she went farming with her 
mother, she gradually learned about basic medicinal plants’ effects. For example, 
the cốt khí can cure back pain, the wild papaya cures headache, lá mặt quỷ (demon-
faced leaves) cleanse liver, chà cheng cures painful and difficult urination, etc. After 
collecting and taking medicinal plants back home, she sorted and processed them 
with her mother. Over time, she mastered the kinds of medicinal plants and their 
effects. At the age of sixteen, she started going to markets with her mother to sell 
medicines. She got married at nineteen. At that time, her main job was to farm. 
Sometimes she still went to collect plants for family use or when someone asked. 

Mrs. Triệu Thị Lan 
(b.1954), Yên Sơn 
village. Her family 
has been making 
and treating with 
herbal medicines for 
4 generations up to 
now. They grow a 
variety of medicinal 
plants in their 
garden, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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When she was 29, she went back to the 
Vietnamese traditional medicine work 
as she recognized that farming was 
too hard and couldn’t provide much. At 
first, her husband disagreed because 
he thought “you have to farm to not 
starve” so she had to sell medicines only 
during the rice flowering time or after 
harvesting. Gradually, her husband 
realized that she actually earned 
more money for the family by selling 

It takes a whole 
month to cook a 
pot of unguent, 

which includes a 
dozen of different 

medications.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm

Vietnamese traditional medicine, so 
he stopped being against it and even 
supported her more.

Thanks to making and selling 
Vietnamese traditional medicines, the 
life of Mrs. Lan’s family has changed 
considerably, from not being able to 
feed themselves properly to having 
savings. She said, in 1984, there 
were days that she made enough 
from selling medicines to buy a cow. 
In 1989, she was the second person 
in her village who could afford a 
motorbike. She was able to rebuild 
the house and now her family even 
has a car. Mrs. Triệu Thị Lan cheerfully 
recalls her memory: “It’s all thanks to 
the traditional medicine work, without it 
we would have nothing.”

Currently, treating diseases by 
Vietnamese traditional medicines has 

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE MAKING KNOWLEDGE OF THE YAO PEOPLE IN BA VÌ

Mr. Lý Văn Nguyên (b.1956), Yên Sơn hamlet, learnt the calling from his parents, began his medical 
examination and treatment in 1988. He has also learnt how to feel the patients’ pulse after the 
oriental  method to diagnose diseases and make up a medicine, 2015.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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become a job. With the development 
of modern technology, notably the 
western medicines, doctors especially 
young practitioners usually combine 
the experience from Vietnamese 
traditional medicines with the 
diagnosis and testing from the modern 
hospitals, making the treatments 
more effective.

Mr. Lý Sinh Phúc, born in 1980 in a 
Vietnamese traditional medicine 
making family of Yên Sơn village, 
Ba Vì ward. Being the firstborn, he 
was taken to pick the herbs with his 
father since his very young age. After 
graduating high school, he studied 
at Tuệ Tĩnh Medical Vocational School then came home to make up traditional 
medicines. He could make up medicines at the age of eighteen. Thanks to his 
official education, he could apply the knowledge about traditional medicines 
in making thuốc nam. Firstly, he applies the theories he studied to find out 
the causes of diseases and how they developed. Secondly, he divides the 
medicines into hot and cold types to treat patients accordingly. Currently he 
is both collecting plants and making up medicines, for there are some secret 
medicine ingredients that only his family knows.

The Yao people in Ba Vì have a treasure of traditional knowledge.  The use of 
herbal plants to remedy diseases is a distinctive knowledge that has been passed 
on from parents to children, from generation to generation in their communities. 
Resulting from the application of the Yao’s traditional knowledge in treating 
diseases with herbal medicines, a series of accompanied services have been set 
up, turning them all into an official community health care service that gradually 
wide spreads out of the local villages. This work has been helping the life of the 
Yao people in Ba Vì become much better than before. Moreover, the strength of 
the Yao people’s knowledge about Vietnamese traditional medicines, an intangible 
heritage of remedies for diseases has become the motivation for the society and 
finance development of the community of the Yao people in Ba Vì.

Each desease has 
its own cure.  
The healers divide 
herbal medicine 
into bundles for 
the patients to 
cook and drink  
at their homes.

© Nguyễn Thị Thắm
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In the food-way culture of the Hanoians on the occasion of the Lunar New Year 
festival (Tết nguyên đán), death anniversaries (giỗ), or other ritual events, among the 
others, foods made from glutinous rice are indispensable on the ancestral altars of 
each family. There are sticky rice cakes (bánh chưng) and steamed sticky rice (xôi nếp) 
for the Tết; fermented sticky rice wine (rượu nếp cẩm) and cakes made of glutinous 
rice with lime water (bánh tro) for the festival celebrated at noon on the fifth day of 
the fifth lunar month (Tết Đoan Ngọ)43; boiled sticky rice cakes (bánh trôi, bánh chay)  
for the festival on the third day of the third lunar month (Tết Thanh minh or Tết Hàn 
thực)44; young glutinous rice (cốm) for the mid-Autumn festival (Tết Trung thu); etc. And 
in every festival in Hà Nội, most of the offerings to present to the deities are usually 
foods made of stiky rice, which vary from place to place.

The Use of Glutinous Rice 
in Ritual Practices and 

Customs of the Hanoians

Young glutinous rice cakes is an indispensable gift for a wedding ceremony of the Hanoians.

© Nguyễn Á

43 According to the Việt people’s thought, Đoan ngọ means the middle day of summer, called Hạ chí (the summer 
solstice), the time when worms grow and most likely destroy crops and fruit-trees. That is why on this day, in each 
household, people usually prepare rượu nếp (sticky rice wine), sticky rice cakes and various kinds of summer fruits, 
such as: peach, plum, water melon, etc., as offerings to their deities and ancestors to pray for their protection from 
the destroy of worms and to take these foods with meaning to kill the worms. This Tết is thus also refer to as Tết giết 
sâu bọ (the worm killing festival). (Translator) 

44 Tết hàn thực, meaning the Cold food festival, is celebrated mostly by Vietnamese people in the northern part of the 
country on the third day of the third lunar month. On that day, people always cook glutinous rice balls, known as 
bánh trôi (filled with a small piece of sugar cane) and bánh chay (filled with a ball of green bean powder mixed with 
sugar). The festival is also attached to the tradition of worshipping ancestors, visiting the ancestor’s tombs on the 
occasion of spring time, so it is referred to as Tết Thanh minh (spring time festival). (Translator)

THE USE OF GLUTINOUS RICE IN RITUAL PRACTICES AND CUSTOMS OF THE HANOIANS

FOLK KNOWLEDGE
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THE SQUARE STICKY RICE CAKE FROM LEGEND 
TO THE CAKE FOR TẾT OF THE HANOIANS

According to the legend of "Bánh chưng, bánh dày” (square 
sticky rice cake and round sticky rice cake) in the reign of the 6th 
Hùng King, on the occasion of ancestral death anniversary, the 
King summoned all his children and stated who could find good 
offerings to the ancestors that matched his wishes, he would 
abdicate the throne in favour to that son.  Responding to the 
King’s order, some princes went to the forests, others went to the 
sea to search for jewels and precious objects to make offerings 
to the father King. Unable to find any rare gifts to his father, Lang 
Lieu, the poorest prince used the daily produce of glutinous rice, 

Bánh chưng (Square glutinous rice cake) is made from sticky rice, green beans and pork, wrapped in "dong" leaves.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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Bánh chưng is wrapped in a square shape, reflecting a folk philosophy of "Round heaven and square earth".

© Phạm Kim Ngân

A good experience is to boil the cakes for 10 running hours to attain 
good quality. The cakes are thus truly tasty.

© Phạm Kim Ngân

green beans, pork and “dong” leaves 
(phrynium placentarium) to create two 
kinds of cakes: chưng cake in square 
shape and dày cake in round shape 
representing the earth and the heaven 
to offer to the King. The King was very 
pleased with Lang Lieu's meaningful 
gifts, so he gave the throne to him. 
Since then, chưng cake has become 
an indispensible offering in every 
ancestral worship ceremony to express 
a sense of “drinking water remember 
the source” to the ancestors.
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Bánh chưng (chưng cake) any where is made of glutinous rice, wrapped in dong 
leaves, filled with green beans and pork (shoulder cut). "All year round bánh 
chưng is less finical, but to make them for Tết, it is definitely compulsory to select 
the best glutinous rice with small sized seeds called nếp cái hoa vàng (the rice 
when flowering, the colour of pollen is yellowish); pork must be the shoulder cut; 
green bean seeds are uniform; The dong leaves, that both sides are in deep green, 
must be neither too large not too small; strings to tie the cake must be made 
from the inner parts of the rattan, without shell to have a uniform white. Green 
beans are split, pulverized, soaked in water for several hours and thoroughly 
clean.  The rice must be selected carefully by removing all black particles. Meat 
is cut into pieces of 2-knuckled size, mixed with good fishsauce and delicious 
peppercorn. The cakes must be wrapped in square form and then boil in at least 
10 hours with steady fire. After being well boiled, the cakes must be removed 
and cleaned with cold water and then compress for a few hours. One would 
select the best pairs of bánh chưng, pack each cake with one more green dong 
leaf, tie and then place them on the altar.” Mr. Phạm Thắng (b.1933) a Hanoian 
from Dịch Vọng (Cầu Giấy District), said: "The old Hanoians’ characteristics are their 
respect for formality and finicality about their food. Their square sticky rice cakes are 
thus always different from those of anywhere. Just through the form of the cakes on 
their ancestral altars at Tết (Lunar New Year festival), one can identify whether the 
household is of Hà Nội origin or not, not to mention the special flavour of the Hà Nội’s 
cakes that is never mixed with those of other places."

Bánh chưng is 
wrapped in a 

square shape, 
reflecting a folk 

philosophy of 
"Round heaven and 

square earth".

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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BOILED STICKY RICE CAKES (BÁNH TRÔI) 
AS OFFERINGS AT THE FESTIVAL OF HÁT 
MÔN TEMPLE IN PHÚC THỌ WHERE THE 
TWO TRƯNG SISTERS ARE VENERATED

Bánh trôi is a type of cake made from 
glutinous rice, filled with sugar (a sugar 
cane pressed in a form of a cake). Glutinous 
rice is put into a stone mortar to grind 
with water and then filtered. The pastry is 
shaped into small round balls, of which, 
each will be filled with a pretty piece of 
sugar cane. After having been boiled in 
water, the cakes will be taken out to soak 
into cold water for some minutes to avoid 
sticking one another. Bánh trôi is often 
made for ancestral worship on the occasion 
of the Tết hàn thực (cold food festival).

The bánh trôi as offerings for the occasion 
of the Hát Môn temple’s festival is very much 
different from those that the Hanoians 
often make to enjoy or to celebrate the Tết 
hàn thực. The Hát Môn is the temple where 
the two national heroines, Ms. Trưng Trắc 
(the elder sister) and Ms. Trưng Nhị (the 
younger) are venerated. Legend has it 
that prior to their heroic death at the Hát 
river in Hát Môn commune on the 6th day of 
the third lunar month, the Two Sisters had 
eaten two plates of bánh trôi. Therefore, 
on their death-day anniversary every year, 
the local people make bánh trôi to offer 
the two heroines.

The Bánh trôi from Hát Môn are made of 
glutinous rice, which has already been 
carefully selected; pounded by hand with 
an iron-wood pestle on a cối đá trứng (a 
local term for an egg-shaped millstone 
formed by having been used for pounding 
after a long period of time). The flour for 
making bánh trôi as offerings is the one 
resulted after the second-time pounding. 
That means the first-time pounding 
practice is to remove the coat layer of the 
sticky rice, and the obtained white inner 
part of rice is to be pounded for the second 
time to have powder for offering cakes. 
After Mr. Trần Văn Bình45, "The rice powder 
after having been sieved the second time has 
the best quality, because it is of the core part 

45 Mr. Trần Văn Bình, age 78, member of the Board for Offerings of Hát Môn temple, Hát Môn commune, Phúc Thọ, Hà Nội.

"Bánh trôi" for offering to the Two Trưng Sisters 
in the Hát Môn temple’s festivals are always made 
carefully and respectfully by the elderly villagers 
in every step, from pounding to sieving rice several 
times to remove the husks. Particularly, the 
powder for making bánh trôi as offerings must be 
the one resulted after the second-time pounding.  

© Cao Thảo Hương
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of rice (the powder resulted from the first 
sieving may contain also some husks). 
The cakes made of this rice powder are 
white and do not taste bitter. This is to 
show the villagers' heartfelt respect 
toward the Two Trưng Sisters".

To make offering cakes, people mix rice 
powder with water in a ratio of 1 bowl of 
rice starch to three cups of filtered rain 
water (the rain water is filtered through 
a piece of clean white cloth to remove 
all impurities), check the softness of 
the powder by crushing with hands 
and then put it into the mortar to press 
with a pestle until it becomes a smooth 
and plastic paste. The paste is then shaped into various small balls. In general, an 
offering cake is three times bigger than ordinary one. The cakes are put in a pan of 
boiling water. This is referred to as trùng bánh (cakes boiling). When the cakes rise to 
the surface for the first time, a ladle of cold water is added into the pan to dip them 
down. This work is repeated until the cakes float for the third time, that is the time to 
check to see whether the cakes are well boiled. This stage is called khám bánh (cakes 
examination). The cakes examination job must be practiced by an elderly villager, 
an experienced person. The boiled cakes are then dropped into cold water to be 
shrunk and they will thus not become crumple and stick together. Finally, the cakes 
are placed in bowls, 14 balls in a small bowl and 18 in a big one. A sweet liquid of 
sugar cane is added into the middle of the bowls. The liquid is prepared as follows: 
a cake of sugar cane is cut into thin slices then mixed with 2 cups of clear lime liquid 
and put all in a small pan to cook with small fire. After cooking, a teaspoonful of 
“ngũ vị hương” (five-flavoured spice) 46, the ingredients of illicium verum, cinnamon, 
amomumsx, cardamom, etc., are dried and then ground into powder). When the 
cakes are ready, they will be placed in a round lacquered wood box to process to the 
temple for presenting to the Two Sisters’ altar.

The Hát Môn people have their own regulation about eating bánh trôi. That is 
during 64 days counting from the New Year's Eve to the 6th day of the third lunar 
month, none of the villagers is allowed to eat bánh trôi until after the Temple 
having practiced annual ritual of offering the bánh trôi to the Two Sisters, the 
villagers may make bánh trôi as offerings and have the cakes then. It is explained 
that after entering the New Year, to show respect for their Deities, the eating of 
bánh trôi before the Deities have it is strictly forbidden to the villagers.

46 The five-flavours are: salty, sweet, sour, hot and bitter

According to 
custom, a plate 
of offering cakes 
always comprises 9 
bowls of "bánh trôi".

© Cao Thảo Hương
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ROUND GLUTINOUS RICE CAKES AND ROLLS:  
HOLY GIFTS OF THE ĐẮC SỞ PEOPLE AT THE GIÁ FESTIVAL IN HOÀI ĐỨC

Giá festival is a village festival of the people of Sấu Giá region, a locality locates fifteen 
km away from the central Hà Nội. The festival is organized yearly to commemorate 
the King Lý Phục Man. Five villages in total participate in the festival, each of which 
has a different kind of gifts to offer to their Deity. The Đắc Sở people bring along 
with them to the festival 6 trays of gifts including: betel leaves and arecas, round 
glutinous cakes (bánh dày), glutinous rice rolls (bánh cuốn) and wine. Bánh dày and 
bánh cuốn from Đắc Sở are all made from glutinous rice.

Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Tân (b.1939), who is very experienced in making offering cakes, 
said that the process of making the cakes consists of three steps below:

Đồ xôi (steaming rice):
It is necessary to select glutinous rice of good quality, without any ordinary rice 
so that the cakes be delicious, plastic and having nice scent. First of all, the rice is 
washed then soaked in water for about twelve hours. It is washed again, drained 
and steamed (the rice is cooked by steaming). During the stage of steaming, one 
should not open the steamer often to avoid the loss of heat. A skilled xôi maker 

will know when the sticky rice is well 
cooked to attain the plasticity. If the 
rice is well steamed, bánh dày can last 
for long, without becoming hard.

Giã bánh (Pounding cake):
Sticky rice must be pounded carefully 
when it is still hot because at that 
point it is easier to be blended into a 
smooth paste, the cake therefore will 
be flexible and not hard. The tools 
for pounding are a stone mortar 
and a wooden mallet resembling a 
hammer with two heads of cylinder-
form. The coconut leaves are woven 
into a plate of square shape to tip 
the mallet. The mallet is then applied 
with some boiled spinal cord or 
egg yolk so that the mallet is not 
stuck with rice when pounding. The 
pounding work is usually done by 
the village’s healthy young men.

The people of  
Đắc Sở always 

prepare bánh dày 
to offer to their 

village Deity on the 
occasion of annual 
festival in the third 

lunar month.

© Dương Hải Yến
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Bắt bánh (shaping cake): 
The next step to the pounding is 
to shape the paste into bánh dày 
which are round and flat. This job 
is often assigned to women. Each 
completed rice cake will be placed 
on a pad made of a slice of banana 
leaf, which has the same size with 
the cake.

Bánh cuốn (rice roll) is also a kind 
of traditional cake made from 
glutinous rice. The cake is rolled 
in a cylinder shape of about 15 
cm long. The way of processing 
is similar to that of making the 
bánh dày. After the rice have been 
well pounded, the paste is divided 
into small portions, of each a roll 
is made. All the portions of rice are placed on trays and then flatten by hand, one 
by one. Next, add in the middle of each portion of pounded rice some stuffing and 
then roll it into a cake. The difference between the bánh cuốn and the bánh dày lines 
in that the bánh cuốn is filled with stuffing, a mixture of green beans and sugar 
while bánh dày is not. The way of processing the stuffing is very simple: green beans 
without husks are roasted until they turn into yellow colour. They are then ground 
into powder. After that, the bean powder is mixed with white sugar, put the mixture 
into a pot of water at a temperature of about 70 degrees and stir it while cooking 
until the mixture reach the boiling point. The mixture is already well cooked then. 
After the local people’s experience, if the bean powder mixed with sugar is applied 
to the boiling water, the mixture may curdle and does not cooked well. Also, it is 
needed to reduce heat when pouring the bean powder into the pot, and to cook it 
regularly. After the dough having been well cooked and poured to a tray to make it 
cool, it is then divided by hands into diamond-shaped pieces to make rice rolls.

Coconut leaves are washed and made dry for use to wrap the rolls. Each of the 
rolls needs two sections of coconut leaves to cover over and to be bound at the 
middle of the roll with a bamboo string.

Presentation of the offerings
The completed offerings are placed in a wooden tray, covered with red cloth. The 
tray of cakes would be carried by four unmarried young men to the temple for the 
veneration to the village Deities.

Steamed sticky rice 
donated to Vua Bà 
(the She King) at 
the Vua Bà Temple’s 
festival in Xuân Lai 
village, Sóc Sơn,  
Hà Nội, 2014.

© Phạm Quốc Vinh
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THE TRADITION OF MAKING 
OFFERING TREACLE CAKES AND 
SWEET CAKES IN BỘ ĐẦU HAMLET, 
THỐNG NHẤT COMMUNE,  
THƯỜNG TÍN

Quán Thánh temple in Bộ Đầu is 
dedicated to the veneration of Saint 
Gióng. On the occasion of the annual 
festival on the 8th day of the first 
lunar month, the local residents offer 
vegetarian feast to their Deities with 
vegetarian pie (giò chay), glutinous 
rice cakes (bánh dày), pop rice (bỏng 
gạo), treacle cakes (bánh mật) and 
sweet cakes (bánh đường). The last two 
are the typical offerings in this locality.

The tradition of making treacle cakes and sweet cakes to offer to the deities has 
been practiced since very long time ago. According to Mr. Đào Mạnh Chất47, Bộ 
Đầu is a land of one hundred percent farming cultivation, so the people in this 
land have created many products from rice to offer to their Holy Lords. Nobody in 
the village can remember the date when this tradition came into being, but they 
know that since they were still young, they have witnessed their grandparents and 
parents together with other people in the village producing these kinds of cakes 
for their veneration to the Lords on the occasion of the festivals. 

Materials for making these kind of cakes include: glutinous rice, green beans, 
white sugar and molasses. The selected good glutinous rice is ground into powder 
and then mixed with sugar or molasses in a ratio of one kilogram of rice powder 
mixed with one kilogram of sugar or one kilogram of molasses. To make bánh 
đường, after the rice powder and white sugar are well mixed, some water is added 
in. To make bánh mật, the molasses is cut into thin, small pieces and then mixed 
with glutinous rice powder and water. The amount of water to apply in should be 
neither too much, nor too little because with too much water, the cakes will be 
wet and broken while boiling. The stuffing of the cakes is made of steamed green 
beans mixed with white sugar.

Cakes are wrapped with banana leaves (the species of little sap) in a cube shape, 
with four sides slightly slanting. The bánh mật and bánh đường must be boiled 
separately to retain the color of each type. The first type is reddish brown and the 

47 Mr. Đào Mạnh Chất, Bộ Đầu village, Thống Nhất commune, Thường Tín district, Hà Nội

THE USE OF GLUTINOUS RICE IN RITUAL PRACTICES AND CUSTOMS OF THE HANOIANS

The people of  
Bộ Đầu hamlet 

 have a tradition 
of making sweet 

cakes to present to 
the village’s Holy 

Lords, 2014.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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other is white. The cakes must be boiled with water for about four hours on regular 
fire. To know whether the cakes have been cooked well or not, the villagers make 
a test by unwrapping a cake, using a thin rattan string to cut the cake into two. If 
the rice paste is already transparent, that means the cake is already cooked well. 
Since the cakes are intended to offer to the Lords, so, one may only observe to 
know whether the cakes are ready or not. Having a taste is absolutely forbidden.

Right after the cooked cakes are taken out of the boiling pot, they are soaked 
into cold water to be shrunk and are repaired to look fine in the cube shapes. The 
cakes can be open only when they are totally cool. They should be also repaired 
again while removing their wrapping leaves. Only one piece of the inner layer leaf 
underneath the cake will be cut in the shape of the cake’s bottom and retained as 
a holder so that the cakes won’t stick one another when placing together.

The Bộ Đầu people use a type of bowls with large mouths, slander bodies and 
small bottoms to hold their cakes. Each bowl holds five cakes, out of which, four 
are placed surrounding the upper part of the bowl. In the middle of the bowl, 
there is a base made of banana leaf to place the fifth cake on.  

The tradition of making offering cakes in Bộ Đầu features a long-standing cultural 
practice, as well as a beauty of culinary culture of a suburban area of Hà Nội.

47 Mr. Đào Mạnh Chất, Bộ Đầu village, Thống Nhất commune, Thường Tín district, Hà Nội

Treacle cakes and 
sweet cakes are 
indispensible to 
the festival of Quán 
Thánh temple, 2014.

© Phạm Kim Ngân
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THE YOUNG RICE OF VÒNG VILLAGE (CỐM VÒNG), 
A SPECIAL FEATURE OF FOOD WAY OF THE HANOIANS 

Vòng (round, circle) is the name of an ancient village located about eight kilometers 
away from Hà Nội. Young rice product of the Vòng village (cốm Vòng) has become a very 
famous kind of gifts of the Hà Nội people since long time ago. It is said that the processing 
of cốm Vòng dates back from the Lý dynasty. Mr. Nguyễn Mạnh Dần (b.1948), a native 
of Vòng village, tells an oral story about the origins of the tradition of the cốm making: 
"In Autumn one year, when the paddy began to bend, it rained so heavily that the dykes 
were broken. As the result, the highest rice fields were also flooded. The Vòng people had to 
collect the young rice to dry, roast and reserve as food to eat gradually. Unpredictably, the 
unexpected product of young rice had its own wonderful flavor. Consequently, the villagers 
have usually processed it to eat in the Fall yearly. In the old days, there was a tradition of 
offering the King every precious and rare thing. Therefore, under the Lý dynasty, after the 
village had completed the first batch of the cốm, the elderly villagers would bring it to the 
communal house (đình) for presenting to the King. After the King having tasted the cốm 
made by the Vòng village and found it specially delicious, he issued an ordinance for the 
Vòng villagers to produce this typical type of cốm to present to the King on occasion of every 
Mid-Autumn festival. Thus, the calling of processing young rice of the Vòng village (cốm 
Vòng) dates back since then."
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The making of a delicious type of cốm is also very demanding and complex. Mr. Đỗ 
Văn Khiết (b.1949), an experienced cốm maker explains: "The rice for making cốm 
must be the best glutinous paddy with small sized seeds, called nếp cái hoa vàng (the 
glutinous paddy that when flowering, the colour of pollen is yellowish). After harvesting, 
the fine ripe rice seeds are reserved for the production of next season. Fields for the 
growing of rice must be in the higher part of the original land of the Vòng village. The 
cốm Vòng has a very delicious taste and a typical sweet scent. Currently, the village 
has been being urbanized fast, leading to the loss of fields for paddy cultivation. Rice 
purchased from other places is also glutinous, but there is no good scent as the rice of 
the Vòng village has had in the previous time ".

To have material for the making of cốm, it takes about three months, dating 
from the transplanting to the harvest (from the 6th to the 9th month of the lunar 
calendar). When the tops of the paddy start bending, also referred to as uốn câu 
(bending in the form of a fishing-rod), the husks of the rice seeds are still green, 
and when testing the seeds, if the rice milk are already solid, that is the right 
time for reaping. The seeds are then plucked off by hands, but not threshed by 
machine, because young rice is easily broken. Next, the paddy is washed in water 
to remove the flat seeds. Right after washing, it must always be roasted when it 
is still wet, otherwise, the rice will not be made into cốm. The pots to be used for 
roasting rice are usually earthenware. Roasting is the most important step in the 
process. It decides the quality of the cốm. It is required to do roasting regularly 
and the fire must be steady, neither too big, nor too small.  The producers depend 
on the weather to consider whether the rice has already been well roasted or not. 

Cốm (young sticky rice) is made from young paddy when it is still containing fresh rice milk.

© Dương Hải Yến
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They use a wooden piece of two-finger size to press the roasted paddy to remove 
the husks. When pressing in a dry weather, if the husks are still partly stuck to the 
grain, that is good. And, in wet environment, if the husks are well removed, that 
is also fine. 

The toasted grains will be pounded to remove the husks. This work is called "giặm 
hom" (removing the beards of rice). The grains are pounded by using a stone 
mortar with a long pestle. They do not use their hands, but their feet to trample on 
the pestle. The grains need to be pounded fast, meanwhile, someone else tries to 
make the grains upside down in the mortar evenly and repeatedly. Mr. Dần added, 
"without watching, a skilled people can even turn the grains upside down while they 
are pounding. It is important that the doer can practice the turning on the right time 
when the pestle is up so that it won’t hit his or her hands." Each batch of rice needs to 
be pounded from 150 to 230 times, depending on the situations. In general, one 
can pound about 55 times a minute. When a batch is finished, the rice is screened, 
cleaned and then continued to pound again. This process is repeated for seven, or 
ten or twelve times to obtain a batch of cốm. To have one kilogram of cốm, there 
need be three to four kilogram of grains. After each turn, the cốm is taken out, 
covered on top with taro leaves to prevent evaporate, maintaining the moisture for 
the cốm. If the cốm is too dry, it is possible to soften it by spraying into it with some 
water. When pounding, the light rice seeds fly upwards. They are called cốm ngọn 
(the cốm on top) or cốm rót hoa bèo (the glutinous cốm is intertwined, curved in the 
form of the duckweed). This is the most delicious cốm. The second best is called 

cốm đầu nia (the cốm on the upper part of the 
large and flat basket – a tool used for production 
of the cốm). This type of cốm is fragrant and so 
thin that it can be blown up. The rest is the cốm 
ngon vừa (the  of pretty deliciousness) and 
cốm gốc (the base ). The completed products 
of cốm are wrapped with leaves of ráy (a species 
in the same family and looks similar to the taro), 
which are fresh and soft to retain moisture of 
the cốm. An additional package layer of lotus 
leaves to keep the fragrant is applied outside. 
Previously, cốm has been brought along and 
sold by the village’s young girls and woman 
vendors in the streets of Hà Nội. The beauty and 
attraction of the images of sellers of the cốm 
carried with shoulder pole have become a nice 
source of inspiration of many famous poems 
and wonderful photographic works.

At present, the 
hard work of 

roasting rice is 
supported by 

machines, 2016.

© Dương Hải Yến
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As the city is curently growing fast, the Vòng villagers have no more fields for paddy 
cultivation. They have to buy rice from other places with expensive prices. Even so, 
they do not have enough glutinous rice material to produce cốm. Consequenly, the 
calling is facing a risk of being lost. In the past, the whole village had 60% of the 
households doing the job. There are now only seven families in the village doing 
the calling. At present, many stages of the cốm production process are done by 
machines including cast-iron roaster and pounding machines. The use of machines 
help reducing labor force while increasing productivity. Previously, the villagers 
consumed only 20  kilograms of glutinous rice for making cốm, nowadays, they 
may consume up to one or two quintals. A today family can produce an amount 
of products that seven or eight households did in the past. When asked about the 
quality of the cốm when using machines, Mr. Nguyễn Mạnh Dần said: "The quality 
of the cốm is not dependent on either the use of machines or hand-made, but on the 
choice of rice, roasting time and skills in pounding paddy.  In fact, the machines help 
reduce the workers' hardness."

One can feel the specific features of the sweet taste, flexibility and fragrance of the 
young glutinous rice (cốm) when having it seperately. Cốm goes well with banana 
and persimmon. It is also essencial and quintessential ingredients for many other 
outstanding dishes of the Hanoians, such as: chè cốm (young glutinous rice sweet 
soup), xôi cốm (steamed young glutinous rice), bỏng cốm (pop-young rice), chả 
cốm (fried cakes of ground meat mixed with cốm), etc., and particularly bánh cốm 
(young glutinous rice cakes).

The pounding rice is also supported by machines, 2016.

© Dương Hải Yến
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BÁNH CỐM (YOUNG GLUTINOUS RICE CAKES)  
OF THE HÀ NỘI CITY

Bánh cốm (young glutinous rice cake) has become a 
famous product of Hà Nội since long time ago. It is an 
indispensable produce on the occasion of the wedding 
and a favorite gift for visitors to Hà Nội. 

Mrs. Nguyễn Thị Hiệp (b.1948), the fourth generation 
grand-daughter of the ancestral founder of the calling, 
tells about the story of the creation of the young rice 
cake (bánh cốm): Nearly 200 years ago, it was Mrs. Trần 
Thị Luân, a native of Yên Ninh village, Yên Thành zone, 
suburb of Hà Nội who had devised the way of making 
bánh cốm. With a deep concern about how to help 
the Hanoians and the visitors to Hà Nội to have more 
opportunities to enjoy regularly the special taste of 
cốm in a longer period of time while its season is very 
short (just from the full moon in 9th lunar month to the 
10th lunar month), she had created a type of cake called 

Nowday, bánh cốm is filled with green beans, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á

The family's tradition of making young rice cakes has been transmitted by Mrs. Hiệp to her children, 2017.

© Nguyễn Á
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bánh cốm. At first, it was just to 
fry the glutinous rice with white 
sugar and then wrap the paste 
in fresh green banana leaves to 
make the cake lasting longer. 
Afterward, bánh cốm is filled with 
green beans. This kind of cake 
can be made also from dried 
glutinous rice.

To make a delicious bánh cốm 
is not easy. The first and most 
important step is the choice of 
cốm. The type of cốm for making 
bánh cốm must be the harder one 
because, if we use the soft one, it 
will be crushed and pasty when 
being fried with sugar, and thus 
cannot be applied for making 
cakes. The recipe and process of making bánh cốm are: using one kilogram of cốm 
to mix well with 1.3 liters of water; then applying the sugar in a ratio of one cốm to 
one sugar. Putting the pot of this mixture on the stove and stirring it regularly in 
about two hours while cooking until the seeds of cốm stick together and the green 
colour of cốm still remains. Green beans are steamed and crushed smoothly. After 
that, they are mixed with white sugar and cooked lotus seeds. The next step is to 
spread a layer of the mixture of the fried cốm on a square piece of nylon, then a 
layer of stuffing of green beans, and then another layer of fried cốm to cover on 
top. Finally, wrap the cake (previously banana leaves were used for wrapping). Each 
of the completed cakes is now put in a box. When enjoying the bánh cốm, one can 
feel a pretty change of the sweet taste of the cake, which is slightly in the outside 
part and sweeter in the inner; enjoy the appetizing glutinosity and fragrance of 
the cốm, and the delicious buttery taste of the green beans and lotus seeds in the 
stuffing.

The most attractive feature of the bánh cốm is that when reaching the consumers 
the scent of the fresh cốm still remains. Bánh cốm is an indispensable type of gifts 
in a wedding ceremony of the Hanoians. Today, bánh cốm is also a special gift of 
the Hà Nội capital to bring to friends from other provinces of the country and to 
the international friends as well.

Mrs. Nguyễn Thị 
Hiệp (b.1948) is a  
niece of the fourth 
generation of the 
ancestral founder 
of young sticky rice 
cakes-making craft 
in Yên Ninh village, 
Mrs. Trần Thị Luân.

© Nguyễn Á
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Synthetic Table of ICH Elements  
after Classified Categories

# District (wholly/
peri-urbanised)

Number 
of ICH 

elements 

Folk 
language

Pe
rf

or
m

in
g 

ar
ts  Social 

customs
Traditional 

festivals

 T
ra

di
ti

on
al

 
cr

af
ts

m
an

sh
ip

Fo
lk

 k
no

w
le

dg
e

1 Ba Đình 23 0 0 0 19 3 1

2 Bắc Từ Liêm 35 0 0 2 24 6 3

3 Cầu Giấy 19 0 0 0 16 1 2

4 Đống Đa 21 0 1 0 18 1 1

5 Hà Đông 50 0 1 0 46 3 0

6 Hai Bà Trưng 09 0 0 0 9 0 0

7 Hoàn Kiếm 47 0 1 21 10 9 6

8 Hoàng Mai 19 0 2 3 9 3 2

9 Long Biên 39 1 3 0 34 1 0

10 Nam Từ Liêm 27 0 0 1 22 3 1

11 Tây Hồ 17 0 0 7 9 1 0

12 Thanh Xuân 11 0 0 5 4 2 0

13 Sơn Tây town 78 0 2 5 65 6 0

14 Ba Vì 126 7 6 16 77 12 8

15 Chương Mỹ 99 0 4 4 88 3 0

16 Đan Phượng 61 0 1 0 54 5 1

17 Đông Anh 128 0 23 59 29 8 9

18 Gia Lâm 92 0 1 4 82 4 1

19 Hoài Đức 55 0 1 2 34 7 11

20 Mê Linh 85 0 1 14 58 7 5

21 Mỹ Đức 60 0 4 3 43 3 7

22 Phú Xuyên 86 1 3 9 56 15 2

23 Phúc Thọ 75 1 0 4 57 4 9

24 Quốc Oai 51 0 6 6 33 4 2

25 Sóc Sơn 65 0 1 16 43 2 3

26 Thạch Thất 92 2 13 13 27 15 22

27 Thanh Oai 81 0 0 1 61 18 1

28 Thanh Trì 50 0 1 2 44 2 1

29 Thường Tín 129 2 4 13 85 19 6

30 Ứng Hòa 63 0 0 3 50 8 2

Total 1.793 14 79 213 1.206 175 106

Proportion 0,7% 4,5% 11,7% 67,6% 9,7% 5,9%
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Hà Nội’s Inventoried ICH Elements 
Introduced in the Book

#
Title 

of ICH 
element

Domain Locality Inventoried 
code Pe

op
le

Cultural 
bearer

1
Sleng of 
Đa Chất 
village

Folk  
language

Phú Xuyên 
district, Hà Nội 

city
HAN-PX-01/25 Kinh

The people of Đa Chất village, 
Đại Xuyên commune, Phú Xuyên 

district

2 Ca trù 
singing

Performing 
arts

Quốc Oai district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-QO-02/31 Kinh The people of Phượng Cách 

commune, Quốc Oai district.

Hà Đông district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-HĐÔ-02/48 Kinh

The people of residential area 
number 6, Yên Nghĩa ward,  

Hà Đông district.

Đông Anh district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-ĐA-02/49 Kinh The people of Lỗ Khê village, Liên 

Hà commune, Đông Anh district.

Hoài Đức district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-HĐ-02/3 Kinh

Ca trù club of Ngãi Cầu village,  
An Khánh commune,  

Hoài Đức district.

3 Trống quân 
songs

Performing 
arts

Thường Tín 
district, Hà Nội 

city
HAN-TT-02/38 Kinh

Trống quân club, Khánh Hà village, 
Khánh Hà commune, Thường Tín 

district.

Phú Xuyên 
district, Hà Nội 

city
HAN-PX-02/44 Kinh

The elders from Phúc Lâm village, 
Phúc Tiến commune, Phú Xuyên 

district.

4 Water 
puppet 

Performing 
arts

Thạch Thất 
district, Hà Nội 

city

HAN-TT-02/1 Kinh The people of Phú Hòa village, Bình 
Phú commune, Thạch Thất district.

HAN-TT-02/17 Kinh The people of Chàng Sơn 
commune, Thạch Thất district.

HAN-TT-02/62 Kinh The people of Thạch Xá commune, 
Thạch Thất district.

Đông Anh district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-ĐA-02/78 Kinh

The people of Đào Thục village, 
Thụy Lâm commune, Đông Anh 

district.

5
Ải Lao 

songs and 
dance

Performing 
arts

Long Biên district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-LB-04/39 Kinh

The people of residential area 
number 1, Phúc Lợi ward,  

Long Biên district.

6 Lưu Xá 
festival 

Traditional 
festival

Chương Mỹ 
district,  

Hà Nội city

HAN-CM-04/23
HAN-CM-02/99

Kinh
The people of Lưu Xá village, 

Hòa Chính commune, 
Chương Mỹ district.

7 Gióng 
festivals

Traditional 
festival

Gia Lâm district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-GL-04/65 Kinh

The people of Phù Đổng commune, 
Đổng Xuyên village (Đặng Xá 
commune) and Phúc Lợi ward 

(Long Biên district).

Huyện Sóc Sơn, 
thành phố Hà Nội HAN-SS-04/32 Kinh The people of Phù Linh commune, 

Sóc Sơn district.

8
Bình Đà 
village 
festival

Traditional 
festival

Thanh Oai district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-TO-04/6 Kinh

The people of Bình Đà village, 
Bình Minh commune, 

Thanh Oai district.
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# Title of ICH 
element Domain Locality Inventoried 

code Pe
op

le

Cultural 
bearer

9
The festivals 
of Hát Môn 

temple 

Traditional 
festival

Phúc Thọ district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-PT-04/3 Kinh The people of Hát Môn 

commune, Phúc Thọ district.

10 The festivals of 
Và temple

Traditional 
festival Sơn Tây town, 

Hà Nội city
HAN-ST-04/64 Kinh

The people of Ái Mỗ village, 
Vân Gia, Phú Nhi, Thanh Trì and 
Trung Hưng ward, Sơn Tây town 

and Di Bình village, Vĩnh Phúc 
province.

11 Chèm festival Traditional 
festival

Bắc Từ Liêm 
district, Hà Nội city HAN-BTL-04/27 Kinh The people of Thụy Phương ward, 

Bắc Từ Liêm district.

12 Lệ Mật village 
festival

Traditional 
festival 

Long Biên district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-LB-04/37 Kinh The people of Lệ Mật village, Việt 

Hưng ward, Long Biên district.

13 Giá festival Traditional 
festival

Hoài Đức district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-HĐ-04/53 Kinh

The people of the Yên Sở and 
Đắc Sở communes, and of 

the Yên Thái village (Tiền Yên 
commune), Hoài Đức district.

14

The art of 
mosaic in 

Chuôn Ngọ 
villge

Craftsmanship Phú Xuyên district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-PX-05/15 Kinh

The people of Chuôn Ngọ 
village, Chuyên Mỹ commune, 

Phú Xuyên district.

15
The art of 

carving in Sơn 
Đồng village

Craftsmanship Hoài Đức district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-HĐ-05/38 Kinh The people of Sơn Đồng 

commune, Hoài Đức district.

16 Đa Sỹ forging 
village Craftsmanship Hà Đông district, 

Hà Nội city HAN-HĐÔ-05/28 Kinh The people of Đa Sỹ village, Kiến 
Hưng ward, Hà Đông district.

17

The old style of 
embroidery in 

Đông Cứu craft 
village

Craftsmanship Thường Tín district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-TT-05/5 Kinh Đông Cứu village, Dũng Tiến 

commune, Thường Tín district.

18 Hạ Thái 
lacquer wares Craftsmanship Thường Tín district, 

Hà Nội city HAN-TT-05/6 Kinh
The people of Hạ Thái village, 

Duyên Thái commune,  
Thường Tín district.

19

Tương making 
knowledge and 

experiences 
in Đường Lâm 

commune

Craftsmanship Sơn Tây town, 
Hà Nội city HAN-ST-05/25 Kinh

A number of households in 
Đường Lâm commune,  

Sơn Tây town.

20
The making 

of young rice 
cakes 

Craftsmanship Ba Đình district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-BĐ 05/18 Kinh

A number of households in 
Nguyễn Trung Trực ward,  

Ba Đình district.

21

Illness 
treatment by 

traditional 
medicines 

Folk 
knowledge

Ba Vì commune, 
Ba Vì district, 
Hà Nội city

HAN-BV 06/15 Dao The people of Ba Vì commune, 
Ba Vì district.

22

The knowledge 
of making 

squre sticky 
rice cakes  

Folk 
knowledge 

Đông Anh district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-ĐA-06/57 Kinh The people of Lỗ Khê village, Liên 

Hà commune, Đông Anh district.

Thanh Trì district, 
Hà Nội city HAN-TTR-06/12 Kinh

The people of Tranh Khúc 
village, Duyên Hà commune, 

Thanh Trì district.
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Hạ Thái village, Duyên Thái commune, Thường Tín district (2016)

Vân Gia village, Trung Hưng ward, Sơn Tây town (2016)

Sơn Đồng commune, Hoài Đức district (2016)

Mông Phụ village, Đường Lâm commune, Sơn Tây town (2016)

Vòng village, Dịch Vọng ward, Cầu Giấy district (2016)

Dịch Vọng ward, Cầu Giấy district (2016)

Nguyễn Trung Trực ward, Ba Đình district (2016)

Ải Lao troupe, Phúc Lợi ward, Long Biên district (2015, 2016)

Monument Management Board of Chèm temple, Thượng Phương, Bắc Từ Liêm district (2016)

Monument Management Board of Hát Môn temple, Hát Môn Commune, Phúc Thọ district (2015, 2016)

Monument Management Board of Sóc temple, Sóc Sơn district (2016)

Monument Management Board of Nội and Ngoại temples, Bình Minh commune, Thanh Oai district (2016)

Monument Management Board of Lệ Mật communal house, Việt Hưng Ward, Long Biên district (2016)

Monument Management Board of Ngự Dội temple, Di Bình village, Vĩnh Ninh commune, Vĩnh Tường district,  
Vĩnh Phúc province (2016)

Đa Chất village, Đại Xuyên commune, Phú Xuyên district ( 2015)

Phúc Lâm village, Phúc Tiến commune, Phú Xuyên district (2015)

Chuôn Ngọ village, Chuyên Mỹ commune, Phú Xuyên district  (2016)

Phú Hoà village, Bình Phú commune, Thạch Thất district (2016)

Vân Gia village, Trung Hưng, Sơn Tây town (2015,2016)

Citidential areas from number 1 to number 8, Kiến Hưng ward, Hà Đông district

Đông Cứu village, Dũng Tiến commune, Thường Tín district (2016)

Khánh Hà commune, Thường Tín district (2015, 2016)

Ba Vì commune, Ba Vì district (2016)

Hát Môn commune, Phúc Thọ district (2015)

Phù Đổng commune, Gia Lâm district (2015, 2016)

Yên Sở commune, Đắc Sở and Yên Thái village (Tiền Yên commune), Hoài Đức district (2016).
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B
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C
Chu Thị Hòa  174

D
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Đ
Đặng Trần Trượng  121
Đào Khang  60, 63
Đào Mạnh Chất  302
Đào Trực  228
Đinh Công Đoán  240, 242, 244, 246, 248
Đinh Dự  31
Đinh Minh Tỉnh  120
Đinh Thị Vân  36
Đỗ Thị Song  33
Đức Bà  179, 182, 183, 186, 187

G
Gổ Thỏa  281

H
Hà Hữu Thể  276, 279, 281, 282
Hai Bà Trưng  60, 146, 149, 150, 151, 310
 Trưng Nhị  67, 147, 155, 159, 298
 Trưng Trắc  146, 147, 155, 159, 298
Hà Thị Phi  279, 282
Hiển Công (Cao Sơn)  164, 165
Hoàng Ngọc Dậu  197
Hoàng Ngọc Trung  190, 194
Hoàng Thị Tâm  190, 194
Hoàng Trung Kiên  247
Hoàng Văn Lam  243
Hoàng Văn Nghĩa  247
Hoàng Văn Sỹ  248
Hoàng Văn Tuệ  241, 247
Hồ Xuân Đạo  102
Hùng Duệ Vương  176

K
Kim Văn Mão  149

L
Lạc Long Quân  132, 134, 137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 143, 

145
Lã Văn Nông  175
Lê Đại Hành  228
Lê Thái Tông  254
Linh Lang  102, 106, 109, 132, 136, 137, 138
Lương Thị Yệc  49, 56
Lương Văn Nền  56
Lưu Xuân Tỉnh  136
Lý Công Uẩn  76
Lý Nam Đế  203
Lý Nhân Tông  190, 192, 194
Lý Ông Trọng  176, 178, 179, 188
Lý Phục Man  200, 202, 203, 204, 300
Lý Sinh Phúc  291
Lý Thái Tổ  200
Lý Thái Tông  136, 194
Lý Thánh Tông  194
Lý Văn Nguyên  290

M
Mãn Đường Hoa Tiên Hải  31

N
Nghiêm Văn Bính  243, 248
Ngô Văn Nhịp  77, 84, 85
Nguyễn Bá Hân  204
Nguyễn Bá Quý  230, 234
Nguyễn Bá Thắng  223
Nguyễn Bá Trản  84, 85
Nguyễn Đắc Bảy  258, 260
Nguyễn Đăng Mạc  151
Nguyễn Đình Diên  264
Nguyễn Huệ  56
Nguyễn Hữu Bình  64
Nguyễn Hữu Chính  62, 63, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73
Nguyễn Hữu Lương  64, 71
Nguyễn Hữu Tiếp  134, 142
Nguyễn Hữu Tuyến  64, 68, 70
Nguyễn Khắc Bịch  51
Nguyễn Khắc Hải  209, 211
Nguyễn Kiều Anh  35
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Nguyễn Mạnh Dần  304, 307
Nguyễn Nghiêm Đạt  228
Nguyễn Ngọc Đoán  20
Nguyễn Thế Dũng  211
Nguyễn Thế Lầu  259
Nguyễn Thị Bình  219
Nguyễn Thị Chúc  34
Nguyễn Thị Hiệp  308, 309
Nguyễn Thị Hồng Thúy  282, 283
Nguyễn Thị Loan  55, 56, 66, 70
Nguyễn Thị Nhợi  183
Nguyễn Thị Sinh  33
Nguyễn Thị Tân  300
Nguyễn Thị Tơ  242
Nguyễn Thị Trại  112
Nguyễn Thị Vẫy  42, 56, 57
Nguyễn Thị Vui  214, 222
Nguyễn Thuần  238
Nguyễn Thuật  238
Nguyễn Thúy Hòa  30
Nguyễn Tiến Ngọc  111
Nguyễn Trọng Hinh  84, 118, 124
Nguyễn Trọng Khoát  82
Nguyễn Trung Tài  231
Nguyễn Văn Ảnh  20
Nguyễn Văn Bôn  52, 56, 68
Nguyễn Văn Huy  122
Nguyễn Văn Huyên  76, 200, 202, 204
Nguyễn Văn Kên  20
Nguyễn Văn Khuê  30, 36, 38, 39, 41
Nguyễn Văn Lăng  225
Nguyễn Văn Lừng  224
Nguyễn Văn Lũy  84
Nguyễn Văn Mở  220
Nguyễn Văn Mộc  249
Nguyễn Văn Mùi  30, 41
Nguyễn Văn Nam  142
Nguyễn Văn Phường  18
Nguyễn Văn Sơn  121, 180, 181
Nguyễn Văn Tạc  182, 186
Nguyễn Văn Thơm  224
Nguyễn Văn Tuấn  246
Nguyễn Văn Tý  242
Nguyễn Viết Hỗ  159

Nguyễn Viết Thắng  232, 233, 236
Nguyễn Xuân Dũng  216
Nguyễn Xuân Huấn  84
Nguyễn Xuân Mai  20

O
Ông Sứ  179, 184, 187

P
Phạm Thắng  296
Phạm Thị Huệ  34
Phạm Viết Khẩn  250
Phan Thanh Xuyên  279
Phó Thị Kim Đức  32
Phùng Duy Lê  172
Phùng Minh Sơn  172, 174

S
Sùng Công (Quý Minh)  164, 165

T
Thánh Gióng  74, 76, 78, 83, 116, 120, 124, 125, 126, 

129, 130
Tô Định  146
Tuấn Công (Tản Viên)  164, 165
Từ Đạo Hạnh  62, 72
Trần Như Chất  195
Trần Văn Bình  298
Trần Văn Khê  31, 35
Trần Xuân Cựa  105
Triệu Thị Bình  284
Triệu Thị Lan  289, 290
Triệu Thị Thanh  289
Trịnh Chù (Trịnh Cương)  194
Trịnh Hồng  241
Trương Công Thành  214
Trương Văn Chè  195, 198
Trương Văn Hoạt  192

V
Vua Bà  9, 91, 96, 99, 301
Vũ Huy Mến  262, 263, 265, 269, 271, 272
Vũ Thị Thu Hà  271
Vũ Văn Giỏi  252, 254, 256, 258, 260, 261
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B
Bắc Phú  126, 128
Ba Vì  13, 17, 143, 164, 284, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 

291
Bình Đà  9, 12, 17, 132, 134, 136, 138, 140, 141, 142, 

144, 311
Bình Minh  132, 272, 311
Bộ Đầu  302, 303

C
Cẩm Khê  146
Cầu Giấy  296
Chằm  132
Chèm  9, 12, 17, 176, 178, 179, 180, 182, 183, 184, 185, 

186, 188, 189
Chợ  88, 94, 95, 98, 132
Chua  132
Chương Mỹ  102, 104, 194, 310, 311
Chuôn Ngọ  12, 17, 214, 216, 218, 219, 220, 222, 224, 

225
Chuyên Mỹ  214, 312
Cổ Sở  200, 202
Cự Linh  88, 90, 98

D
Dịch Vọng  296
Dũng Tiến  250
Dược Thượng  126, 128, 129
Duy Bình  166, 167, 168, 170, 173
Duyên Thái  262, 273, 312

Đ
Đa Chất  10, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 311
Đắc Sở  202, 205, 207, 211, 300
Đại Xuyên  10, 18, 27, 311
Đan Nhiễm  57, 68, 69
Đan Tảo  126, 128
Đa Sỹ  12, 238, 240, 241, 242, 244, 246, 247, 249
Đìa  26, 88, 94, 95, 98, 132, 287
Đoài  83, 94, 200
Đỗ Động  203
Đông  83, 90, 94

Đông Cung  162, 171
Đông Cứu  12, 250, 252, 253, 254, 256, 257, 258, 259, 

261
Đổng Viên  118
Đổng Xuyên  84, 118, 311
Đường Lâm  172, 203, 274, 276, 279, 280, 281, 282, 

283

G
Gia Lâm  9, 84, 88, 116, 190
Giao Chỉ  178

H
Hà Đông  54, 238
Hạ Thái  12, 17, 262, 264, 266, 268, 270, 271, 272, 273
Hát Môn  9, 12, 17, 51, 54, 55, 56, 58, 66, 67, 69, 70, 

146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 154, 156, 157, 158, 
159, 160, 161, 298, 299

Hòa Chính  102, 104
Hoài Đức  200, 226, 300
Hoàng Liên  179, 183, 189
Hoàng Xá  110, 179, 183
Hội Xá  74, 76, 78, 83, 85, 118, 124

K
Khâm Thiên  32
Khánh Hà  42, 44, 46, 47, 50, 56, 57, 58, 65, 67, 68, 69
Kiến Hưng  238

L
Lâm Ấp  203
Lâm Thao  146, 178
Lệ Mật (Trù Mật)  9, 12, 17, 190, 192, 193, 194, 195, 

196, 198, 199
 Trù Mật  192, 194

Liên Mạc  179
Lĩnh Nam  146, 176
Long Biên  9, 74, 88
Lưu Xá  12, 17, 102, 104, 108, 109, 110, 112, 114, 115

M
Mê Linh  146, 310
Mông Phụ  276, 279, 281, 282
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N
Ngọc Trì  88

P
Phúc Lâm  53, 58, 59, 311
Phúc Lợi  74, 311
Phúc Thọ  9, 56, 58, 60, 146, 149, 298
Phúc Tiến  53, 58, 65, 67
Phù Đổng  9, 74, 76, 80, 82, 83, 84, 116, 118, 120, 121, 

122, 124, 125, 127, 130
Phù Dực  118
Phù Linh  125, 126, 127, 128
Phù Mã  126, 128, 129
Phú Xuyên  10, 18, 27, 56, 58, 59, 60, 214, 310, 311
Phù Yên  110

Q
Quốc Oai  62
Quyếch  132, 142

R
Ra  17, 60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 69, 73

S
Sóc Sơn  9, 91, 95, 116, 125, 126
Sơn Đồng  12, 226, 228, 230, 231, 232, 233, 235, 236, 

237
Sơn Tây  9, 54, 146, 149, 162, 166, 274, 281, 282, 283

T
Tân Minh  126, 128
Thạch Bàn  88, 92, 95
Thái Hà  17, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41
Thăng Long  11, 28, 41, 190, 193, 199, 238
Thanh Oai  9, 132, 136
Thập Tam trại  193, 198
Thường Tín  56, 57, 58, 60, 62, 68, 250
Thụy Phương  176, 179, 183
Tiên Dược  126, 128, 129
Trung Hưng  162, 166
Từ Liêm  9, 176, 178, 179

V
Vân Gia  162, 172
Vệ Linh  125, 126, 127, 128
Việt Hưng  190
Vĩnh Ninh  166, 167
Vĩnh Phúc  146, 166
Vòng  304, 305

X
Xuân Dục  126, 127, 128
Xuân Giang  128
Xuân Lai  91, 95, 99, 301
Xuân Thu  91

Y
Yên Ninh  308, 309
Yên Sảo  128
Yên Sở  200, 202, 203, 204, 205, 207, 210, 211
Yên Sơn  286, 289, 290, 291
Yên Tàng  126, 127, 128, 129
Yên Thái  202, 205, 207
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A
Ải Lao  9, 11, 74, 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 120, 124
Food way
 Bánh chưng  13, 292, 294, 295, 296
 Bánh cốm  12, 307, 308, 309
 Bánh cuốn  300, 301
 Bánh dày  294, 295, 300, 301, 302
 Bánh mật, bánh đường  302
 Bánh trôi  149, 150, 151, 159, 160, 292, 298, 299
 Chè (chè kho, chè cốm) 183, 307
 Cốm  12, 292, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309
 Bánh vía  138, 141, 143
 Xôi  13, 151, 292, 300, 307

B
Bơi Chải  17, 102, 104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 114

C
Ca nương (Đào nương)  30, 31, 34, 39, 40
Ca trù  28, 35
Cờ sai  100

D
Dịch phục  152

Đ 
Đả ngư  166, 171, 175

G
Giảo Long (múa Giảo Long)  197, 198, 199

H
Hát

 Chèo  65
 Cò lả  65
 Giải đồng  65
 Hát đố  66
 Hát gọi  62
 Quan họ  54
 Sa mạc  65

K
Kéo co ngồi  9, 88, 93, 98, 101
Kéo mỏ  9, 91, 97, 99, 101
Kép  34, 39, 60, 71
Kép đàn  34, 39

M
Mộc dục  125, 152, 153, 155, 156, 162, 166, 168, 169, 

170, 171, 182, 184, 185, 186, 187, 237

N
Nghiềm quân  205, 211, 212, 213

O
Ông Hiệu  120
Ông Hổ  120

P
Phù Giá  120, 127, 153, 155, 176, 181, 182, 183, 185, 

186, 187

R
Roi chầu  35
Roi (hoa roi)  211
Rước (lễ rước)  120
Rước nước  120

S
Sơn mài (Sơn mài Hạ Thái)  262

T
Thứ chỉ (Tiên thứ chỉ)  91, 151, 153, 155
Thuốc nam  284, 291
Tiên chỉ  151
Tổng cờ  94, 100
Trống quân (Hát Trống quân)  11, 17, 42, 44, 46, 47, 

48, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 65, 
66, 67, 69, 71

Tương (Tương Đường Lâm)  12, 13, 274, 276, 277, 279, 
280, 281, 282, 283
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